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Abstract
In this work we construct two representations, Sg and 
St^, for the general linear group G = Gl^X/p'/L)» over 
the integers modulo a prime power, which, in different ways 
may be regarded as analogues of the usual Steinberg represen­
tation SG of G.| = GLn(‘2L/p"2l).
Chapter 1 contains technical results which are required 
for the representation theory of the sequel. We Investigate 
the parabolic structure of G and discuss 'unramified semi- 
simple' and 'regular' elements of G.
In Chapter 2 we construct S^ by an analogic of Curtis' 
formula; this i3 inductive on h, requiring prior construction 
of S,, for M £ GLn( 7l_ ). We also express 3Q as an alter­
nating sum of permutation representations. S„ is not irred­
ucible if h >  2 but its character is 0 or + a power of p at 
many elements.
In Chapter 3 St^ appears as The 'largest' irreducible
ncomponent of 1^ (suitably defined) and is constructible 
homologically, but it has complicated character values. It 
is contained in the 'Gelfand-Graev representation' ”X ®  with 
multiplicity 1; this is proved by considering a related 
'affine Steinberg representation' St^, which is isomorphic 
to "Xy. We also show that "X ^  is multiplicity-free in certain 
cases.
In Chapter 4 we give geometric interpretations of SG and 
StG using a Bruhat-TIts building; these enable us to show 
that Sg is a subrepresentation of 1-g and contains St^ (except 
possibly if p=2).
Finally, in Chapter 5 we give some examples and counter­
examples; in particular we show that the character of i3 
not always 0 or + a power of p and we compute the character 
of StG at split semisimple elements for n=2 and 3» giving a 
conjecture for the general case.
-  U )
Introduction
,Q. of G.j = GLn (“Zl/p . I-Iore generally, we nay take R to be
The purpose of this work is to construct representations 
for the general linear groups G = GLn(R)»over the ring R = 
of integers nodulo a prime power, which may be re­
garded as analogues of the usual Steinberg representation
S C
a proper quotient of the maximal compact subring of a non- 
archimedean local field K - such a ring is finite and has the 
same essential properties as
In fact we shall give two representations which, in differ­
ent v?ays, play the role of 'Steinberg representation' of G.
The first one, Sy, has character values which are zero or + 
a power of p at many elements of G; it coincides with SG if 
h=1 but it is not irreducible if h >  2, although it is still
nsubrepresentation of 1-f, suitably defined (except possibly 
if p=2). The second representation,3ty, is the 'largest' irre-
nducible component of 1  ^in the sense that its degree, as a
polynomial in p, has the same leading term as the degree of
thus it coincides with SP in case h=1 , and in fact is con-
Lt1tained in Sq in case h >  2 (except possibly if p=2). However, 
in case h > 2 its character values are quite complicated. Sty 
is constructible homologically; the constructions in the two 
cases h=1 and h >  2 are somewhat different, though related.
Sty is probably also the unique common irreducible component.
Gr Gof 1g and the Gelfand-Graev representation 'Xy (this is true
if n=2 or 3). Both Sy and Sty may be expressed as alternating
3ums of permutation representations.
The work Is paganised as follows. The first chapter consists
mainly of technical results necessary for the sequel. We regard
m s f i i m i f
G as the automorphism group of a free R-module V of rank n 
and with this point of view we define a parabolic subgroup P 
of G to be the stabiliser of a flag of free submodules of V; 
we prove that P is self-normalising in G and we give a ’Levi 
decomposition' of P. We also study 'root subgroups' of G. Our 
methods of proof are elementary in contrast to those of .
Next we give some 'distinguished representatives' for the 
cosets of P in G, making use of distinguished representatives 
for the cosets of a parabolic subgroup Wp of the Weyl group W 
of G^  (cf. TS]). In this connection we also give a combinatorial 
lemma to deal with alternating sum expressions occuring in 
Chapters 2 and 4. Chapter 1 ends with a discussion of semi- 
simple and regular elements of G; we restrict our attention 
to 'unramified' semisimple elements, which are those which 
split over an extension R' of R corresponding to an unramified 
extension K' of E. We derive a criterion for such elements to 
be regular and we also prove that G has a unique regular uni- 
potent conjugacy class.
In Chapter 2 we define S& as an alternating sum of repres­
entations induced from parabolic subgroups P of G analogous to 
Curtis' formula for Sn (£53); here we induce, not the unit 
representation in general, but the lift to P of the represen­
tation Sr(h_i) of a Levi subgroup L of P over 74/p*1-^ (this
is 1 if h=1). We show that may also be expressed as the 
alternating sum of permutation representations parametrised 
by (n-1)-tuples of integers ”k= , ... »kn_1 ) with <Xkr<h for
each r (or alternatively by fjjtrations of the set of simple 
roots); the are precisely the subgroups of G for which one 
constructs principal series representations a suitable
character of a split torus of G) thus providing a second
- (iii) -
analogy with Curtis' formula. V/e show that the character of 
Sq at unramified semisimple elements t is + a power of p, the 
sign being related to the number of orbits of the Probenius 
map on the set of eigenvalues of t. We also show that the 
character of vanishes at non-trivial unipotent elements 
'near the identity'. In case li=1 our computations cover all 
the conjugacy classes of . Che method of computation, which 
is illustrated by the case lr=1 and_t lying in a minimal para­
bolic subgroup (e.g. t split semisimple), is first to show 
that the set of parabolic subgroups of G of a given type and 
the set of minimal parabolic subgroups of G 'lying over' the 
distinguished representatives of a suitable parabolic sub­
group of W have the same number of elements fixed by t. Chen 
we use the alternating sum formula for S& to show that S^(t) 
equals the number of minimal parabolic subgroups fixed by t 
and lying over Wq (the longest element of V/), i.e. 'opposite' 
to a fixed such group. The idea of this proof is related to 
Tits' computation of the homology ox the spherical building 
associated to G^
In Chapter 3 we construct St^ for h >  2 as the homology of 
a simplicial complex with sinplices corresponding to certain 
flags of submodules of V which here play a role analogous to 
flags of 3ubspaces of V in case lu=1 (the analogy will be made 
clearer in Chapter 4). In fact this method yields a whole 
family of irreducible components R(a) of 1^ of which StQ is 
the largest. We prove that the character of R(a) vanishes on 
'regular enough* unramified semisimple elements (unlike the 
case h=1). Related to Stg is an irreducible representation 
StH of the affine group which is constructed in a similar 
manner to St^ ,; The 'geometric' construction shows that St^ is
- (iii) -
analogy with Curtis* formula. We show that the character of 
Sq at unramified semisimple elements t is + a power of p, the 
sign being related to the number of orbits of the Frobenius 
map on the set of eigenvalues of t. We also show that the 
character of vanishes at non-trivial unipotent elements 
'near the identity'. In case hs=1 our computations cover all 
the con jugacy classes of . The method of computation, which 
is illustrated by the case hs=1 and_ t lying in a minimal para­
bolic subgroup (e.g. t split semisimple), is first to show 
that the set of parabolic subgroups of G of a given type and 
the set of minimal parabolic svibgroups of G 'lying over1 the 
distinguished representatives of a suitable parabolic sub­
group of W have the same number of elements fixed by t. Then 
we use the alternating sum formula for to show that 3^ .(t) 
equals the number of minimal parabolic subgroups fixed by t 
and lying over wQ (the longest element of V/), i.e. 'opposite' 
to a fixed such group. The idea of this proof is related to 
fits' computation of the homology of the spherical building 
associated to G^  (D^3).
In Chapter 3 we construct Stg for h >  2 as the homology of 
a simplicial complex with simplices corresponding to certain 
flags of submodules of V which here play a role analogous to 
flags of subspaces of T in case h-1 (the analogy will be made 
clearer in Chapter 4). In fact this method yields a whole 
family of irreducible components R(a) of 1^  of which St-, is^ -D VT
the largest. We prove that the character of R(a) vanishes on 
'regular enough' unramified semisimple elements (unlike the 
case h=1 ). Related to Stj, is an irreducible representation 
Stjj of the affine group which is constructed in a similar 
manner to St^; The 'geometric' construction shows that Stjj is
- (iv) -
contained in the restriction of St^ to H, but to prove Stjj 
is irreducible we employ an algebraic method, showing first 
that 3tjj_= ”Xy for any non-singular character X  of the unipotent 
subgroup U of G. This also yields the fact that St^ is con-
Q ,
tained in the 1 Gelfand-Graev representation' X^r with multi-
Q .
plicity 1. In view of it is natural to ask whether "X -y is 
multiplicity-free, and we are able to show that this is the 
case if rt=2 on 3» pointing out the difficulties in the general 
case. We also show that the number of components of in 
case n=3 and h >  2 is greater than the number of regular con- 
jugacy classes of G, unlike the case h=1, when there 5s equality. 
We conclude Chapter 3 by pointing out how St^ , occurs as part 
of the principal series of representations of G.
In Chapter 4 we give geometric interpretations of Sc and
nStG by describing the representations 1p as permutation rep­
resentations on certain sets of subcomplexes of (a finite sub­
complex X of) the Bruhat-Tits building of GLn(K). This enables 
us to relate the construction of St,, (h > 2) to that of Stn 
and also to prove that is a subrepresentation of 1 ^  and 
contains St^ (except possibly if p=2). We show how to con­
struct the Bruhat-Tits building using (equivalence classes of) 
lattices in a K-vector space cf dimension n; it follows that 
the vertices of X correspond to the R-submodules of V of length 
<  n-1. We briefly consider how such geometric constructions of 
Sq. and Stg may be made for more general groups.
Finally, in Chapter 5 we give some examples and counter-
nexamples. We consider the problem of decomposing 1g : recall 
that in case h—1 the B—orbits on 1^ (which i3 the permutation 
“Representation of G on the set of complete flags in V) have a 
simple geometric characterisation and are parametrised by the
elements of the Weyl group W = Sn. The distinct irreducible
r«components of 1^ are parametrised by the conjugacy classes of 
W as are also the conjugacy classes of unipotent elements of 
G (though not canonically). However, in case n=3 and h > 3 we 
show that the corresponding simple 'geometry' no longer char-
nacterises the B-orbits on 1^ and moreover both their number 
and the number of unipotent conjugacy classes in G are not
bounded independently of p. In cases n=2 and n=3,h=2 we decom-
Gr *pose 1^ and completely; in these cases the number of dis-
ntinct irreducible components of 1^ equals the number of uni­
potent conjugacy classes in G. next we give an example (when 
n==3»h=3) to show that the character of 3^ is not always 0 or 
+ a power of p. In the final section we compute the character 
of 3tg at all split 3emisimple elements of G in the cases n=2 
and n*=3; these results lead to a conjecture for the general 
case.
Accounts of the Steinberg represen-cation in case h=1 (when 
R is a field) can be found in CS] and cm. In case h >  2 the 
representation 3t& was well-known for GL2 (see for example 
c«.}) and G.Lusztig suggested to me how one might construct 
it for GLn. G.Lusztig also established the existence of the 
representation 3^ with 'nice' character values for GL2 and 
suggested that such a representation might exist for GLn» I 
wish to thank him for explaining to me the case h=1 and for 
suggesting what to look for in case h >  2.
notations and conventions
All representations will be assumed to be complex -unless 
otherwise specified.
denotes the ring of rational integers, Q  the rational 
numbers, and <C the field of complex numbers.
(Vi)
If M is a nodule over a ring R and e^,..,em € M then 
<  e1 >  = M or <  : 1<*i*m >  = M
means that the set {». . » e^ } generates M as an R—module.
If S is a group and g,h £ G then ®h means ghg ; and if H 
Is a subgroup of G then SH means gHg-^.
Also HG(H) = {g £ G : %  = H} and ZG(h) = { g £ G : sh = h}. 
The commutator £ g,hj means g~ h gh.
■ indicates the end of a proof.
1Chapter 1
The parabolic structure of the general linear group.
This chapter is mainly concerned with those group-theoretic 
results required for the representation theory of chapters 2 and 3. 
First we develop the theory of parabolic, Levi and root subgroups 
of the general linear group G = GIn(R) over & certain finite local 
ring R (see §1.0) from a 'geometric' point of view using flags 
of R-modules. In case R is a finite field the results are well- 
known (tv\, t*3). Some of our results are contained in those of 
C V] and t but our methods are more elementary. V/e also determine 
some 'distinguished' representatives for cosets of a parabolic 
subgroup of G and compute j.t3 order; finally we discuss regular 
and semi-simple elements of G.
1.0 The ring R
let Y be r non-archive1ean local field, with valuation v. Its 
maximal compact subring G - {x. € E j v(x) C} is a local ring 
with maximal ideal f  -- jx € E | v(x) > 0}. lr fact 0 is a complete 
discrete valuation ring so its ideals t re precisely^1 (0 * h €*) 
and 'J) is the only non-zero prime ideal* the residue field k = eA  
is finite, of characteristic p say. Let ¡k| = q. Two cases arise:
Case (i) : char(6) = p.
Then 6 - ktCxll, a formal power series ring, and K ~ k((X)).
Case (ii) : char(6>) = 0.
Then 0 is the completion of the ring of integers ©p in a number 
field F at some prime ideal P of and X is the completion of 
F for the P-adic valuation on F; moreover 0 is the closure of ©F 
in K.
Vie refer to or c m  for the theory of local fields.
A
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Definition
let h be a positive integer >  1. Define R = ©/fh.
(This notation will be standard in the sequel except tliat 
sometimes we shall point out results which hold for more 
general rings R).
Then R is a finite local ring with maximal idealf« =
The ideals of R are-ftt1 = i/'f,h (CKi«h). If h=1 then R is a 
field (Rsk) but if h >  1 then R i3 principal but not an inte­
gral domain (e.g. if 0 4 x el«11“1 then x2 = 0).
There is a unique map ** :k -* 0 (the 'Teichmuller section1
in case (ii) ) such that the composition k X 0 — 0 /]> = k is 
the identity map and such that and Ty» = (>,yu. € lc).
Let "5 be an irreducible element of ® (it is unique up to multi­
plication by a unit and generates 1p). Then each element of 0
C O  .
has a unique expression in the form Z with a. £ lc. It is
i=0 1 x
clear how R inherits thes e properties. In particular if v
generates in then each element of R has a unique expression 
h-1
in the form r = Z *5 .n (a. £ k, (XisJi-1). 
i=0 1 1
Do shall write r||irn iff a±=0 (CKiSm-l) and a^O, i.e. 
r ^  W  —in Write r|\s if ‘ and imply that m=l; note
that r^s iff rjs and s|r.
We shall also need the following notations: 
for 1<i<h define R ^  = 1 +1tv = {1 + xk1 : x£R}; then R ^  =
ker(v .) where it. :R -* R^ = R/**x is 'reduction mod ttx'. Wa may
also write t»1 (r) = r for r£R and w., (R) = R (sk). r (°) = R* 
will denote the group of units in R and R+ the additive group
of R. Hote tliat ¡?.j = qh, { = fa?-\ = q*1“1 (1 <i<h), and
I a* | = qh“1(q-1).
- 3 -
1 .r l Unramified extensions of R
Let E' Toe a finite algebraic extension of E with, valuation v'. 
Then the maximal compact subring 0' is the integral closure of © 
in X' and the extended ideal /J>' =■ "&* .f> is a power of the non-zero 
prime ideal of 0'. The extension is unremified iff is prime.
In this case % is also irreducible in O'. Equivalently the exten­
sion is tmramified iff v'(f) = 1.
Definition
An unramified extension R' of R is a ring of the form R' = 
where (in the above notation) K' is an unramified extension of K.
In case (ii), writing v(p) = e, p is irreducible in 0 iff e = 1, 
in which case E is an unramified extension of the p-adic numbers 
and 0 ~ W(k), the ring of Witt vectors over k Chap. II).
If jk| = p then 0 the ring of p-rdic integers, and R = ^/p^i
1.02 The Frobenius automorphism
Up to isomorphism there is a unioue unramified extension X ’ 
of K of each degree f and a corresponding unique R'; such exten­
sions correspond bijectively to the finite field extensions k' 
of k. The Galois group Gal(X'/K) ~ Gal(lc'/k) is cyclic, generated 
by the Frobenins automorphism F which induces the permutation 
on the group of roots of 1 of order prime to p (which
generate K' over E) (see CW1, $1.4). So we have r. Frobenius
h-1 . h-1 .
automorphism F:R' — R' given by 2 'a .it ~ v- T. 'c .xt ,
t? , i=0 1 v i=0 1
and R = RTi = |r £ R' | F(r) -r}, since k=k' .
1 ,Q’J> Modules over R
Let I; be a finitely generated R-module. Then I may be regarded
■ua3 a module over the principal ideal domain 6 , with "p .1 = 0, 
end the structure of such modules is known to be a3 follows.
(see also CW)>§2.2).
t b ilWIlllilV
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Proposition 1.04
(i) There exist unique integers a.j ,a2,... »a^ with
h >  a1 > ... > an >  0 such that there is a decomposition
SljM = M1 ® ... ©  Mn with = R/m as R-modules.
Also |m | = qa where a = P a . .
i=1 1(ii) If M is a free R-module (so a± = h for 1<i«n) and if 
N is a free R-submodule of M then there exists a free 
R-submodule N' of M such that M = N © N' ; in particular, if 
rank(N) = rank(M) then M = N.
The sequence (a^,..,an) will be called the type of the 
module M. Also write M^(a^ ,..»an). n = 1(M) is called the 
length of M.
We remark that if b^ = h — and c^ = liun?-- for
1<i<h then (c.,,..,^) is the partition conjugate to (b1f..,bn), 
i.e. o± = |(j : bj >  i}|,
1.1 Flags and parabolic subgroups
let V be a free R-module of finite rank n and let G = GL(V) 
be the set of R-module isomorphisms g:V “ V.
Definition
Let X = {i1 ,...,ir} be a subset of S = {1,2,...,n-1} with
i^  <  ... <  ir (this notation will be standard henceforth).
Then a flag of type X in V is a flag a~= (OC U. C...C U, C V)X1 xrof R-submodules of V with U, free of rank iv (1 <k<r).xk *let 'J'j = {flags of type X in Vj. Note that G acts on 'J’j by
g.<T = (0 C g.U. C ... C g.U, C V) (g € G).
X1 **
Now fix a standard flag = (0 C C ... C Vn_^V)€ 
and let B c Pg = Stabg(^g), the stabiliser of Pg for the action 
of G (a subgroup of G). Then for each X C S we also have the
standard flag of type X s P = (0 C V. C ... C V. C V) >and• i ^ j
- 5 -
the standard parabolic subgroup of type X : ?x = Stab^if.^).
Note that P0 = G.
l/e also fix a free basis <e = {e^ ... ,eni of V such that for 
1 s; i < n-1 we have V.. = <e1, ... ,0^.
lemma 1,11
There is a G-equivariant bisection 0:G/P.,.— *J*X given by 
gPx r* g.^x (g € G).
In particular, any cr € Ti„ has the form <r = g.^x where g € G 
is 'unique modulo Px'.
(Here G acts on G/Px by translation : g.(hPx) = (gh)Px .)
Proof:
Let g1 ,g2 £ G. Then g1 = g2P>: iff £2_1g1 G iff 
g2~1gr?X = iff g1-? : e ¿2‘tx : 50 9 is well-defined and
injective. Iloreover 0 (g1 . (g L;,-)) - &( (s1S2)i’x) “
~ gi.(c2.^ x) = g1.0(g^Fx) sc 0 is G-e uivariant.
To see 0 is surjective we show that G r cts transitively on 
IS.r. So let o' - (0 C U. C ... C IT. C. V) e Y  and choose a freeA l.| lr A
basis |f., ... ,f } of V such that U = <f.,... ,f. >  0*k<r) . i n  1 k
Then the map g:V -* V sending e^  to f.. (Hisn) is in G and 
<r = g.^ .r. So if or1 e 3r . then there exists g' € G with tr' = g'.^x
and <r' = g'g-1 .cr . ®
Lemma 1.12
(i) StabQ(g.^x) = ePx (g € G).
(ii) If g € G and SPX = Px then g € B^. (i.e. Nq (Fx) = ?x ). 
Proof:
(i) StabG(g.^x) = |h € G | hg.^-; = g.^x(
= Ifikg“1 | k € G and k.fx = £x)
= gPVS_1 = ^Py.-rv A
- 6 -
(ii) Suppose g 4 *j* Then there exists i.. £ X such that
and let U = V. Then we
.U j  U, whence
g.V 4 V. . Take the least such i.
1j *'shall show that there exists p £ Px such that p
Spx ^ PX (1131118 i1) )• This proves (il).
How with respect to the basis e of T, g may be written in
block matrix form (A1rn) where for 1<l,m<iM-1 A1m is an (i^-i^_^)
x matrix, A1rn = 0 if m <  1 and m <  j, and A ^  4 0
for some k with k > j. ITow there exist block diagonal matrices
P1 = (S1), P2 = (T^ £ Px, with S1 = 1i _i 1 for 1 4 k* and
T^ = 1^ for 1 4 3» and so that A ^  = S^A^T^ has entries
(a^) which are zero if p 4 1» and at least one with p = q., say
a j i s  non-zero. Since P1#P2 G we may replace g by p^gp2
and Akj by A¿;j.
Now since V. = g.V. there exists at least one i such that
i3 13i^ ._1<i<ij and e^ 4 g.V^ » thus we may choose k, S^ and T.. so 
that in fact a|^ € R*. Now let p = (E1|n) € Pj be a block matrix
with =  1.^  “ ' i,-i, /  "lmE, = 0 for 1 4 m» except for E., , which‘■l--Ll-i -Lm 3k
may be chosen so that D = has zero entries except for a
1 in the (i-ij_1,i-ij_1) - place. Then D acts on the module
<  *i. .+1 >  and D.e1 = Sile± (i;._1< U i ;j). Further,J-1T ' ipg.e1 = g.e1 for KKi^, l4i» but p g ^  = g.e^ + e±, which
doesn't lie in g.V. = U. Hence p.U 4 U. V
J
Definition
A parabolic subgroup P of G of type X will mean a G-conjugate 
of Px t P = gPx for some g = G. Denote the set of such byTx. 
(Warning; this labelling of parabolic subgroups is the opposite 
to that employed by Bourbaki £*■!, where for example G = Pg, but 
is more convenient for us).
G acts on T j  by conjugation : g. (P) = SP (^G, Pe?x).
Also we may partially order the set "5* = of all parabolicxcs*4,subgroups of G by inclusion.
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Now define a martial order  ^ on '7= U H  as follows.
XC3
Let <T= (0 C U. c ... C U. C V) e T ,  and let 
11 xr(OCH. C ... C N. C V) g T. . Than <r < 'T iff (i) X C Y 
31 3s 1
and (ii) Uj = for i € X.
The main result of this section is the following.
Proposition 1.13
For each X C S there is a G-equivariant bi jection 9 "* ^ X
and these induce an order-reversing G-equivariant bisection 
— IP given by <r *— Stable-).
Proof:
(^ V:<rv- Stab^Cr-) is well-defined ■ nd surjective by Lemma 1.11 
and Lemma 1.12(1) end is injective by Le: :.:a 1.17(11).And if h G G, 
a-~ €.'& r then ^  ,(h.<r) - ^~(hg.^- hrP~ - n(ePy) - )
so ^  . is G-equivariant.
Finally, to see that ^ is; order-reversing :
<r nr ^  StabG(-r) C Stabler) is clear from the definition of ■; .
On the other hand if l% y  C then for each i G X ~Py stabilises 
g.Yy, so Py stabilises g_1h.Ys: so in fact P~, stabilises g_1h.Vl
since Pg C Py. The proof of Lemma 1.12(11) now shows g-1h.7^=7^, 
so h.Td = g.Vd, and in fact Py stabilises (i G X), whence 
X C Y. Thus we have shown that h.^ .. < g.^y. H
Corollary 1.14
(i) If P is parabolic of type X, and Y C X then there exists a- 
unique parabolic Q of type Y such that P C Q.
(ii) If P,Q are parabolic of types X,Y respectively, and P C Q, 
then Y C X.
Proof: Immediate from Proposition 1.13. •
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Corollary 1.15
Let P,Q be parabolic with. Pf\ Q also parabolic and gP C Q 
for some g £ G. Then g £ Q and P C Q.
Proof: -1
Suppose P,Q,P n  Q have types X,Y,Z respectively. Then g Q 
also has type T and gP has type X. Now P O Q C P and gP C Q so 
Y C X C Z by Corollary 1.14(ii). So by Corollary 1.14(i) Q is 
the unique parabolic of type Y containing P O Q; but we also 
have e Q 3 P 3 P n ( J s o g Q = Q, whence g € Q by Lemma 1.12(ii
_-1
And P C S Q = Q, i.e. P C Q.
Corollary 1.16
(i) Two parabolic subgroups of G with parabolic intersection 
are conjugate iff they are equal.
(ii) Every parabolic subgroup of G is equal to its own 
normaliser in G.
(iii) For X C S and g € G gPY = nA i£XSt
1.2 Decompositions and Levi components
For X C S write wQ(X) = }n-i : i € X}; so S = wQ(S). 
Definition
The flag <r* = (0 C U£_± C ... U£_± C V) €‘J^ (x) is 
opposite to <T = (0 C U. C**... C U. cV) eTj i?f ror3-1 ir
1 < k < r we have U4 n U* . =0.
jc n-1k
In this case we have V = U. ®  U* . for each k, by $1 ,04lii1k n-1k
Assuming that c • is opposite to O’ we shall write
W. = U. O U • . for 1<k<r+1, where in=0,i .=n, and3-k ik n-lk-1 u r+1
U~ = TJ1 = 0. U = U’ = V. (These and similar notational u o n n
conventions will be understood in future).
f 8 if
Lenma 1.21
Por 1<k<r+1 is free over R of rank ( i^-i^j ) and we
have the direct stun decomposition V = W. 0  ... © V. .*1 *r+1
Proof:
= U. n V = TJ.We nse induction on k. First note that W4 4
1 1 1which is free of rank = (^-Iq ) over R.
Assume now that for some integer k with 1 <k<r we have 
(*) For 1<j<k is free of rank (i^-ij_^) over R and
Ui — W. 0 • • • 0 W4 4 
ii *1 v
Now W> n  =  uLk+1
so the sum 9^
*k+1 
k
n  U  »n-iv
- uA-ii.n %
o  u.
*ksince U4 C U.^k lk+1
= 0f 
+ W.. is direct; thus U. ~D 9, *k+1 jc+1Now consider the projection pr:V = U.^  ©  Un-i Ui
onto the first factor, which has kernel U^_4 . Then
ker(pr|U. ) = ker(pr) n U. = U*xk+1 xk+1 n 1k
O U.
so pr(U. ) 
Tc+t /ke 
I
=  u.
= Ui
i r(pr|Ui ) Ak+1 xk+1
(since U- D  U. ) lk+1 1k
Lk+1 •i »-^k+t
4^ / "4 ••^k+t ak+1Hence by Proposition 1.04 and (T) W. is free of rankk+1
(ivj.1 “iv) over R and U4 = U4 0  W4 . So (*) holds with + ik+1 he Tc+Ik+1 instead of k; the result now follows by induction. ■
Definition
A decomposition of f  is an (ordered) sequence
)(V4 »... » V4
l r+1
of R-modules with W4 free of rank
*k(ilE-ijE_1 ) and D± = 0 ... ®  W± (1<k<r+1).k 1 klows ■
decompositions : p.A = (p.V.
This last equation sho that P = Stabg(tf") acts
..»p.w. )
r+1
on such
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Lemma 1.22
There is a P-equivariant bijection 
9 :(flags opposite <T } -* (decompositions of given by
(° c uA-ir c CUU c V) - (w.
where W. = U. n U* (1 <k<r+1).ik 1k n_1k—1
i t•••» W. 
*1 1r+1
Proof;
'9 is well-defined by Lemma 1.21 and is bijective because
U* = W. ®  ... ©W. (1<k<r) t which follows from the
n_ik *¿+1 lr+1proof of lemma 1.21.
Also if p € P then 0 (p.<r) = (U. n pU» . OwU', )1 0 r+1 ' r= (p . ( u , n  u* . ) , . . . , p . ( u4 n u* ) ) = p.9(«r') ,ll n-i0 ir+1 n ir
is P-equivariant.
so 9
Definition
A Levi component (or subgroup) of P is a group of the form 
L = P O Stab&(«’') for some flag o'* € 9 ^  opposite to tf". 
Keeping the preceding notation and also writing A = 0 (^ "*) 
we have :
Lemma 1.23
L = Stabp(A).
Proof:
L stabilises both TJ. and U' , so stabilises W. forik n-ik-1 ikeach k. On the other hand, if g £ P stabilises A , i.e. if g
stabilises each W. = U- OU' . then the relations ■^k Ak n-ik-1U» , = W4 ©  ... ®  W show that g stabilises 0"'. ■n-1k Xk+1 ir+1
Corollary 1.24
L = GL(W. ) x ... x GL(W. ) (direct product). ■ 
X1 ^+1
The next two lemmas should he compared with §1.11/2/3.
Lemma 1.25
There Is a P-equivariant bisection
:P/L-* {decompositions of<r| given by pL -» p. A •
(Here P acts on P/L by p1 .(p2L) = (p1P2)l •)
Proof;
Let P1»P2 €P. Then p^L = p2l iff P2 P^j € ^ iff 
p21p1*^= ^ iff P|• A = p2.A : so ^ is well-defined and 
injective. Moreover, ^(pt.(p2I)) =^((p1P2)I<) = (p1P2)*A 
= pt.(p2.A) = P<| .^(Pgl) so y is P-equivariant.
Now given a decomposition A' = of®"» the
projection isomorphisms (see Lemma 1.21)
provide an isomorphism :W. WJ for each k and hence
- ^  Tcan isomorphism p':V ^  V which stabilises each
U, = W, ®  ... ®  W. = WJ ®  ... ® W» so is in P. Thus
ik i1 ifc *1 1k= p'.A with p' £ P. So if A "  is another decomposition of
<r then there exists p'* € P with A'' = p''.A sod A'' = P"P 1 A*
hence P acts transitively on {decompositions of r) and so
is surjective.
Lemma 1.26
(i) Stabp(p.A) = (p € P).
(ii) If p £ P and = L then p £ L. (i.e. Np(L) = L ).
(iii) There is a P-equivariant bijection
; {decompositions of ff”) -» {Levi components of P} 
given by ¿ w  P n  StabG(&-* (A)) = Stabp(A) . (cf.§1.22/3).
(Here P acts on {Levi components of P} by conjugation, the 
action being well-defined by part (i) ).
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Proof:
(i) Stabp(p.A) = {q € P : qp.A = p.M
= {prp~^ : r € P and r.A = A}
= pLp—1 = Pl .
(ii) Suppose p ^ 1. Then there exists k with K t o l  and 
p.W. 4 W. . Let U = p.W. . Then we shall show there exists 
1 € L such that l.U 4 U» whence PL 4 L («sin« (i) )• This 
proves (ii).
Now with respect to the basis e of T, p may be written in
block matrix form (A-^) where for 1<l,m<r+1 is an (i^-i^_^)
x (1^ —±m_^) matrix, A ^  = 0 if 1 >  m, and A ^  4 0 for some j
with j <  k. Now there exist block diagonal matrices 1^ = (S^),
19 = (T,) € L, with S, = 1. . for 1 4 3i ^  T. = 1, ,
x j. Ii“li- 1  x •L1 1-1
for 1 4 and so that A^. = S^A^T^ has entries (a^) with
a ^  = 0 if p 4 <1 a11** at least one a^  4 °» say ior P = 1 • Since
l.| t ± 2 € L we may replace p by l^plg and ^Jk*
Let 1 € L be a diagonal matrix differing from the identity
only in the (ij_.,+1 *ij_.j+1) - place, where the entry b is
chosen so that b € R and ba^ 4 ai 1 » ^k®11 = ®^ for 1^i<n,
except for i = i^+l. Thus lp.ei = p.e± for ij£_1 <  i < ik ,
except for i = ijE_1 -i-1» and lp.ej^  +1 is independent of
tpej^  : ik_1 <  i < i^}. Hence l.U 4 U.
(iii) <vy is surjective since 6-1 (in $1.22) is bijective.
Let Pi ,p2 € P, and suppose *^(p1 .A) s'vp^.A). Then by part (i) 
1L = 2L, so p^2 1^ L^ = L and so by part (ii) P^Pi €
Hence p2^p.|.A = A, so p^.^= pg.A ; so ^  is injective.
Moreover *4 (p1 . (p2.^)) = *4 ((p1 P2) .<0 = P^1P2^L = Pl/-y(P2 *M» 
so is P-equivariant. ®
Ve now have the main structural result of—this section.
First we define U = (p € P which act as 1 on U, /U.
■^k i k-1for 1<k<r+1j (the 'unipotent radical' of P).
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Proposition 1 . ?7
(i) P = L.U , semidirect product (U*3P).
(ii) Por u £ U 1 L is a Levi component of P> and each Levi 
component of P has the forr UL for a unique u € U.
Proof:
(i)Let 1$k<r+1; thenS, :U. - U. ($).-* W. is L-equivariont
xk xk-1 1k xk 
since L stabilises both U. and :!.
Lk-1
S,.(l. (v+w)) = S,_(lv+lw) = 1 w = l£v(v+w) (v€U. ,w£W. ).
- « - xk-1 xk
So /U. -* W . is an I—ecuivariant isomorphism (*)
k xlc xk-1 xk
Hence if p e I and p|lT. /U. = 1 for 1S:k<r+1 then p = 1
xk xk-1
since V - ©  ... © .So U n I = 1.
“1 , r+1 r+1
How define a:P I. by r - TT (r) (cf.SI .24) , where 
c ’ k=1 ■
(p) is the composite isomorphism
s;' u. /u.
ik xk-1 h A-, i,.r XV iv K— ! XL i
Then ker(a) - {p € P : pjlh /V . ■ 1 (I<k<r-=1)} = U, and
^¡1 = 1, for if p £ I then V. (p7 - p | ’ ’. using (0.
So we have a short exact seciwence
L 11 - U
end a semidirect product P =• I.v .
(ii) follows from Lemmas 1 .25/6 and (i).
Parabolic subgroups and I.evl component:; of I.
The parabolic subgroups of I are those of the form 
P1 x ... x Pr+1 where P^ is a parabolic subgroup of Gj_ -- GI(W., ' 
These are precisely the groups i .1 L where Q is a parabolic 
subgroup of G contained in P :
k
indeed, if Q has type Z, then X C Z,
Q == 3tab„(0 C U. C ..1
C U . C V), ; 
 ^s
Pk = Stab- (0 C Gk
v c 
“ 1
... c v; c w,
mt xk- |i £ S U|n} I ik-.^ < i < ijJ we 1
Z ° *k - {m1 » . .l.mt,ijJ and
and V7 u  n  w .  =  um. m. U. n U_! 3k n-i
Conversely, given such P^ , we take Ur = to obtain Q.
k-1
3.
=- u  n  uEl,“1
9
Lk-1
n-: k-1
A typical Levi component o? P^ is
\  - pk n stev ° c c •••c "¿-1 c V
where W n W' = 0 (1 <l«t+1) and the Levi components of m^ n—
Q (1 L = P| x . . . x P.r+1 are defined to be the subgroups of
the form L1 x ... x L ^
These are also precisely the groups K n I where M i3 a 
Levi component of Q :
indeed if II = Q n Q' with Q1 = Gt;.bft(OCU^_s C.. ,CU^_^ CV)n~3f
then W' = U' „ n V7. ; and conversely
n - n l  n - n l  Vn
take
U'n-m = Un-i .7 1k n-m,
For futurg use we fix a stendard fla£
= (0 c vi C ... C 7i-1 C V) opposite to e=;
then for X C 8 we also have a sta.ndard flag
?x - (0 C y In- . C•ir
. . .  c V'n-l1
C 7) opposite to P...* yl
Let *D I _"X ~ 3trbG(?;0 and let ~ P,, .1 Pi be the standard
J.cvi corrpcnent of FX: write also T 13.
Finally we write for the 'unipotent radical' of Py (Si.27).
The standard parabolic subgroups of 1-,- are P,, O L^ (X C ¿), 
and the corresponding standard Levi component is Lg fl I-v = I»2 *
1.3? Root subgroups
V/e let A , '=* (V11,... ,•’•/ ) be the decomposition of ^ associated 
to the flag by Lemma 1.22. For each pair of integers (i,j) 
such that 1sai,js.n and i=fj define a 'root subgroup1 :
ui3 = le € U s| g|Wk = 1 if k^j, and g(Wj) C W±©  J.
Note that VK® VI. = VP® g(W..) for g £ . Thus permutes
the 'lines' in Vi.® W. complementary to VI ^ and acts trivially 
elsewhere.
Clearly O = 1 unless i = k, j = 1.
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Lemma 1.51
U~ =TVU. . , the product taken over all (i,j) such that if kA X J
is 3uch that i. < i < iJr then j > i^ .
Proof:
It is clear that for each k we have
TT U ,. = |g  €  G | g K  = 1, g\V/V. = 1 
i.<i,<i 13 ik Xkk
and the result follows.
Corollary
Sr.ch element u £ TV-, has a unique expression of the form
u Ttu. . , with u. . € IT. . , the product over (i, j) cs in Si .31 »  ^3  ^J -^*3
taken in some arbitrary, hi'i: fixed, c.vler. •
Now suppose that o, is a basis for the decomposition A^ ,» i.o.
< e. > =-• VI ^ (Ki^n).
Lerx.a 1 . o5
For each (i,j) with Ki,jin end i^j we have an isomorphism
of groups : x. ,:R' - D.,J- J 1J given by j (r) :(ajr - ek ^ 3)
\6j„ — e., + re. J J i
Lemma 1 .5 A (Commutator formulae).
Let 1=6i,j,l,ms;n , i4d > 14® > and let r,s € R.
Then 1 j4l>i4m
[ x i;.(r) , x^s)] = xim(sr) j=l,i4®
x1^(-rs) d4l»i^®
There is no simple formula for this commutator if ,i=l,i=m , 
but it is always equal to 1 if rs=0.
1*
Corollary 1.55
The commutator subgroup U' of TJ is TT u . . .1iKj-Kn-1 13
§1.54/5 are well-known except possibly for the last statement 
of§1 .34 so we indicate the proof :
ev V
¿rite & 
xlm(s)
¿ £ 1
xlm(-s)
‘4m
'km b k=m
* ek 4 *kmse:
ak 4 K f Q
(the Kronecker symbol). Then
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*il(-r) V-ii--->
> ek + ^ kn(-s)el 4 %:jr(ei 4 Sim(-s)el) 4 Stosel
W Sl;jr(ei 4 ^ir(-s)0l)
I l o n c e
3. ; j 4 l , i 4 i r .  o r  i f  r s - 0
e k 4 ^ k r s r e i
'k - Sv-jrce^ ^
4 K.i (-r)ej 4 &kjrei S. ,r&. (-s)e, kj it ' 1
rK m (~s)S1j(-r)°i • S krcSljroi ]
nSiiri ■ Skr1sSi r Sim(-s)Slj(-r)ei
’ xlrw ] S Gilds Q-, to
(rr$kA . - rs2ilar.^lA P " ,
(rcSk A j 4 p2^ k / i Sli + P ^ k A ^ i P 8!
Mow let \! be the symmetric group of permutations of (1,2,...,n( 
Me obtain an inclusion M ^ ^  G by defining w(e^) = ew(i)
for 1 < i si n. 
lemma 1.56
Uij Uw(i),w(j)
Proof:
-1
for 1^i,j^n , i^j , and w € W.
VU13 =  Iwgw ! g € G , g | w k  =  1 ( k 4 d ) ,  s ( W j )  C  Wi  ©  W j  }
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= ih £ G | w_1hw|Wk = 1 (k4 j) , v hw(V/.) C W. Wj }
= |h € G | h|w(Wk) = 1 (k^j), h(w(\1.)) C w(V/± ©  V/j) } 
= jh e G | h|v/w k^j = 1 (k+d,i.e. w(k)=|=w( j)) ,
h(Ww(.)) C Vw(i) ®  ' w(j) }
uw(i),w(j) •
How following C*>"1 W is a Coxeter group generated by "3^ = 
jr^  | 1^i^n-1}, r^ being the transposition interchanging i 
and i+1 and leaving everything else fixed. The length l(w) 
of an element w £ W is the number of pairs (i,j) with Ki<j<n 
such that w(i) >  w(j), and there is a unique longest element 
Wq of W given by i ^  n+1-i (l^i^n).
\I is the v/eyl group of a reduced, irreducible root system, 
of type An-1. lot = i°S j i 1^ i,j*=n , i+j ! be the set of roots 
and $ = j°S. . | 1^i<j^n} the -positive roota. She simple roots 
are I  = {«*i>i+1 | Ki«-1 Also write . . .
1  -L y 3.H“ I
v; acts on| by w(c*..) = °\,(i) ,w(j).
For X = } C 5 write X* = S - X. There is a subsystem
* X . = e § I ik-r'1'41]-; iff hc-f'^k (1 dk*5r+1) } and
iro denote n .
Vie shall also write . = e<.. end - {-* i *■£ } andij x
$ Xi ~ finally
x* ='xij for * = * £ $ .
w i shall also write Uc*. U.. and 13
Remarks:
(i) We have written (end not $-) to conform with the usual
notation (see for example).
(ii) W does not act on 3 and if X C S then (w0(i) | i £ Xj is 
not equal to wQ(X) as introduced in §1.2; however if *5L ,r =
| i € X} then Vq CLj ) = ^  ’ see also §1.37.
i
Examples 1.37
(i) UX%e^ r  U- • Als0 X  = UW* by Ieinna K36-
(ii) The 'unipotent radical' of PI is a._ »
since
- $ x,
A s = (wn»•••»^i) is a decomposition of ^  .
Also Ux n PX = 1 *
W0T(iii) We have the useful relations = Uw >
LX " Lw0(X)
w0
’ PX -Pwc(X) •
TT(iv) For w € W we have U n “U =
denoted U~ ), where U = Uc and U~ = l
\ J  >J
f<->0,w ot<0
Js
(also
1.4 Distinguished cosct represent- fives
We begin by discussing 'distinguished coset ropresen- 
tr.tivos' for subgroups of parabolic tjrpe of W (cf.tO) • The 
results apply to arbitrary Coxeter groups.
For each X C S, denotes the mbgroun of " generated by
A _
jri | i € X}: so W. = W. The following is an excereise in W  
(Chapter IV, §1).
Lamina 1.41
There is a uniciue element w in each coset vV/„ f. V//7-. of-tk
minimal length and any w' € wW., can be written in the form 
w' = wx with x € Wv and l(w') = l(w) + l(x). K
Definition
w will be called the distinguished representative of the 
coset wW.£. Write W„ for the set of distinguished represen­
tatives of left coset3 of W^ in V/
Lemma 1 . /' 2
Let w G '¿¡. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) w € Wv .
(ii) l(w) < l(wr^) for all i G X.
(iii) v/(«Ç ) >  0 for all i G X.
(iv) w(<*) > 0 for all ° * € § . r .
Proof :
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Since \!.r — <  r.X i i G X > the minimality of l(w) (condition 
(i) ) is equivalent to condition (ii).
Suppose now there exists a simple root with i G X and 
w (o g ) < 0. Since $ is reduced we have r^ ( <§+-1«4-, }) = 1
(C*3,VI,§' .6,Cor.1 to Prop.1 7 ), and l(w) - | *$ + n w |
- |iet-G<$ \ wot < 0j| (loc.cit. Cc".7). But wr.. (®G ) = 
w(- «<■..) '' 0, so l(wr^) - l(w) - 1 < l(w). Hence (ii) implies
(iii); the argument nay be reversed to prove the converse, 
since l(wr.) equals either l(w) + 1 or 1(w) - 1.
(iii) and (iv) rre equivalent since everyG $1 is a linear 
combination of the <*. (i G X) with positive coefficients, 
and of course G $1 for i G X. ®
Por the next result concerning the sets 1L, (§1.45) we shall 
need a combinatorial proposition (§1.44) which we shall give 
in a general enough form for s.pplication in Chapters 2 and 4 .
Let Js be a finite non-discrete partially-ordered set. The 
weight wt(x) of an element x G ^  Is the largest integer k 
such that there exists a chain x0<fc.|<.. ,<xk~x in >4. The 
requirement that -4 be non-discrete amounts to the existence 
of an element x G ^  with wt(x) = 1.
We make the following assumptions about :
> Sit
unique z £ A vrhich s(1) For all x,y £ .O there exists a
maximal with the properties z<x,z<y. Write z = xPiy.
(2) Choose x0,y0 €  A such that y0=sx0> and wt(xQ) = wt(y0) + 1 .
Then for all y £ A such that ydyQ there exists a 
unique y' £ A such that y'<XQ and y = y'ilyQ.
Note that (1) implies that for all x1>...,xr £ A the set 
{x & A | x<x^ (l$i=ir)} has a unique maximal element (and in 
particular A has a unique minimal element).
Lemma 1.45
For all x,y € /i with x^y^ and we have x ’ny’ = (xDy)1
and x Tiy = x~iy ’ = xTsy.
iroof:
y0h(xPiy)1 = xny - (x'ny0)h(y’r\y0 ) = y^x'Diy')» so by the 
uniqueness assertion in (2) we see (xny)1 = x'ny'.Also since 
y^yQ we have sny = xTiy^Oy = x'ny end similarly xOy - 
xty^.y' = xHy' since x<yQ. ®
Let i: be the free abelian group on a finite set 7; so F
consists of formal suns a = 71 r . f where a»
, f£F -
Define h' by a € I- iff a~ > 0 for all f £ F.
then we define aOb = Z c-.f v;here cp = min(a„f£F f i 1
say a*sb iff a^b.* for all f £ F.
Let A : -» I^be a function such that
('*) for x*y e V x n A y r Axly .
Then associated to A we have a function Ok: A  —
£ l L  (f£F).
If b = T b-.f
f€F 1
,b^) and we
II defined by
CA = (-1 )ut(x) Z (-1 )wt^)A for x c A  .
ysx y
The combinatorial proposition alluded to above is as follows
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Proposition 1.44
For each x^ € A  ■ (i) CA
x0
lies in I and is  ^A .“0
(ii) A = E CA .x0 XiXQ
Proof:
(i) If vt(x_) «r 0 then CAV = A . So assume wt(xn) >  1 and
"0 X 0choose y0 € J* such that Yq^Xq and wt(y0)+1 = vitCx^ ). For each 
y £  sb with y « y 0 define B y  = A yl — A  (this lie3 in I ,+ ) ;  here, 
y' is as in (2) above. Then if a G >4 with also, we have
By °  Bz » ( Ay ■ - A ) ny <Az
= Ay* n
(A ' z • V 1 > D (A2 ’-  V
= Ay
n z ’
l\
V
n  A -2 a n  a ,y z
' ( yTiz )1 ‘‘yOz 
r- B.
y z
by lerm a 1.A3 and (*)
yBz 
K+ atiofies B,, il  B = B for all y ,z  €. ^  =y z y  iz yQso B: 4 y 0
{x | x»=y0 } . Hence
(-l)xt(x0>.(-1). E (-l)’rt(y>(A.- A )CA,
y-.vr
=- ( - D ^ ^ o )  e (_i)^(y)E_ 
y--yc
and not; an obvious induction on wt(xr) shows that CA lies
° 0
•i n j-f* r nd that CA c B =- s , — A. = A. — A < A ,
*0 yo yo yc xo yo xo
proving (i) for all functions A: A — I" satisfying
C
Aynz = Ay ° Az for y’z €
(ii) The coefficient of A in E CA is 0 if x4xQ, and if
y5lX0
x*ixn it is (-1 ) E (-l),'rt y^ .^ If x=xf. this is 1; end
u xiy<xQ u
if x<xQ it is (-l)vrt(x^ .(1 - 1 )Wt(x0)—wt(x) >by the binomial 
theorem, and this is 0. ®
For the applications we shall fix positive integers h and 
n and take h =  { (k^,... ,kn_^) | k^ (Xk^sh (I£j*n-1) I
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Proposition 1.AA 
For each x^ € A (i) CA
x0
lies in I
(ii) A = Z CA .x0 x^xQ
* V
Proof:
(i) If vt(x.) - 0 then CA = k  . So assume vt(xn) >  1 and 0 xo x0
choose y0 £ A such that y^ six^  and wt(y0)+1 = v:t(x0). Bor each 
y £ A with y^yQ define By = Ay,- Ay (this lie3 in I'+); here, 
y' is as in (2) above. Then if a c A  with ziy^ also, we have
By n Bz = (Ay,- Ay) n (AB,- a ,)
=Ay, n (Az,-Az) - Ay n (Az,-Az)
- a , n a , - A , n A - A n a . + k n a (in i.)y' z' y
■'(yT\z) ‘ y"\z
B
y
by Icrra 1.¿3 and (*)
yAz *
So B: A .. — I-~ satisfies B H B = B. for all y,z € Ay* «>o, y°{x £xi j xasy0). Hence
ca„ (-D-^^rV.i-i). s (-1 )'rt(y)(Av,- Av)
y-y0
(-0wt(y)-.
y^yc
and now an obvious indxiction on wt(xr) shows that CA lies
AC
in I'' and that A — A *5 A
*0 yo xo
proving (i) for all functions : A —• !'+ satisfying
x0 ’ y0 ' y0~ ‘yC
AyT'.z = A O A for y, s £ i..v0
(ii) The coefficient of A in T. CA is 0 if x4x0> and ifx v&v. y ^ o
x«.xn it is (_l)wtU)-' Z (-I)wt(y). If x=x_ this is 1j cjid 
° xiy<x0
ic it is (—1 )w t . ( 1 - 1 )Wt(x0)-wt(x) >by the binomialif x<x
theorem, and this is 0.
For the applications we shall fix positive integers h and 
n and take A = { (k^,... ,kn_^) | k^ £*i, (Xk^sh (I*»j*n-1 ) }
I 5 * f Wm
The partial order on .A is given by (k^,..,kn_1 ) < (1^,..,!^)
iff kj < 1^ (1<J<n-1). So we have
(11) (k^  f...»kn_|) n  (1^  #• • • »lj^_.j ) = )
where m. = min(k.,lj) (T<j<n-1).3 n-1 3 3(2) wt(k^ t. • • *k^_^ ) = Z^kj *
So if Xq = (k1 ) then for some j we have
yQ = t • • » k » k 1 »k^^ f.• *k^ _,j) and if y < To* ®ay
y = ,...,ln_1) then y' = (11,...,1^+1 ,...,ln_1).
Special case
When h = 1 we may identify .A = {subsets of S={1 ,2,.,,n-1} }, 
partially-ordered by inclusion. Then if x,y € Jb aT\y iB just 
the set-theoretic intersection and wt(x) = |x|; xq = 7 q U {s} 
for some s € S and if y < yQ then y* = y U {s}.
We shall apply §1.44 to two types of situation.
Case (a)
F = {singleton subsets of a finite set T}. Then we may
identify the subsets Z C T as elements of M+ via Z = Z f ,fCZ
the sum of the singleton subsets of Z. We may take AiJL-* Vl 
so that for x g A Ax is a subset of T and then Ax n Ay is 
just the set-theoretic intersection.
Case (b)
F = {irreducible components of a given decomposition of 
a finite-dimensional representation X of G}. Then we may 
identify as elements Z = Z f of M* those subrepresentations
fezZ of X which decompose into a sum of elements of P. A is 
taken so that Ax is such a subrepresentation of X, and then 
A O A is just the sum of the components (from F) contained^ v
in both A_ and A .x X
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':/e wish to apply §1.44 with Ax = 7X, (X C 3). (h=1,Case (a)). 
So we must check condition ( ) : for X,Y C S we have
-X' n -Y' = iw € w I «(«*.) > 0 for all i € X' and i € Y')
—  - J w e :: j w(<*.) > o for ail i e x»u y - = (x n y )'
- ~(x n y ) ' *
v;e write C.. for C'./ .,. Then
A -X
and W = 7_ U G . Hence 
~® YCS Y
Cx = |w € Wx , | if T C X
' is the disjoint union u Cv
YCX 1
then w 4 Xy i ! •
Corollary 1.45
let w € 7. Then v € C.. if and only if : w(«<^ ) >  0 iff i € X'.
In particular ve have C- - {*.>,} (r result of CS3 ,53).
Proof:
Using §1.4 »
v(<*. ) > 0  iff i € X'.1 ^ 4  f X--, nd if Y C X there edicts 
i >7 Y'-X' such that w («4.) < 0 
<£=> " € 7... rnd if Y C X then w 4 % .  
<=> w € Cx. ■
fe conclu.de this section by riving distinguished coset 
representatives for a parabolic subgroup of G (compare Ls3,§:).
Phoorom 1 .A6
let X C 3 and X. = {uw | w € V/_,, u - . ^
A Z,
where r^ € R and n | r, if «<< C). Then
(i) l$xl - Ixl.
(ii) If g^,G2 then Si'^x = e2*^X iff = S2
dii)Tx = g e X } .
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Thus each element ®" £ has a unique representative g £ "X 
such that <r = g.^„ which will he called its distinguished 
representative in G. By §1.11 "X is also a set of represen­
tatives for left cosets of Py in G.
If g = uw £ "X then we shall say that <r = g.^y lies over w; 
denote by'T -(w) the set of such <r. Note that u £ "U,..
In proving §1.46 we shall need some results for the case 
when R is a field; so until after §1.49 assume that h = 1.
3ruhat decomposition
Given flags = (0 C C ... Un_^C V) and
f  = (0 C W. C ... C W ,C V) eTr- define w £ W as follows : ' 1 n—1 o
suppose isn and w(j) (KJ^i-l) re already defined; then 
w(i) is given by w(i) 4 w(j) (Kj=*i- 1 ) and
\  n;,u(i) - 1 4 wi \(i) •
Cn this case write w ( ’ <r is in position w relative to't'*).
lore generally, given®"— = (0 C IT. C ... C U. C 7) fT.
and * r = (0 C \i. 
X1
V W. ofl V, free i
thet u. ,J” 1 C ITV  i-
<r1 = ( 0  c u1 c •*
Then there exists
The:orem 1 .t Cj_.oH
Taking nzX =
Y 
aces
P-^-orbits on 7^ ^ d o u b l e  cosets \  /’¡Y , •
In case X - Y = S we have the following improvement:
Theorem 1.<*8 (W,$3.4)
Any g £ G has a unique expression uwb with w € W»u £ U~,b £ B.
§1.46 generalises §1.48. However it will be one of the aims of 
Chapter 5 to show that there can be no such simple geometric 
description of the B-orbits on^ Jv, as that given in §1.4-7» 
when R is not a field, except in case n = 2.
Corollary 1.49
(i) |g | = |b |. e |u“| = |b |. e (0«3»§9).
w€W w€Y/
(ii) |PT | = |b |. E a1(w) for X C S.
(iii) |G/PX | = !TXI = E
w€W
Proof:
(i) As remarked before | $ ’'■O j = l(w )^ = l(w), so
¡ u - |  .  | r+ i1 ( '"> .  p1 '» ’ .
(ii) |PX ! = !Ux|.|LX! ($1.'7)
= |UX |. |Gj.I (§1.''4)
1:- i
” ¡U-, |. Tl |B.|. E (induction)
A 1<=1 k wC,"j(k)
’..'here S(k) = {permutations on X^J ,B,r = G^ r> lb - 5^ O B (§1.2). 
So |PV| = |UV|. |LV O B|. Z q1 '^^  since i.’Y,-S(l )x.. .xS(r+1).
A A A A
V7€ x*
= |B|. E q1^ .  
w€Wx,
(iii) The unique expression of w € V as w - ux with w € Wy,,
*x £ Wx, and l(w) = l(w) + l(:c) implies
E a1^  = E a1^  . E q1^  .
w€W w€7x , x£V/x , 3
Proof of $1.46:
First note that the map w :R — R/m = R of §1 . 0  induces maps 
K - I fyn.i for any R-module T>!, and - Tr^ , (given by 
(0 C U. C ... C U. C V) (0 C "U C ... C 17 C V) ). And3-1 -r J_ ir
for any subgroup H of G we have H — 1!, whose kernel will be
denoted by H(m) (cf.C^l ^.2).
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l(w) (cf.t5l,§3.4)
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now |TXI/I?XI = ( |g | / | px | ) / (  IgI / Jp^I ) ( i 1 . 1 1 )
= ( | g | / | g| ) / ( | px I/|Px I)
= |G(tti)|/|Pv('tn)|,A
and with respect to the basis e vie have r.atrix forms 
G(ttl) = I if i4j, ali€R^1', (1ii,j^n)}
P,(t»l) = {(a,,) | a, .C'Wif i+J, a, ,=0 if ik 1< 3s£iv<i for SOEe k>
eR( 1 (Ki, j^n)}
lC(m) = f(a. .) | a. .CWlif i^j, a. .=0 except when there exists A 13 lj J-3
k with i^^jii^i, a±i= 1 , (l«i»j«n)|.
Hence l i , l / l f xl ■= qn2(li-0 /q( 15 + ♦ n)(h-1)
- 0(l§“ -$x'l)(h-l)
But if y eX = I vw ! w € W- ,, v e U“l and y li(
IU €X; TT y)l = I-iü“(in' ! - rU~(nv | end SO
IXl - !u~fa) M il = |u>) i.iK i by £ 1.49(iii!
=■ irxi. do (i) ir oroved.
Now suppose *1 = v * 1 9 - UpWp c X  n . gj .?
V '1 •Çx - «1 •fa = «1 •fa - r?*fa =■ so
Hence g~% - 1 - 1= w! u 2 u 1w1 G iux M )v/i "= tf
1 ïhon
- § 1 .48 w1 = w
— 1 —1But if 2 1 = gp.^ er then g2 g1 ^  and so g? g1 € Px.
Honce Pi Px = 1 , so g., - g?, proving (ii).
(iii) follows from (i) and (ii). •
Remarks
Ve have |b | = (q-1 )nqn n^“1 so b S 1 . / 9  we have
|PT| « lig .|P .(w ) | - (q-1)” S q"<"-1>/2
vÆ!,:c . (n{n+1 ) / 2 »
,l(w)
X q ( + I^xi|)(h-1 )
I T 7 | = Z q j-^ ) . q( l $  : - ? ^ i ) (h - 1) ( I  $ 4 | = n ( n - D / 2 )
n_1A
P i n a l l ^ T  aince E q1^  = TT ( 1+q+qN .. ,+q1) ( 0*1»pp. 132/3)
w€V/ ir-1
vie he ve ■ ■ _ü ■< 1 -î »>2 ,IG | = T T q i - V - l ) .  qn (h-1 ) 
i=1
1.5 Seraisiuple and regular elements
Suppose that R' is an unramified extension of R and let 
V  = 7 ®., ?J . The 7robenius map (§1.02) ?:R' - R', 3uch that
■pR = R' , induces an automorphism 7:7' — Y' given by
?( ? a,e.) = ? ?(a.)e, (a, £3',Ul<n) (*)
i=1 i=1
where £  = {e^,...,en } is a free basis of 7' ; thus 7(6^) ~ 
so e is also a basis of 7'' and ue identify 7 = V'". (Then 
(*) is independent of the particular choice of basis of 7). 
Yriting O' = 01(7') ire have an automorphism 7:0' — O' with
0 ^ 0 -  ( o f . t i l  ,§5.1.4).
with the ^-action : 7(g
n n
= g ( 1 “•'’a . I s .  ) = "(?( 2 
i=1 J- 1 i=
T;ms the c—  action on commutesn n
] rj.1 ‘Î ‘  ^ ‘ '3.Ses) = 1 7(• 1 i.=1 i=1
ei1) (a. £ R ’‘ i ,£ £ Cr) .
hefini'*'
?ho cl en en t t £ f i~ -•rro.mtffi or* nauislmole if hhere i r: an
unraraified e .-tension R ’ of • and a décomposition of 7' into
free rank 1 submodules, ,M = ©... '•1 fch oaoh '.
stabilised bv t (regarded as an elenent of O'),
Tn this case t -, sa.if ',o an lit ovor R * ; t •> •• riplit if it
splits ovar R, ”ote that t acta as senior on. ou oh *7^ , so there 
t. £ R' such that t(v) = t,v (v 7 '.) - in fact t^ £ IV , 
since t .is non- s inouï ar. „
Lemma 1.51 n n
Let 7* = @  7. = TT. be deoonnositions of 7' into free 
i=1 1 i=1 1
rank 1 submodules h ,TL and suppose t £ O' stabilises e-'C.h '7^  
and each Ui> i.e. there exist t.^ ,8.^  £ R'* with t(v) = twv if 
v £ 7^, and t(v) = SjV if v £ ( M < n ) .
Then there exists w £ '1 such that t^ = 3vr(i) (1 ¿isin)
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This lemma shows that the set A = {t.j,...tn } of eigenvalues 
of t is a canonical invariant of t.(lt holds for any commuta­
tive local ring R'; bars denote reduction modulo the maximal 
ideal, as before).
Proof:
Choose ei € .7^ ,f^ £ (1«i«n) so that {e.j,...,6n} and
{f 1 »... »fn} are free bases of V  . Ry induction we shall show 
(*) Let (Kk^n. Then there exist distinct integers
£ {1 ,2 ,... ,n! so that t^, = ( 1 ' r^-lc ) and
30 that '7* — -C. ,.».,x. , e1^ . , •.., e >^..] 1 ji. Kf* 11
The induction starts with k = 0, trivially, so fix ra with 
1<m^n and a-saurne (*) is true for — i-1 .
Then there exists j € {1,.,.,nj so that j.,^ jr (1<r<n-1)
and f t  < - -? . » • • •, -i . * er> ' J *> - ,
r > :on.ld bo contained in the i n
(n- 1  )-dimensional apace <  '■ ,"e ,. • • > » a
■H “n- 1
contradiction* and by inductive hynothesis there exist . € ?J 
m- 1  n
with f. = Z a^ f.. + 1 a. e. . Tn fact a € V  , since
i=1 “ **i i-n '
otherwise (**) would be contradicted.
How t(f. ) = Z a.t(f. ) + C a.t(e.)
“n i=1 J Ji i=rn 1  
m- 1 n- a4t^f4 + Z a^t^e^ using (*) for k=m-1
• -• , .  • • ,•M_
since otherwise V* = »
i=1 1 1  ^i i=ir.
fj•'m Jm
m.-1 n
3 s. a.f. + " :
i=1 3ra " 3.1L i=rn
:. a. e. 
1 1
3o 3ince {f. »...»f. ,e , ...,e } forms a basis of V  ’.re see 
“1 J m-1 ..
s. a„ = a t ,  whence s . =• tjm m m m 3m m since a„ £ R' ra moreover
e = a“ 1m m
V  = < f4
m- 1
( Z (-a.)f, + f. + Z (-a,)e, ) , so
i=1 1 3i •'n ■*—
V
continues.
i^m+1
j ,fj »em+i , • • ♦ »°~ > , and the inductionn
M i
ly t f i lQ ili i lm ilf l . #-. >* ri «w J* V?lf, *T m w
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- 4frLet ^  € R* be an eigenvalue of t and let E^ =
{v € V' : t.v ="$v}; tbis is an R'-submodule of V’.
Now if v € then t(Fv) = F(tv) = F($v) = F|.Fv, and so 
F$ is also an eigenvalue of t, and Ep^ = P(E^); more generally
of rank f over R ’#
The minimality of f ensures that t fixes no P—stable free 
submodule of M except M and 0, so t acts anisotropically on
Corollary 1.52
There exists a group L which is minimal for the property 
of being a Levi subgroup of G containing t, and all such 
minimal subgroups are conjugate.
Proof:
partition (f^»...»fr) of n, canonically determined since
we have E
jP F ^
Suppose R ’ is another eigenvalue of t 4 \ ) an -^
Choose f minimally so that F ^  = $ ; then X,P?,...,Pf-15
are distinct. Hence we may choose v € Eg so that the R*—module 
M = <  v fPv,...fPf-1-v> is P-stable (in fact F*^ = v) and free
the free R-submodule M** of V of rank f (i.e. t fixes no proper 
non-trivial free R-submodule of M ).
Thus writing A as the v V^ of (minimal) F-stable
subsets A ± = {Vj^F?^..., we obtain integers f1#..,fr
with fT+...+fr = n, and a decomposition 7 =
Pwith t acting anisotropically on each
Take L = SL(Mf). The conjugacy class of L is given by the 
i=1 1
A is so.
J
. . MNow write X = .} where i. = 2 f, and assume
1 r 3 k=1 *
that e = {e^,...,en{ is a fixed basi3 of V such that
£ M? for i.j_.|< 1 * ij (l<j<r). Then L = Ly.
Lemma 1.53
(i) If w £ W and w"'tw £ ?y for some Y C S then w_1tw € Ly; 
in fact w LyW C Ly.
(ii) Suppose Y C S and Ly is conjugate to Ly. Let w £ Gy. 
Then w-Ttw £ Ly iff Y = Wq (X) and w = WQWy,.
(Here Wy denotes the longest element of Wz (Z C S).)
Proof:
(i) Let Y = Then w“1tw stabilises each of theI 3
R-modules <  e , >
Jm
Um = <  ew(l)»***»ew(jm) >
(I«m<s+1) and so t stabilises each 
(I«mis+1). But there exists j such
that 1<j<r and ew(i) ^ Mj 5 30 3i*ice t acts- anisotropically
on each. we see e. £ U_ (i, . <  i < 1 J  and M? C U . It m ' j J m■pfollows that each is a sum of modules I'H, and hence each
<  e *8w(j ) >  i3- a auin modtiles Mj »
>• | thus
MV-,-*)'*"
30 is stabilised by t.
Hence w-1tw stabilises each <  e
W~^tW £ Ly.
Jm-1+r
In fact each <  e .
—1 —1 e*t1 ui—1modules w (Mt), so w LyW = (1 € 5 : wlw stabilises each
=■ {1 £ G- : I(w“ m^J) = w-1mJ for each j} is contained in Ly. 
(ii) If Ly is conjugate to Ly then ] Ly| = J Ly | ; but Ly C rfLy 
by (i) and so Ly = wLy. Hence "o^Ly = ' °Ly = Lw (y) (§1.37).
Then given m, wQw{i:3m_1<i<dmi = =
{i:n-ijs;<i<n-ijj._1 }, for some k. wQw act3 as an element of 
'tfy,, which stabilises: the blocks {i ; * followed by 
a permutation of these blocks.
■H»**.»ej
• • 9 « AJm>  is a sum of
But if » € Cj then vQw(i) >  WqW(ì+1) iff i G T' ($1.45)» 
so w0w(jm) < w Qw(jm+1) (Hj<s) which shows the blocks must 
remain in the same order. Hence wOwLy = Ly and w^w € Wy,.
So T = Wq (X) and w = w^Wy,, since w € Wy, and Wq is the 
longest element of W. The converse is now also clear. •
Definition
For 1<i,j<n (i4d) define ot^it) = t^t^1 e R* and define 
ki;.(t) to be the largest integer k such that c^(t) £ R1^ .
The following properties are immediate.
Lemma T.54
(i) = *l3(tr1 = ^i(t)
(ii) k±j(t) = k ;y(t7t) = kJ±(t)
(iii) ki;J(t) = k iff (1-c*iJit))||1rk iff *
For«l= ^  we shall often denote ol^j(t) byoi(t) and
by k^t) ; the notation is motivated by the usual 
identification (in the context of reductive groups over an 
algebraically closed field, 0*3 »^3) of roots as characters of 
a maximal torus, and in fact k^t) plays the role of val(t -1 )
int^3»$4.4.7.
The integers k^ ,(t) depend on an ordering or the eigenvalues 
of t; henceforth we shall assume that, with X = ti1,...,ir_l } 
as above, and Ly minimal for being a Levi subgroup of G con­
taining t, each of the sets = {t^ : i ^  <  i < ij} (1<j<r) 
is F-stable. Then the ordering of the t^ is well-defined up 
to a permutation given by an. element w^  € Wy, followed by 
possible interchanging of sets which are of equal size.
But wi fot2m : j } contains exactly one of
c * f o r  each (l,m) with i.._1<L<3i«i.j, and k-, m ( t ) = kra1 (t) , 
so we see S k^it) depends only on t and X.
More generally, let w £ W and Y C S be such that w  ^tw £ Py• 
Then arguing a3 in §1#53(i)» with Y = {j^»..»33} we see that 
each set (t.^  : is a union of sets {t^ : i^ __1<i<ij!.
Corollary 1.55
2. k .(w_1tw) is a canonicati invariant of t,w and Y.
* e  *, 01
For eachotS^we write for the subgroup of G-' defined 
in the sane way as the subgroup U,* of 0 in §1.3. he identify 
with (UJ )r and we have an isomorphism x^ :R '"r — which, 
commutes with F , i.e. (UJ)P = x (R*)F = x(R«?) = x . (R) = U .
lesa. i .tq
(i) tx^(r)t~' = ^(^(t) ,r) for r £ li.
(ii) [t^x^r)] = x ^ v r O ))) for r C R*
= 1 iff r £ n h“V  (ksk^Ct)).
(iii) If c £ (L-) ' lies over 1 £ *•/,,, and u = TCxj>i(ri) £ ux 
then if Lj ia minimal for the property of being a Levi sub­
group of G containing t, as above, we have
\u,c“1tc] = 1 iff ct(t) .r^ , = r^ for all°< £ § r-§y,.
(there is a similar result if u £ U^).
Proof:
(i) tx^CrJt-1 act3 as 1 on \ly (k^i)» where&. = ., since
x (r) does so and t,t“1 are inverse isomorphisms stabilising
i r
L —1 *t“1(e. + re.)each W- . On W. we have e.i j J
+ ^ ^ - V i  = e5 +ot(t)rei *
(ii) The first equation is immediate from (i). The second 
equation follows from §1.54.
(iii) By §1 .46 we may write c in the form c = tv, v2 with 
t € (T)', v1 € (IT n Lx)«, v2 € (Ufl Lx)». Write v^ 2 =
TT x (rfl). Wow if X = {i1 ».., i_} then is the dis-
* * ,
joint union of 'blocks' B1tti = {e*-^  :
(1 <l<Jn^r+1). If <*€ B1rn and then^4_<*» so by »34»
= ^(r^ )x^(S.r^r^) where S=0 ,1 ,or - 1  and 
■»€ B1tt|. So since (T)' normalises each U* (part (i)) we have 
°u = TTx^(rj) where the r^ ( ct € 3-,^ ) are linear combinations
of the r^ (oi£ B1m) and vice versa ---- (*).
Hence \ju,c”1 tc] = 1 iff t.Gu.t- 1 = cu
i f f  TTtxe(( r ' ) t “ 1 =TTxo((rJ) 
i f f  T^x^CotitJrJ) =Trx o((r^) 
i f f  <*(t)rj = r j  fo r a l l ot€$+-5>i * 
by §1.36} out using (*) and the fact that the m inimality of 
Lx implies that k^Ct) i3 the same fo r a l l  <*• in  a given block, 
we 3ee the las t condition is  equivalent to <*(t)r = roi
fo r a l l  oi £^E+- $ t l . ®
This completes the list of technical results on semisimple 
elements required far chapter 2. We conclude this section ’ey 
discussing regular elements, in particular obtaining a 
criterion for an unramified semisimple element to be regular.
Regular elements
The following definition is well-known and may be made for 
R an arbitrary commutative ring with 1.
An endomorphism t:V — V is regular iff there exists v € V 
which is a cyclic vector for t, i.e. tv,tv,...,tn-1vj forms 
a free basis for V.
_ n- 1 .
In this case t v  = I a.t'Sr for some a. € R and so with
i=0 1 1
1 companion matrix' form
C(t) =
tn-1vl of V t has the
to 0 •  • • a0 \
1 0 •  • • a 1 (*)
0 1 • • • •
\* • • • 1 an-J
Furthermore, the characteristic polynomial of t is
Pt(X) = det(X.In-G(t))
= ^  “ an-1 Xn_1 " an-2XJ
■n- 2 - a.
so a_ a.,... ,a . are invariants of the conjugacy class in 0 Uf i n-i
of t; they determine the class by (*)
Corollary 1.57
The number of regular conjugacy classes in G i3 (q.-l)q. 
Proof:
nh- 1
The definition of regularity is invariant under conjugacy, 
so the statement makes sense; in G the elements are invertible 
so det(t) £ R*, i.e. (-1)n-la0 £ R , so there are (q-l)q11  ^
choices for an. The remaining a.- nay be chosen arbitrarily
and there are q choices for each.
Proposition 1.58
(i) t £ End(V) is regular iff "t is regular
(ii) t £ GL(V) is regular iff 2g.j,(v ) ^  is abelian.
Proof; These results are due to G. Lusztig except the 
implication of (ii) which follows from (i) and the 
corresponding result over the finite field R using the 
Teichmuller section. ■
Proposition 1 .59
Let t £ G be unramified 3emisimple with eigenvalues t,j,..»tn 
£ R* and let {e.|,..#e } be a basis of V  with tie^^t^e^
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for each i. Then t is regular iff k^it) = 0 for all <* € 
iff (-t^ —-fcj) € R’* for 1si,jsin, i4=d-
Proof;
t is regular iff there exist ai*»»»an € R* such that XI •
{ £ t.a.e. : (K j=Sn-1} forms a basis of V' iff there exist 
i=1 1 1 1a*...,a £ R' such that 1 n
det
a 1 a 2 • 9 9 an
1 a 1 t 2a 2 9 9 9 t a n n• • 9 9 9 •
• • 9 9 9 •
n- 1
'1 a 1 * 9 9 9 C ‘
det
\ X1
exi3t a1*...»an
1 1 . * T \
t 1 *2 * • *n \
9 9 •
9 9 9 • •n- 1
 * * . t*"1 n /
tliat
clu
a0 0 € R»
n
iff det'VT(t) £ R’ (taking a^ *=a2=.. *=an=1),
where ^(t) is the Van der l onde matrix just above :
detV(t) = (_i)n(n-1)/2 (t.-t.,) and this lies in R 1 *
1=ii<j^n J
iff (t.-t.) £ R,lr for 1 si<j<n ^ J
iff k^(t) = 0 for all oi € $ . (By $ 1,54(iii)). 3
finally, we show that there is a unique regular unipotent 
conjugacy class in G (a unipotent element is one conjugate to 
an element of U); this result i3 well-known if R is a field. 
Proposition 1 .510
The element (1 a•12 a131 a2310
* *' a 1 n\ £ U is regular iff
a. . . £ R (1<ito-1), in which case it is conjugate to
JL p 1 + 1
1 1
o
\°
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Proof:
u € U is regular iff there exist a^,..,an € R 3uch that
j U if
2 a.e. : CKj<n-1 } forms a basis of V iff det(M) € R 
i=1 1 1  * a ,here M is the matrix with i'th column u a (1 ^isin) andw
r al"\
a = a 2
W
The following sequence of column operations brings M to
n- 1
. Write m± = v O aJ#j+1 0 <i<n-1 ) and nn = an.
triangular form /
W
\ but leaves its deter- m 1 i
m0 minant unchanged :
/
K¿ - W l »  *¿-1 - ^-1-^-2» • • • * *2 = *2T*1
............................
r(n-t)_ K(n-2 ) K(n-2 ) 
^n “ ICn “Kn- 1
Hence det (II) = (-1 )l W  n- 1 ±
i=1 1»
.a* whence the conditioni+1 n
a. . L. € R (1=si«in-1) is clear.
1  f  I t  I
Then
tut-  ^= •.here t =
If this condition holds choose a,=1, a. = TTa. ... (2<i<n).I J- JfJf*
/ 1 1 b13 * * b1i\
1 1 . . . .
1 . . .
) • - 1 
* 1
and we may reduce this further to the form Uq by conjugating 
by - n - xij(bij ), the order of the product being given by
a*
V<
2si<j=;n
x±j(bi3) appears to tho left of iff : i >  1  and if
i = 1  then j >  m. ■
Note : the above proof hold3 over any (commutative) ring.
Chapter 2
The representation Sg
We shall now construct a representation S& of G which 
coincides with the usual Steinberg representation (C'"0) in 
case R is a field and which, like the latter, has 'nice* 
character values : we show (in §2.2) that its character is 
+ a power of q at unramified semisimple elements and zero at 
certain npn-trivial unipotent elements.
Sq will be defined as an alternating sum of representations 
induced from parabolic subgroups, comparable to Curtis1 formula 
(t?3), but Sq is not irreducible if h > 2 nor, it seems, con- 
structible homologically, although it can be written as an 
alternating sum of permutation representations ($2.14). In 
§2.3 we study the restriction of to a parabolic subgroup 
of G showing, in particular, that at split semi3imple elements 
Sq behaves as if it were the permutation representation of G 
on the set of minimal parabolic subgroups 'opposite' to a 
fixed minimal parabolic subgroup.
2.1 The definition of S .^
The maps v^;R R^=r/h, ((Xi<h) of §1.0 induce maps
-n±:v - V/viV , tt^ G  - G(i)=Gl(V/viv) and -* H(i) for any
subgroup H of G. Denote the kernel of this last map by H(v1R). 
All the structure theorems proved for G in chapter 1 apply 
equally tó G(i) if we replace h by i.
We define Sg inductively. Assume that is already defined 
for groups M of the form M = GL(W), W a free module over R^_^; 
we 3tart with fEe case h=1, where M = 1, so SM = 1. Then if 
L = x...x Mp with = GLÍW^), W^ a free R^_^-module, we
define = SM ®  ®  ... <8> 3^ . ---- (2.11).
11 2 r
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Thus (h-1 ) i 3  defdned ior each X C 3 (see §1.24) and we 
may regard it as a representation of Px by the maps 
Px - 1^ - Lx (h-1) -* Aut(SL (h- 1 ) ^ ("the first map comes from 
|1.27). Now induce this representation of ?x to G and denote
rt
it by Ix = (S-^  (h_i))p • 0f course Ix is independent of
X X
the particular choice of parabolic and Levi subgroups of type 
X : Ix = (si,(h-i))p ^OT any ^ conjugate to Px with Levi 
component L' (see §1 . 1 3  and £1 .2 7).
Definition 2.12 
SG
Remarks
= E (—1)I*'llx .
x cs A
(i) Sg coincides with the usual Steinberg representation in 
case R is a field (h=1) since ^ = 1  ior any x c s* and we 
have Ix = 1p so §2.12 reduces to Curtis' formula ([Sj,fhm.2).
(ii) If M = GL(W) with W free of rank 1 over R then
= 1 . So by f1.24 and $ 2.11M “ Ia - ^(h-l) “
= 1 and hence I„ = 1£. In chapter 4 we shall
M O  )
lGB'we see
show that Sq is a subrepresentation of 1G,
(iii) In view of our determination in §1.2 of the parabolic 
subgroups of L and their Levi components, §2.11 shows that, 
just as for in §2.12, 3^ is an alternating sum of rep­
resentations induced from parabolic subgroups of L.
We shall now show how to express 3^ as an alternating 
sum of permutation representations.
Given a sequence = (k1,..,kn_1) of integers with 0«k.<h 
(Ki<n-1) define k ^  = max{kr : jsirCi} for 1 ^ j<isn.
Write G = GL (R) (with respect to the basis e of V) and 
define H^ = {^'trices (n^j) £ G ¡t  Jlmij *or
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Lemma 2.15
H^ , is a subgroup of G.
Proof;
Suppose M = (cm..), M' = (m^) £ M.M» = (n^) then
n.. = £ m.yn». . Suppose i > j.
1 3 k=1 a.
For k <  i let a. = max{k : k**r<i{; so u |m.. . For k >  j let 
K r b,
b^ = max{kr ; j^Kk}; so w- £ |m£... Let m = max{kr : j^Ki}.
Then for k=*j we have m^a^ and for i**k we have m^b^» so 
vm|mikm]V-j f°r ksj and for ±sik. ,If j<k<i then either 1^ =0 .^ or 
msb^ so in this case too. Soirm |ni;j and thus H^is
closed under multiplication.
Hence is generated (as a multiplicative set) by the sub­
groups B and x. . (w i;j'r ) (ls»;j<i=in) of G» so is a subgroup of G.
Remark
The groups H^are precisely those which occur in con­
structing the principal series of G (Qo]); see §3.6.
We now associate to"V a filtration-S = (<D=3ii+^ CSjiC.,CS^CSq=S) 
of S given by Si = {r £ S : i=5kr} (1«ii<h).
Then we have a bijection for each lc with 0<k<h ;
 ^ ^  with all kr<k and at _ with 3^ 4 ®» and
least one kr equal to k} ^k+1 = • • *= ^h+1 =
The inverse is given b y ^ 1(4) = (^,..»1^ 1 ) with
kp = max{j ; r £ 3^} if such exists» and 0 otherwise.
Together the give a bijection
6: {all sequences"V.} -* {all filtrations^ }.
. , n-1 , h
Define pi| = £ (h-k ) and |4| = £ |S?|. Then if >4= ^  (4l) 
... . T=1 i=1we have 1111= \J> |; in fact (h-k1,... ,h-kn_1) (suitably
reordered) and ( |S^ j ». ..»|Si{) are dual partitions.
We shall often write for when >4= p (-k).
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Proposition 2.14
S„ = 2(—1 ) ^ 1 „  (sum over all sequences "fe ).
G -H E\
Proof:
We use induction on h. So assume that the corresponding 
result is true for all groups of the form i3
trivial for it=1, which starts the induction, since then the 
only 'fe is (0,...,0) and H^ = GL^R q ) , SH ^ =  ^*
Now if X = {i.j ,...,ir } with ±^<.. ,<ir we have 
Lx(h-1) = {M = (m1;j) € : mi;j=0 if -$x« i
= x ... x Gr+1 , where for 1«s<r+1
Gs = {M = (m±j) € GI,n(^h-1) : mii=1 ±’or 1 <i!iis-1 »is<i,*n» txnd
if i<j then m. >=0=111.^ except possibly for i .<i<j<ig}. 
Write X„ = {i : i .,<i<ii. By inductive hypothesis,3 q S “ I s
SG = sum over all filtrations 'C - (T^^C..CT^)
of X .  H_ denoting the corresponding subgroup of G . s ^ »
As a representation of Lv(h-1)  3 n = E(-1) ' '‘ 1 ^ X ^ ~ 1 ^ ,
X ^s * HV
inhere H^ . i3 the subgroup of L-jih-1) corresponding to the 
filtration (T^_^C. .Ci1^ ) of X*. Thus
H4r = G1 x,*,x GS_1 x H«tr x Gs+1 x,,*x Gr+1 •
Row if s = (T^_ 1C . .CT3) is a filtration of Xg (1«s*.r+1)
then H O =1 for 1<s<t<r+1 and x...x H^ . = H ,
s t 1 r+1 *■
the subgrovip of L-(h-1 ) defined by the filtration % =
A r+1(Rj^C. •CR1) of X 1, where R^ = U T? (disjoint union) (1«iih-1).
So noting that |9-| = X |v | we have
1«s«r+1
r+1
<S>3=1
Hence SLx(h-1) x SrJr+1
the sum being over all filtrations 51 = (IÎ^^C. .CR^  ) of X%
I 1 I — I V I | ^
and as a representation of Px ^ _ 1 ) = Z(-1)' 1 '1H »
sum over all filtrations -«i = (Sj1C..CS^) of S with. = X.
(iTote that = X implies C P^ ; and (H^ n Lx)lh-1) = 
where &  = ( S ^ - X  C...C S.,-X) ).
Hence Ix = (-1 ) lX'lp(-1 ) ^ 1  ® , sum over all A  with Sh=X, 
and so SG £ 2(-1 ) . ■
2.2 The character theorems
let t € G be unramified semisimple and assume that 1^ is 
minimal for the property of being a levi subgroup of G con­
taining t. For each i with 1 sii<h there exists a unique maxi­
mal (for inclusion) subset X(i) of S such that ^(t) lies in 
Lx(i)(i)’ no"fce 'fclia'b X(h) = X. Phen X(i) C X(j) if j<i (since 
for example ''’’¿(ly) = Ly(i) ) and |X(i) | is the number of 
orbits of F on the set of eigenvalues of "w (t) (3ee §1.5).
Theorem 2.21
Let t be unramified semisimple and X(i) as above. Then
y  lrthe character of S-, on t is given by Sn(t) = (—1) .q , 
h u u
where x = 2 |X(i) • | and k = 2 .k.(t).
i=1 <*€§ +
Remark
r p
Suppose that L„ = T ~\ Gl(lli), as in $1.5» and assume that 
i=1  Ft acts regularly on each Hi, i.e. that k^it) = 0 for all 
c4- £ §>x , (see §1.59). This assumption certainly holds if h?=1 
since k^(t)4<) implies k^tjel and so, for example, 1 = F~$ , 
a contradiction. Then
|zG(t) n ux| | ju £ Oj. : ut tu} |
(see §2.24)
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= qk since k^it) = 0 for ot£^x ,.
Hence SG(t) = (-l)x |ZG(t) O Ux |. In case R is a field (b=1) 
this equals (-1) IX * L |2&(t) | , which is well-known (Dll,§5.7)*
Theorem 2,22
Suppose t £ Px = 1X.UX has (unique) form t  - l.m  with 
1 £ unramified semisimple, l x minimal fo r being a Levi 
subgroup of G containing 1, and m £ Uy. Assume th a t 
■"h-l U) = 1 = ■*rh_1 (m), but m 4 1 .
Then SG(t) = 0.
Remark
In case R is a field it follows from the Jordan canonical 
form for elements of G that theorems 2.21/2 completely compute 
the character of 3,-,. In particular the character vanishesVr
except at semisimple elements, where it is + a power of q.
(This is also given in Dll,§5.7 ). At regular senisimple ele­
ments it is +1; correspondingly, if h > 1, 3G(t) = +1 if t is 
regular unramified semisimple ($1.59,f2.21 ).
The dimension of 3& is q1®1, where N = li4") = n(n-l)/2.
For convenience, and to emphasise the similarities between 
them, the proofs of theorems 2.21/2 will run concurrently; we 
shall refer to the situation of $2.21 as 'Case 1* and to that 
of $2.22 as 'Case 2', and to unify notation we shall write 
t=l and m=1 in Case 1. The first 3tep is to establish :
Proposition 2,23 
Let T C S. Then
I y ( t )  = 2: ) (w~1lw). 11 <re<J'Y(w) fixed by t} |,
the sum being taken over those w € Wy, such that w“1lw £ Ly.
¿A
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Proof:
*j= {g = uw : w € Wyi» u =^^(r,) G UU^ . with "wlr^ if<*<0} 
is the set o f  distinguished, representatives of Py in G (§1.46).
So Iy(t) = Z j (g-  ^tg), the sum being taken over the
set Jg si) : g“^tg € Py} or, what amounts to the same thing, 
the set Jg e'i : t fixes r = g.^y}.
Let g = uw € 'll and write 1^  = w“^lw, U| = w“1u w^; note 
that Uj G UZ. Then g“1lg = Ujl.jU^1. Also we may write,
uniquely, u. = u-u, with u, £ U Z O  _  ^11 U and
= n w“1LyW ; this last equalityu~ e u“ n V  u .
J Y *e(w-1$x, r
i3 because w“1L„w = <  1,11^  : <*G w“1cj[.,, > ,
-1
$X'
which follows from
- 1,§1.24. §1.46 and the facts w~ ' Tw = T and (§1.37) w” U^w = Uw <=i
How put 12 = u.^ l1 vu^ G w“1 LyW end note that Ly is minimal 
for being a Levi subgroup of G containing wl2w” '. Then
u ^ u “1 = u212u2^  = i'd* » and
lX2,u21l " (lg1^ ^ ) . ^ 1 & UY noce  ^ ^
n
u_
otG§“-(w“1^ yl) *
k- U«*
Also u = Ux^Cr^) G wUy with n | r^ ifot<0 and m =rrxo£(o>i)
1 1for alio«. , so by §1 .34 u~ mu = v~ mv
TT
-1
G Ux with n h“1 \3c(
where v = ^  x, (r*) G U C PY , so since
<* Gi+nw (%--$“,) 01 ■* x
Uy <3 Py we have u~1 tau G Uy. Hence g“1mg = w“1u~^muw G w Uy,
and g“1mg = v1 v2 with v2 G Py and v1 G Uy n w Uy , which is
contained in IC O _ U . .
T <*Gr-(<r1€x ,r *
So g“1tg G Py iff 12*[’L2,u21]*v 1v2 G py there exists
p € Py with ^ l2,v^1^ Vi = l“1pv21 .
But l21pv21 G (w“1lyw) .Py C < T,^ :ot-G|+u^“,U(w~1^ r ) ~  >
and ri0,uT1lv, G V V U, :
1 2  ^  J 1 oi€V--^,-(w“1* y fr
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so  g~1t g  €  Py  i f f  l g 1 pv21 = 1 = [ 12»X!2 1] '7"1 *
12 = pr21 € PY Implies w“1Lxw C Ly by § 1 .53 (i'i , whenceNow
w LyW n  = 1 and so  Uj=1 » 1 2 =1 1 » u i =iu2 » a *id we iiave"1:
w“^lw £ Ly. Finally :
Case 1 : 1 = ^  ,uj"1 \  = w' 1 \l,ujw implies that
C ase 2
[l,u1 = 1 and so g“1tg = w"*1iw.
Thus i f  <T= g . ^  i s  'fc» ^Ly(h—1 ) =
SL Y (h - l) (w" 1lw ) 311(1 ^ 2 *2^ fo llo w s  i n  t h i s  c a s e .  
S in c e  ^ „ i  ( t )  = 1 = 'TTll_ 1 ( l )  we h a v e ‘” h_ 1 (g~ 1 tg )  = 1 
= "'Til_ 1 (w_1lw ) a l s o ,  and so  ) ( s ~ 1 t g )  =
dim*SLy(h.-1 j) = siT(h-1)(w 1 lw) • •
The fo re g o in g  p ro o f  a ls o  le a d s  to  th e  fo llo w in g  con­
seq u en ces  w hich  w i l l  he  r e q u i r e d  l a t e r .
C o ro l la ry  2 .2 4
( i )  l e t  <r= S .^ y w ith  g  = uw e ' j  , u  (p ro d u c t  ov er
— —1 ot £  w ( * M y . )  )* L et t  he Case 1 , assum e t h a t  1^ lw  € Ly >
and w r i t e  Uj = w“ 1u_1w. Then t  f ix e s  v  i f f  L l i » ^ 1]  = 1
i f f  ®<(c l i ) . r W(|i = r w  f o r  a l l  a e  $ “ - 4 y , , f o r  a  s u i t a b l e  c .
In  p a r t i c u l a r ,  i f  Y = Wq(X) and w = wQWy, th e n
, A + »«(t)
|{ f f '€ <Fy(w ) f ix e d  by t j  | = q °* * ~*X* .
( i i )  L e t t  he  Case 2 and Y = wQ(X ), w = w^Wy,. Then
| {<re Ty(w ) f ix e d  by t  J | = 0 .
P r o o f :
( i)S u p p o se  1 1 s p l i t s  o v e r  R’ , so  th e r e  e x i s t s  c €  (Ly) • 
(d e n o tin g  by a  • th e  g roup o v e r  R’ ) su c h  t h a t  cl^  s t a b i l i s e s  
each  f r e e  ra n k  1 R '-m odule  R ' . e 1 ( i . o .  c l i  €  (T) • ) .  How by 
$ 1 .46  we may w r i te  c i n  th e  form  c = wc tv .)v 2 w i th  t  €  ( T ) 1,
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wQ € WY,, v1 € (U~ n Ly) ' and v2 £ (U O Ly) ' ; but if °11 £
(T) • then w~1 .cl* c“1 ,w £ w“^. (T) * .w = (T) ', 30 we may C l  C O  c
assume w = 1 . c
But by the proof of ?2.23, t fixes <r iff ,u^] = 1 , 
which, by § 1 .5 6(iii) is equivalent to otl°l^).r = rWot 
for all <* £ $ ' *
Now wï , £ 1 so permutes the elements of anong3t
themselves and so fixes lÇ. So if w = WgWy, and Y = Wq (2) 
then irUÿ = /-¡r\ = by $1.37. Note that w £ Wy, and
11 = w-1lw £ Ly (§1.53(ii) ). Thus |{cr£j'y(w) fixed by t} | 
= | {u =ïïxa<(rot) £ WU~ : <*(clT)rw(X = r ^  for all °< £$"-$.},} |
,£ ,£ k A )
= q T 7^* = q 3±nce c lieg over w=1,
o*£w(^"-iY, ) 01
k.Cwi.w 1) 5-
= q . f « r - &
(Remark: since WUY = U7 we see | [u£U„: ut=tu} | = q ■X* ),
(ii) Prom the proo
iff w~ u_ltuw £ P,, f-r\ iii 
;,0U)
f of f 2.2j, t fixes <r = uw.p (u £ U-,)W q K-l)
- 1 ;u £ Pi , since
w. = I, WTTL, f = L-..U-. = Pi .
q \-“ V Wq ^ \ ;  a  a  a-w0(:c
But u £ U-, C Py and t  £ Py so u~'tw. £ P-r and thus t  fixes 
V  i f f  u-1 tu  £ = P£ n P(C. AI30 t=lm w ith 1 £ Ly, m £ U,,
30 l -1 .u- 'tu  = l~ 1u“ 1l.m.u £ U„. But i f  u~1 tu  £ Lv then
A A—1 —1 1 11 .u tn £ Lv, so since U., n L, = 1 , n = 1 .ulu and thisA JL\ x\.
lies in L,.UIV which intersects U„ in 1. So m=1 . which 
contradicts the hypothesis of $2.22. So t cannot fix <r. St
To simplify notation we put w^  = WqWw ,
1 0 T - I ( «ir* 'X / -
and if Y C Of
w £ Wy, put Ty(w) = SLt (U_i)(w-11w ).|{<T£Tt (w ) fixed by t} |
tl
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How I y ( t )  =  0  except, perhaps, when P y  contains a conjugate 
g“^tg of t, where we may assume g = uw €*3 , in which case, "by 
the proof of § 2.23, we may also assume that w“1lw £ Ly, so in 
fact w~1 LyW C Ly by §1,53(i) . Then using >1 ,53(ii) we have 
S&(t) = (-1) !V X) ’ (X) ^W1 ^ • where the remainder
is a sum of terms each of the form X (-1) IU Ittt(w ) -- (*),
ZCUCY
with w € Cgf Ly conjugate to Ly, and Z ^ I : note that if 
w £ Cy then Tg(w) doesn't occur except possibly for Z C U, 
since we must have w £ Mg,.
The second stage of the proof of §2.21/2 is to show 
Proposition 2.25
Let w £ Cz and Z C U C Y. Then Tg(w) Ty(w).
It follows that each term like (*) i3 0 (since Z 4 3r), 
and so 0 and we have
(2.26) »(»<*) »
-1= W lw £ Ly. Write
where c is as in
The proof of §2.25 depends on 
Proposition 2.27
let U C Y C 3, w £ Wg, and suppose 11
K - M V i <% »  “ a *  - -e}+ V
§2.24(i). Then U'
| { v-<e /F t (w ) fixed by t} | = q . | {«"e ^ ( w )  fixed by t} |.
Assuming §2.27 Tor the moment vie complete the proof of§2.25. 
Case 1 : We require an inductive hypothesis, namely that f2 .21 
holds for groups of the form GL(W), W a free R^ -module; 
then it holds also for the groups Ly(h-1) (§1.24). The
induction starts trivially with the case h=1.
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Then
1 -X v « e i n - W l « 1) »  *
SLv.(h-1 )(W 1'fcw)*<l = (“l) y .q '*T' *1
* 2 ki 2
= C-1 )y.qtG^T* , using §1.55»
£x K
- (-1 )y, “ e5c SLD(h-1)(',-,1”> - “ (*)!
the sign (-1)y is the same in each case since if w lw £ I*y
then ,»rh_1 (w“1 lw) € Ly(h-1) C L^h-l), so the sequences of
minimal parabolic subgroups of Ly(i), Ly(i) respectively, for
Ki<h-1, which determine the signs'of SL^(k-1) (w_ ^w) >
SLu(h-1) (w~1;Lw) respectively, are the same.
But Ty(w) = 3ify(h~1) (w_1lw).q • 11* e<3ru(w) fixed by t} |
= Tyiw) by (*).
Case 2
------ . |5t,|.(h-i)
^ ( h - l ) ^  lW) = d^ % ( h - 1 ) ^  "«I ^  3inCe
lrW llf"1llf) = 1» = h_1 f0r -l10*» SO^ rt 11+,-$+, |.(h-1).
So S, ,h . s (v-1 lw) .q = ql^U» 1JjyVU—1 J
= dira(3Lulh-l))
so (") also holds in this case, and Ty(w) = Ty(w) as before.
Proof of §2.27
For each v £ U(w) = n  U.(vR) we define u
map 8v:^(w) -» 3%y(w) a3 follows.
Suppose v = ^ x ot(rot) where r £ wR (we assume chosen a “
*
fixed order for all such products), and suppose <r cT'yiw)
has distinguished representative uw with u = TT1 x_ *«<(:»*)
Put g = TT
<* £w($”-$Z, ) 04
x (r,).w and define
<* £w(§“ -4 " ,  )
T" V r) = g.^Y --- (**).
ITow $“-4y, = ( $ " and Wut C Wyl so g is 
the distinguished representative for 8v(<r).
In particular, 6^ is injective.
Further, the union U 0,rCiCT(w)) is disjoint since if
,v€U(w) V U
v1 ,v2 € U(w) and v .j4v 2 ‘fc*ien the distinguished representatives
e1 >S2 of 8 (<r) = Sl.fT, 6 (c) = g2.fT .Till be different
(by §1 .32 : uniqueness of expression of products TTx^ir^) ).
We now observe that w € Wg, implies wot<  0 for c*-€$g,-$y,,
whence $+nw($”-^Y,) = $+Piw(^~-^g,) (and, incidentally,
— «->1 _  — <1iTrV Uw = Ug Hw- Uw ), so we obtain all distinguished 
representatives g for elements of /J^ -(w) by the process of (**). 
Hence %-(w) = u . &,r(Tg(w)), so we reduce to proving
v€U(w)
Lemma 2.28
With the assumptions and notations of § 2.27, let o" eTg(w). 
Then t fixes <r iff t fixes ®v (®") for all v = trxa,(rai) in U(w) 
such that y 1”1 = 0 (<* £$“ ,-§y,).
Proof:
Case 1 :
Let <r = uw.Çg, u s^x^ir^) € WU^ -. Since l^-w~ lw € Ly 
C Lg, by § 2.2 4(i) t fixes <r iff a»(cl., )rw  = rWÄ for all 
</■ € and similarly if v =T*xot(rot) £ U(w) then t
fixes Ôv (o") iff ot(cl^)rw<|t = r ^  for all <*
Hence t fixes (T iff t fixes ©v (<r) for all v =Ir x^ir^) 
for v/hich °‘(Cli)rWo<= rWo( for aH  04 ïhe latt9r
condition amounts to 11 ^ je. = 0 for all
But if kot(°l1 ) <  h then kj = k ^ l j ) ,  and if k^l.,) = h 
then k^ = h-1 , so since v|already, the above condition
VI _ _
amounts to n *.rWot = 0 for all U  £$ g,-§yi» and 30 the 
lemma is proved in thi3 case.
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Case 2 :
Let a =TTx^(aw) with rr|aw for all . Then writing m =
we have n»h-1 in. for alloi , so by §1.34, cm = ma.
Also "^i . (1-)—= 1 implies k— (1) > h-1 for allot so 
o^dJ.a^ = for all ot, whence lal-1 (l.x^ia^) .1 1)
= TTxw (oi(l) ,aw) = a, i.e. la = al. (Incidentally,if h>2., -with 
a = m Vie have 1m = ml). Hence ta = at.
Now let v x/r^) € U(w). Then v.0., (<r) = h.©v(<r) where 
h =‘W  x^ (h^) with TT | h^, as nay be seen by writing ©1 (o*) in 
distinguished form uw.^v, using the commutator formulae(§1.34) 
and noting that ",r|ri for all04 . Hence t.S^v) = 81 (o') iff
vt.Dj (<r) =  v.0. (o-) iff tv.8. («r) v.8, (o') iff
h.ev (v) iff ht.9v(o-) = h.Bv («r) iff t.ev (o-
sci t fixes 9^  (o) £ jy.o J- j?XX j. o xixes ’or all v £ U
But k>h-1 for all ci and o■I-.oc’ so r nrv.-oC
r-t-^= 0 :
ot u* . Thus it ran■ins only to show that :
t.O' - O' iff t. 9< (cr) = 01 (it) . (**
ITow t.01 (or) = V«-) iff g“1tg £ Py whore g uw, and
t.<r = cr iff g-'tg £ Hjj; so since Py C P^- the implication 
of ( ' ) is clear. To prove ==^  shall assume that
,-*”1 4—  r- ~n --a —  j-u-
-1.
m^  = m0n^ (uniquely) with € U"
n, £ U O w Uv2 _i -t
v0 £ u“ rf , v 1 ^ ( r j  € Un 
- 1
-1
l fact g"1 tg £ Py.
'1nw £
t -1
“ IX. Write
• 1 d,-i11 u ^ n w ux,
T - v1 v? with
U7 whence nr | rw
ind so m3vi = v^^.
But m~ £ U nw U, v ?  £ U" O w u = u~ n w
-1
-1
U f  3 0  T Z jV 2  ~~
Vqmj._ with v£ £ IT O w 'u, m^ £ U n w ‘u. Also u . l ^  l^ uj 
with u] £ by $ 1.21 , 4 «• «»A U*
(h « «j
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1 1Hence g tg = u ^ m ^ '  = 11. (ujv.,v£) .m^ with 11 £ l'Y>
£ PY, ujv1 v£ € U^, so if g-1tg £ Pu then
= l^ "1 . (g~1 tg) .n^“1 £ Pjj, since Py C Pg, and so 
uiv1v2 £ p0 n = 1 and g-1tg = 1 ^  which belongs to^Py.
Proposition 2 . 2 7 is now proved, and 3 0 3 2 .2 5 /6 are also 
established.
Bece.u3e of $2.24(ii), §2.26 completes the proof of theorem 
2.22. To complete the proof of theorem 2.21 we must first 
improve $2.26 for t in Case 1 :
■'’Proposition 2.2?
sG(t) = sL (t) . | {<r €3^ ! , ;)(wi ) f i : -Qd ’°y ■fc)l*
(This also holds for t in case 2 of course).
irooi:
1.T./e have 'L. /-r\ = LT so 3, /,'■0(-° A Lw0(X)(h
3L-,(h-l)^ ’ rnd l-:’ I = h'ro(;0 ' I - So by$2.'>6
so(t) = (_1 ) ' 1 i,^ (h-1 )(1:) • I ir g ^w q (X) (w i ) fix3d t}
But 31 „ XC2 (-1)^ ^I,,(h-l))p
J-'-r
P/Ì1-, ïinc ï the standardX
parabolic subgroups of L., ; ro P^ ~£L.. (XCZ) with standard Levi 
components 1^ (see $2.1 e nd $ 1.2) .However the maxinality of 
X implies tha,t t can fix no parabolic of type Z for X £ Z, 
so can fix no P^ 'I'jj for X ^  Z, so we have
ST = (—1) IX* IST and § 2.29 follows. «L..A 5Lx(h-l)
If X =g> then Lx = G and SQ(t) = (-1 ) ^  13 ^ ^  j (t). Also, 
since no proper parabolic subgroup of G contains t, k^t) = 
k-L('irjl_1 (t)), (as lc^t) < h).By inductive hypothesis (which
' U m i l i l i
was introduced in the proof of £ 2 .2 5,Case 1) we have 
h-1
I \ / I "X P,_ Os ' '
Se (t) = (-1)i=1 .o*1^  , and §2.21 is proved in
this case.
If X  4=0 then we need the following further inductive hypo­
thesis : §2.21 holds for groups of the form GL(XI), XI a free 
2—module of rank <  n; then it holds for I*, (use § 1 .2 4), i.e.
liemurks
The foregoing proof i to clinic: lly much simplified if 
h = 1. In this cose it also appears to constitute a new 
method of obtaining the loiown results (O-0,§5.7) on the 
character of 3n .Kx
(9, is bijective). Jo we have s 'natural* injection from the
Thi3 nay he compared with the ideas behind Tits' computation
of the homology of T(V) (C'"0 ,§5.4).
with the case n = 2.
§ 2 . 2 9  r nd §1.24(i) now complete the proof.
This cor slet proof of theorems 2, 1/2.
fote that when h = 1 we have U(w) = 1 and 01 (T^(w) ) = T^ -(w)
sot of Simplexes of type U in the Tits building T(7) of G
to the set of Simplexes of type Y, by means of which we
could identify 3" as the subset U '3rC!(w) of 3^ .. Curtis'
u - - c u  a  o, “'uil.TTIformula now suggests that 3g should look like the permuta-
tion representation of G on £ (-1) lU I U 3T (w) = (w„)
, UC3 wOl,, b “ V(3l»45)» the set of Simplexes of type S opposite to the
standard one. (Ue give a precise result of this naturo in §2.3)
/  ■
1.3 The restriction of to a parabolic subgroup 
We retain the notation off 2.2.
Theorem 2.31
let t he either Case 1 or Case 2.
PY
Then SQ(t) = (SLr)L^(t).
X X
Proof:
Using the elements of as a set of coset representatives 
of Lv in P-, (11.27) ir& haveA a . p
(ST )TX(t) = .Z s (u"1tu).
Lx -he u_1tr.ei..Ijx
In Case 1 •u“1 tu = t.[t,\i] G L-, iff [t,u] =
•H
-1u tu - t and 30 by f 2. 2Q and $ .2A(i)j.'
)T-v J(t) = SjJ t).|{u G UX : tt , ] = H ! = v * ) -
In Gas2 9 if u“1tu £ 1*. -1then 1 u“1l:ru = i"1u~1 tu (
so rr. = —i.ulu“1 T Pi U - r  = i, contrary to the
V "
b r $ 2theiSio t  E | 1. ;o ( - C = fJG(t)'
In fact $2.31 holds for any el.enent t sc.tá.spying
To seei this, first note that for any t G P-, by $1.:
(S, )TX (t) = 3X (t). I ¡Levi subgroups of PT fixed. by t}|.•*Jy
The connection withJ2.29 is  now established by :
Proposition 2,32
= {<re^-0(X) oPPO^ito to ?x}
(ii) There exists a P^-equivaricnt bisection 
l«"G3ru ^j opposite to  ^ } — ¡Levi subgroups of P-r}.
I-roof:
acts(i) Let <r= (0 C U, C ... C U. C V) G T .r Now w.1^ Xr 1
on ¡1,2,..,n} as follows : it reverses the order of the
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S
blocks {i : i . } (Kj«r+1), keeping the order withinJ J
each block intact; hence jiijc implies w^j) > n-i^. So if ®~
lies over w, we have U. n V_ . = 0  (1<ks;r+l). Hence
1 1k n_1k ik
U. O V . =0; for if not then since U. '"'(h ) and
xk ^ k  k _  _  —
V . -~'(hn_ik) we have U. + V . 4 v» whence U. ©  V • 4 V> 
n-1k 1k n-1k k k
contrary to the fact that both sid?^ are vector spaces of
dimensionp.Thus <r is opposite to
Conversely, if <r is opposite to f>-r then certainly <r lies
in the B-orbit on /J‘w given by the coset in '■! of \ly r^) >
containing w^; so <r~ lies over w^  € 
(ii) ir just the composit of the
W0;'w0(X) • 
bijections of $1.22/6.
= 1) S„(t) =
hem; rlis
(i) If t is split ser.isimple (so X = .'j and 2j - < i ~>Gv 
| {<r € T  opposite ^r, and fixed by tlj, so on such elements 
P.G behoves like the pomut tion reprs entatior of G on the 
sot of minimal parabolic sub/youps 'opposite' to a fixed cne.
(ii) If h = 1 then since $".11/2 compute th' character of Cq
completely we have = (ST )j , where 1- is any parabolic
subgrot;p of G and L a Levi component of P.
However, in case h >  '?. this appears to bo false, oven if
n = 2; for example, if h = 2 then
(s t)5 1^
H i ; )
q, whereas
= 0. For more details see Chapter 5.
Further properties of will be discussed in Chapters 
4 and 5.
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Chapter 3
The irreducible Steinberg representations 
In this chapter we construct, for h >  2, a family of
pirreducible subrepresentations R(a) of 1^ each of which is 
realisable as the homology of a suitable simplicial complex 
(§J.2). One of them, denoted StG, is the ’largest1 component
pof 1g and may be regarded as an analogue of the usual Stein­
berg representation SG of G in the case ^=1. (We defer more 
detailed connection between the two cases until Chapter 4). 
However, the character of StG vanishes on regular unramified 
semisimple elements, quite tinlike that of SQ in case h?=1 .
We also consider, for h > 2, an irreducible 'affine Stein­
berg representation' St^ of the affine group H (§5.3/4); it 
may be constructed homologically, in a like manner to StG, or 
alternatively as the representation *X of H induced from a 
non-singular character X of U, and this leads to the fact 
that StG is contained in 'Xjj with multiplicity 1. In $3.5
f iwe show that *X G i3 multiplicity-free if n=2 or 3 (at least),
Q,
Put if n?=3 and h >  2 then the number of components of X  ^  
exceeds the number of regular conjugacy classes of G, unlike 
the case n?=2, or the case h^=1 , where these numbers are equal.
We also show how StG fits into the 'principal series' of 
G ($3.6).
3.1 Preliminaries concerning: flags
let W be an R-module of type (a.,...,a). Then |W| = ql9l 
m
where |a| = £ a. ($1.04). Vie are interested in maximal
i=1 1
proper submodules of W : these have index q- in W.
Define I = t W = { ttx : x €. W); then W = W/K is a vector
M * k
space over R of dimension m = 1(W). Also let U = 
fx £ W : = 0}; note that K C U.
Lemma 5.11
(i) The quotient map “W :W -* W induces a canonical bisection
{index q submodules of V/} -* {hyperplanes in W}.
(ii) Assume that h >  2 and suppose W'~(hm ,a) with m >  2 
and 1 ^ a^h-1 . Then L = IT/K is a canonically defined line in W 
such that in the bisection of (1) we have
{M C W : M ( h m_1 ,a-1)} - {hyperplanes in W not containing 1}
{M C W : I4~(hm~^,h-1 ,a) } — {hyperplanes in W containing L}.
Proof:
If M is a submodule of W of index q then M^(a^ ,.. »a^-1,
a^+^,..,ac) for 3ome i, andux € M for all x £ M, i.e. K C M. 
Moreover k  induces a canonical bijection 
{submodules of \l containing K} — {subspaces of W) 
and |w|/|«r(H) | = |v |/|m | = q, whence « (M) is a hyperplane in W.
In case W ( h 13-^ fa) with m > 2 and a >  0, K has type either 
(hm“1,a-l) or (hm~2,h-1,a); these are different if h >  2 and
lY1*“ "1a <  h, and we have M ‘~'(h ‘ ,a-1 ) iff there exists x £ W,
of order « a, which is not in K iff U 4 M iff L 4'n'(^ ).
Finally if x € U but x 4 K then x has order w with b < h;
and vx € K. So since W can be generated by elements 
ll Q,of order -it and e of order w we see a <  h implies that m
|U|/|K| = q, whence L is a line in W. •
Corollary 3.12
(i) Let 1(W) = m. Then W has (qm-1 )/(q—1) index q submodules.
(ii) Assume h > 2 and suppose W'','(hm-  ^,a) with m >  2 and
in 1 i1*a*h-1. Then W contains qm_ submodules of type (hm ,a-l).
Proof;
(i) m = 1(W) = dimg(W) and so the number of hyperplanes in 
W is (qm-1)/(q.—1 ); now use $3.11(i).
(iij | {hyperplanes in W containing a given line) |
= | {lines in W contained in a given hyperplane}|, by the 
= (qm-D /(q-D . USUal dUallty'
So |{submodules of W of type (hm-^,a-1)} |
= (qm—1)/(q~1) - (qm"1-T)/(q-D = q“"1. ■
Remark
Dually, one may consider quotients 0:W - U with |kerS| = q 
and count them in the same way. Explicitly, define W =
{x € W : vx = 0} (a vector space over v R). Then there 
exists a canonical bisection
{'index q quotients' of V/} — {.lines in W),
and if h > 2 and W/~(h"-  ^,a; with m > 2, 1*»a*;h-1 , then 
H = tt W is a canonically defined hyperplane in W such that 
{quotients of W of type (hra~^,a-1)j - {lines 4. in W : 4 4 H} 
{quotients of W of type (hn-2,h-1 ,a)} -* {lines 4. in W:(C H|,
We shall assume that h > 2 for the remainder of this section. 
lemma 3.13
Let A /~(hr,aJ with 0<a<h and B/-(hr+^,b) with 1«ib<h and 
A C B; assume that if b=h then a > 0.
Suppose there exists C '*■' (hr+1 ) with A C C C B. Then 
| {D^* (hr+1 ,b-1) : there exists (q if a + b <  h
E (hr+1) with A C E C D C B } |  ( 1 i f a + b > h  .
Proof;
By choosing F C A with F~(hr) and factoring it out, we 
may reduce the problem to the case r=0.
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The existence of C implies that there exists x,y € B 
with x of order ir*1 and y of order t 13 such that B = <  x,y > 
and A = < w h~ax >.
First assume that b <  h. Then by §5.12(ii) B has q sub- 
modules D of type (h,b-1) and these are Dr = <  x+ry, wy >
(r t R). Then Dr C A iff u h-ary = 0 iff r = 0 or 
h-a >  b. Hence
( q if a+b <  h
| {D~(h,b-1J : A C D C B) | = \
1.1 if a+b >  h .
But Dr always contains B = <  x+ry >  ~ (h) and this contains A 
if r = 0 or h-a >  b, so the lemma is proved if b <  h.
Now assume b = h. Then by % 3.12(i) there are q+1 modules 
D — (h,h-1 ) with A C IKB, viz. Dr = <  x+ry, »y >  (r £ R)
and <  y, ux >. In case E/%' (h) with E C  D = < y, lîx >  , E must
have the form < y+s.wx > for some s £ R; but then A if E if 
a >  0, so we may ignore B - < y, wx > and proceed with the 
computation as before. h
There is a 'dual* of §3.13 as follows.
Lemma 5.14
Let A~lhr,a) with 0^a^h-1 and B~(hl + 1,b) with 0<'b«h and 
A C B; assume that if a = 0 then b <  h.
Suppose there exists C'~'(hr+1) with A C C C B. Then 
| lD^(hr,a+1 ) : there exists fq il a + b >  h
E '~(hr+1 ) with A C D C E C B ) !  ^1 if a + b <  h .
Proof:
Reduce to the case r =  0 as in §3.13» and consider B as a 
submodule of a module M^ihfh). Then we have injective maps 
M/B -» M/C -* M/A given by m+B -* m+G -» m+A (,mG!j which 
may be considered as inclusions; we require modules D' = M/B 
r-* (h,h-a-l) such that there exists E' = M/E^(h) with
M/B = B' C K' C D * C A' = M/A. By §3.13 the number or these
is f q if (h-b)+(h-a) < hi = \q if a+b >  h 1
if (h-b)+(h-aj >  h j I[.1 if a+b < h J
As before, V denotes a free R—module or rank n >  2. Consider 
flags *3- = (OCI^ C ..C Un-1 C V) or submodules of V subject 
to the conditions
(i) U±~  (hi_1 ,a. ) for some a^ such that CXa^^h (1<i<n-1)
(ii) there exists (h^ ) with C C (Ki<n-l)
(iii) a^ + ai+1 > h  (CKis;n-1 )
(Conventionally we take UQ = O, Un = V, and aQ = h = an).
Such a flag will be said to have type (a^,..,an_1) = a, and 
T u )  will denote the set of all flags of type a. We write
** H*1
I a | = £ a.. Also (h,h,..,h) = (h11-1 ) ; note ^(h11“1) = 'ïq»
i=1 1 b
The following example shows that condition (iij i3 not redun­
dant : let rt=2, V = < x,y > and assume h > 2. Let Uj = < vx > 
and U2 = <  x+y, vy >; so U.|(h-1 ) and U2'~’(h,h-1 ). Then any 
submodule W of U2 of type (h) has the form < x+y+rvy > for
some r G R, and contains provided n  G <  x+y+r.-iry >, i.e.
2provided-n-y+rv y = 0 : this is impossible since y has order
V»tt11 and h >  2. So there does not exist V.'-(h) with U^C V^C U.,.
We partially order these flags as follows.
Let Yir= (0 C Ü(C .. C Un-1C V),*}= (0 C Ü] C .. C T ^ C  V). 
Then *3 >*3 iff in C and there exists W^ _i'*'(h^ ”’^ ) such 
that U±-1C W ^ C  (t<iin-1 ) (U0=WQ=0).
Rote that i f ^ a  = (a^,. .»an_^  ) » ^ '''a1 = a^t " * ,an-1^ an<*
> k^ ’ then a >  a*, i.e. ai >  a£ (1<i«n-1).
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From now on a = (a^,..»an_^) and it will be convenient for
iai .a^.j-1 if i$J
ns to write (a,J) = (b1 where bi = (a, if i£J
for each J C S..
Proposition 3.15
(i) Suppose given i £ S with a.^+a^ >  k* and Then
there exists a unique ^  G '3^ (&» l iI *) such that’3
(ii) Suppose given i £ S with a^ > 2 and a^+a +^i >  k» 311(1 
*3^  €T(&, {i 1 '). Then there exist precisely q flags *3" €^(a) 
such that *3-
Proof:
Let 3-= (0 C I^C .. C Un-1C V) and put A = U^'-'ih1 » a ^  )
(if i=1 then A=0) and B = Ui'-'(hi“1 ,a.j.). We know there exists 
C = Vi_1'^ (hi_1) such that A C C C B. Putting a=a^_1 ,b=a^ we 
have a+b >  h (in particular b > 1 and if b=h then a > 0). So 
$ 3 . 1 3 implies there exists a unique D*- (hi_1 »a^—T) such that 
there exists B^ih1-1) with A C E C D C B. Hence ’Ja =
(0 C U.,C..C U ^ C  D C U.+1C..C Un-1C V) is the unique flag 
of type (a, {i} •) which is <
(ii) Let 3. = (0 C U.C..C Un-1C V) and put A = U^ih1-1 ,a±-1) 
and B = Ui+1<"(hi,ai+1 ) (if i=n-1 then B»V). We know there 
exists C = VjL<~(hi) such that A C C C B. Putting a*=a.j-1 , b=a^+  ^
v?e have a+b > h and 1<aih-1 . So $3.14 implies there exist 
precisely q modules D'~ (h*“1»a^ ) such that there exists 
E'-ih1) with A C D C E C B. Hence there exist precisely q 
flags *3 = (0 C T^C.X U±-1C D C U'i+1C..C U ^ C  V) E'JXa) 
such that *3 > • ■
In practice the result we shall really need i3 the following 
corollary of $3.15.
Corollary 3.16
Let K a ^ h  and a^-t-a^ >  h (1<i*«n-1) and let b >  a.
(i) For each *3'€ 7(b) there exists a unique €"3r(a) with
*3>^; and for each e7(a) there exist precisely q^I l-l 
flags ~H € 7(b) withK >  ^  .
/..\ _  _ 4 n-1 a .-h _ih _ih-(i+1 )C11) l^5r(a) I - -n_1 TT (r, 1 <1-0.= q .TT (q
i=1 q-1 )
= T1 ¿lliL.q1^ " 1)^!“11 .
i=1 q-t
Proof:
(i) is immediate from £ 3 . 1 5
n _  <J
For (ii) it is sufficient to prove the special case a = (h ) 
and then use the fact |7(a) | = qlS-l-!^ ^.ITXh11 ^)|> 
which follows from (i).
Now given A ^ h 1), B <~(hi+^) with A C B, $3.13 shows there
exists a unique Y7. (h1'", j) with A C '7. C B for each j, Osj^h,J J
and moreover W. ..C Y7 . (1 <j«h). Hence J"" J
{A^ih^") contained in a given B ''-'(hi+1 ) i
h-1
= T3 I {V7 •'~(h1, j) contained in a given ’.7• 
j=0 3 3+1
•(^,0+1 ) } |
.. ï ï q 1 = i  
q-1 j=0 q-1
n-1 • n"1So |T (hn_1) I = X~T | iu.z-ih1) contained in a given U. 1'~'(h 
i=1 1
-  TT ql(h~1). -1— =1
i=1 q-1
i+1
= qn-1
n-1 ih ih-(i+1)
n  ^  ~-qi=1 q-1
Fix 7  e7(a). G acts on 7(a) by left translation; write 
» ~
B = StabG(*7a)» An almost identical argument to that of ^ 1.11
yields :
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Corollary 5.16
Let U a ^ h  and a^+a^ > b (KKn-1) and let b > a.
(i) For e a c h 7 (b) there exists a unique"^ £ ^ r(a) with
and for each e ^ a )  there exist precisely ^
flags ~ H € “Tib) with"K>^.
_  _ > n-1 a.-h „ih ih-(i+1)
(ll)  |T (a ) | = q ^ . T K q 1 . i—S ---------- )i=1 q-1
1=1 q-t
Proof:
(i) is immediate from £3 . 1 5
= TT ¿ilzL.q1 ^ - 1) - ^ !- 11 .
nmm <J
For (ii) it is sufficient to prove the special case a = (h ) 
and then use the fact |/3r"(a) | = qlsJ-^ 11  ^^ . |/3r(hn~1) |, 
which follows from (i).
Now given A ^ h 1), B'~(hi+1) with A C B, $3.13 shows there
exists a unique (h^, 3) with A C C B for each j, Os«jih,J  J
and moreover W. . C 1 < j<h). Henco
J J
|{A<~(hi) contained in a given B ^ (hi+1 ) | 
h-1 ±
= T1 | {Vi. '~(h , 3 ) contained in a given WH
j=0 3
_i+1 a h-2 . i+1 i a (Vi 1 \
= i __ Zi. n q 1 = 3---—1. q1 ^ h—  ^.
3+1 ■(h^+Ol |
q-1 j=0 XI*“ 1
So |‘3T(hn“1)| = T T  | ÍU.z-íh1) contained in a given U. .«— (hi+1 )} | 
1 = 1 1 x+
q-1
1=1 q-1
.1+1
= q.
. n-1 ih ih-(1+1) n-1 _ -pj q -q
i=1 q-1
Fix ^  C'Tía). G acts on 'T(g) by left translation; write
B = S t a b - ). An almost identical argument to that of a 1.11 a¡ ix a
yields :
Lemma 3«17
There exists a G-equivariant bisection G/B& -* ^(a) given 
By gBa - g.\ (g £ G). ■
We shall suppose the basis e, = je^,..,en} of V is such 
that for each g, *3^  = (0 C V^C ... C V) with =
<  ©1 f •. >  (this is possible by condition (ii) in
the definition of flags of type g). Assume >  1 (1«i^n-l).
Let <8 = juw : w € W, u = n  wx_,(rO with conditions :S <* <0
if woi >0 then r,€ R ; r,€ R if also-o* = <*. . . € ^  ,^ 7 o( 1+1
if wot <0 then r.€ ttR ; r € irR if also -<* = «*, . . }OK oC ^ i  I
Here R, is identified with the subgroup{ E r .ir'l : ri£R} of R 
B \ Z  ft1' r tel 0<j<k-1 J J
Proposition 3.18
I <8J = |G/Bl and (8, forms a complete set of representativesa ^ ~
for left cosets of B in G.a
Proof:
The case when a = (h ” ) has already been proved : Ba = B = Pg 
and ^1.46 contains the result.
How as a matrix group with respect to the basis e,
Ba = K aij) ! aij € R (1ii<j<n)» aii e R* (1<i<n),
n-1
ii+1fi £ (t<i$n-l), a±j = 0 (2«3+1<i<n) },
TTU...« j ( ,bi=1 1+1,x
SO |B I/ |BI = ITT u. . .(*%)! = TV qh-ai S i=1 1+1 i=1
a. ,
Now a, >  1 so |R|/|R„ | = |vR|/|vRo | = |tt ^ R| = qn-ai (Uisn-1)1 a. a±
Hence | (ft . |/|(8„T = |B |/ JB |, so using the result for 
(h ) » . -
the case when g = (hn_1 ) we see | (8 | = |g |/|b | = |G/B |.
We must now show that if g1 ,g2 € (8^  and then g-jB^  4 S2Bg*
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So suppose g1 = u.|W.|, g2 = u2w2* Now g1 G Uw1, so lies in 
the B-B double coset of G given by (f1 .47)J and w2 lies in 
the B-B double coset given by w2. So if w^4w2 ^ben SiB4g2B 
and so SiBa4g2Ba (since B=B&) and hence S1 ■Ba^g2'Ba*
Now assume w^=w2, and suppose S-|Ba=g2Ba, i.e. g2 g1 e Ba.
—1 - 1 —1 ~ ~Then g2 g1 = w 1 u2 uTwt
= w71 (tl w.x ,(r)w71 )“1 . ( TV w x (s )w~1 ,say 
1 ot<o T ** 1 oi <0 1 1
-r-r n-1= ^  z^(t ).T1 x. . .(-r.+s.), by §1.34/5;
<a <q  i=1 1 + 1 , 1  1 1
-<<42
(here r. =r, , s .=3^  (1«i«n-1), and t^ € R).
1 i+1 , 1  1 i+1 ,i
Thus g~1g. € U~, so by §1.32 all t^ =0 and for 1«isn-1 we
“a.
have H” | (-r^+s.^). But r.-jS^  are both in Bfi so (-r^+s^) is 
in Ra so is zero. Hence r^ = s^ (1 «si^n-l),and s^=&2' ®
Remarks
Vie could not phrase the above proof exactly as for § 1 . 4 6  
since *3r 4 ^ s* But of course B„ = B.
Now there is a 'dual' formulation of this theory in which
a ifor example vie replace by VI = <  e^,..,e^,-w >  of
type (h^jh-a^) (Ki<n-1 ) and we replace *Ja by *3-^  =
(0 C V' C ...C V^_1C V). Then Stab0 (*i£) = B& = Stab0 (*3- ),
and = V
More generally we may define the flag (0 C U^C..C Un_^C V) 
to be of type 'dual' to a iff :
(i) Ui'~(hi,h-ajL) (1<i<n-1)
(ii) there exists W^^(hd) such that U._^C WvC U^(1<i<n-1). 
Then there is a G-equivariant bisection
(flags of type a) — |flag» »trf type 'dual' to a}
given by g.*3a 8'^L (g € ®) •
A» e-
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3.2 The representations R(a)
Definition
The sequence of integers a = (a.| >.. ,an_.j ) will called 
admissible if 2 <  < h (Ki«n-1) and a^ + ai+1 >  fc*1(0<i<h-1 ).
Conventionally we put &q = h = an, as before. Notice that 
no sequence can be admissible if h = 1.
For each admissible sequence q we construct a simplicial 
complex X(a) as follows.
(i) For 0<r^n-2 the r-simplices are flags of type (§,J) 
where |j| = r+1.
(ii) For 0<r«s<n-2 the r-simplexis a face of the 
s-simplex iff *3 < Cj (in the sense of §3.1).
To see that this makes sense we first note that X(a) is 
the disjoint union of the subcomplexes X^(g) consisting of 
all flags which are > some fixed flag of type (a,®),- since 
by§3.l6(i) each flag in question is >  a unique of this type 
(a admissible implies (a^-1)+(al+^-1) >  h).
Now the points of X^(a) are those flags ^  of type (a,{i}) 
for some i, with*$>Cj, and there are precisely q of these 
for each i € S .  Moreover if (Kr*sn-2 then an r-simplex *3" 's' 
(a,j) as defined above has precisely one vertex of each type 
(a,{i}) with i € J, and no others (so it really is an r-sim­
plex) and any subset of the vertices of*}, say those of types 
(a,{i}) for i € K C J, determines a unique face ti < ,of 
■type (a,K).
r+1Also there exist just q r-simplices of a given type in 
X^(a), so we see that anv set of r+1 vertices in X^(g) of 
distinct types must form an r-simplex (since there are just 
q vertices of each type). Hence X^(a) is the join of n-1 
sets, each containing the q vertices of a given type.
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So we have proved:
Proposition 3.21
X(a) is the disjoint union U Xp(a) l^â»0) I
■copies X^(a) of the join of n-1 copies of a discrete set of 
q points. *
Lemma 3.22
let Y he the join of n-1 copies of a discrete set of q
points. Then
Proof:
Co if i4n-2
Pj-tY/Z.) - |^(q- 1 ) (n- 1 ) if i=n- 2
For torsion-free spaces A,B (torsion—free homology) if
A * B denotes their join then
H. (A * B, 71) * ©  H,(A,*) ®  H_(B,Z) (D+3).
1 l+m-i-1 J *•
Taking A to he a discrete set of q points we have
H. ( A , 2 )  5  \ °  ± f
Liq-1 if i=0.
So if Y = A * A *.. * A ( n-1 copies ) then
"0 if i4n-2H,(Y,Z) s
b?-1 <S> £q-1 ®___ . .. vyl( n-1 copies
q_1 if i=n-2,
It follows from §3.22 that the augmented chain complex of 
Y is exact :
0 - Hi ? (Y,2) - C p(Y) - •••• - C0 (Y) - 2  - 0 .-h-2 n-2 di £
Here Cd(Y) denotes the 2-module of i-chains of Y, dd are the 
usual boundary maps and £ the augmentation.
Now we take Y = X^(a) and take the direct sum of these 
exact sequences over all ^  e ^ (a,®), obtaining : W
0 - R(a) - Cn_2(X(a)) - ___ - CQ(X(a)) - C_1 (X(a) )-0.
n-2 *-1
Here Ci(X(a)) (i >  0) denotes the 2--module of (oriented) 
i-chains of X(a), C_^(X(a)) denotes the free lL-module on 
'J'ia,0) as basis and R(a) = ®  ^Hn_2(X^(a), 1L).
Now for each b write 1(b) = {functions f:T(b) -*1l \ for the
(integral) permutation representation of G on the set of all
flags of type b. Then for -1<r<n-2 we have
C_(X(a)) £ ©  I(a,J).
r | J|=r+1
With these identifications the maps d^ (0<i«n-2) are given by
(i) (d,f)(*J) = E f(>*)
y>*ï
where f € I(a,J) with | J |=i+1 , €$a, J-{ j} ) for
some J£J, and the sum is over the q flags 
^'e^a^) with ^'>’3
(ii) (d^HlJ-) = 0  if f is as before, but1} £?(a,K) with
K 4 J.
(iii) d^f is extended by lL -linearity to all of (a).
Note that each module in (^admits a natural G-action, 
and that these actions are compatible with the maps d^. Also 
note that R(a) = ker(dn_2) and that if n >  3 then R(a) = 
H^^iXia) 9jL) ' since in this case H ^ ^ Y , -!) = H^^Yjl), and, 
of course, H ^ U i a )  ,lL ) = Ï^ïn-2^X^~^ » "*■) •
from (t) and the description of dn_2 we have :
Corollary 5.23
(i) R(a) S E (-1)lJ ’!l(a,J)
JCS
(ii) R(a) = {f:I(a) — ~JL satisfying ci for 1<i<n-l},
where c^ is the i*th cycle condition :
for each ’ÜKeTfa, {i} * ) we have E f(9-) = 0, the
being taken over the q flags ) with1} >3^.sum
n- 1 ih ih-(i+1 )
R(a) has rank, as free 2 -module, ( | _ ---------- —i=1 qh-a.
Corollary 3.24
Proof: 
rank(R(a)) I lrank(I(a, J)) by §3.23(0
JCS
E
JCS
= |T(a,®)|. E by§3.16(i)
JCS
- ^ \ aal-h (1+1\  4 \n- 1
i=1 * q- 1
).(q-l)n_1 by §3.16(11)
i-1
How let P be any field and denote R(a)p = R(a) (gj^ P, etc. 
Theorem 3.25
< » Oa)p = 1 •
Corollary 3.26
R(a)„ is an irreducible PG-modulo.i?
Remarks
(i) Let b > a. Then 1(g) nay be identified with a subrepresen­
tation of 1(b) : 1(a) = If £ 1(b) such that f(*J) = f(*$) for
all *1 E^b) whose unique ^  $  £?(a) with , ^ <*3' are the
same : }. Thus all the R(a)j> are irreducible components
of tg.
(ii) We shall also denote R(hn_1) by St&; it is a candidate 
for the name of 'Steinberg representation' of G as it is the 
'largest' irreducible (over P) component of 1^  , in the sense 
that its degree, as a polynomial in q, has the same leading 
term as the degree of 1^ , viz. qn(n-1W 2 ($3.16,§3.24/5).
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Further justification is provided by its connection with the 
representationof the affine group ($3.4).
We remark again that our constructions are valid only for 
h >  2; the connection with the case h = 1 will be investigated 
in Chapter 4.
(iii) We also note that rank(Stg) is the same as the dimension 
of the fully ramified discrete series representations of G, if 
we use the formula |g |/|t |.|u | for the latter : here T is a 
'fully ramified torus', i.e. a subgroup of G isomorphic to 
the group of units R'* in a 'fully ramified extension' R' of 
R of degree n (suitably defined : cf.§1 .0) , and U is the uni- 
potent group of $1.3. (Such representations have already been 
constructed by Howe in the tamely ramified case DO).
Proof of 3.25
For convenience we suppress reference to F.
By $3.17 1(a) = 1g , so by Frobenius reciprocity
a
< R(je) » I (a) > 0 = < B(a) |g , 13 ->g »
so it is sufficient to prove that HomB (R(a)|3 ,1B ) = £
ja '“a a ®
is one-dimensional, where
E a = {f:T"(a) — F such that f satisfies c^ (1^i$n-1) and 
f is constant on Ba~orbits of ^ g ) 1 .
Let X = {vw : w <E W, v € U"(irR) O wU“(vR) } . Then B .X 3 ®
& s
so by §3.18 B XB = G. Thus if f € £ its values are deter-
» » &
mined by its values on : g € X}.= '3r(s)x.
V/e shall prove that if ^ a )  xthen either f (*3-) = 0 or 
fOJ) = k“1fCl) for some non-zero integer k. This implies
mt
that dim(t ) < 1 ; but R(a) C 1(a) implies dim(£ ) >  1. So a — S “
we shall have shown dim(£ ) = 1, and the theorem will be3.
proved;
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(i) First consider *3 = w*3^  = (0 C C .. C Un_.j C V) where 
1 + w € W. Then U± = < ew(1 ),.. ,ew(i-1) ,Th_ai. ew(±) > for 
1*si^ n-1. Choose j such that 1«jin-1 and w(j) >  w(j+1).
Now by ^ 3.16 there exists a unique flag =
(0 C U1 C .. C W. C .. C Un-1 CV) eT(a, |j}*) with *3 >*}j
and there exist precisely q flags ^  =
(0 C U1 C .. C Ur C ... C Un-1 CV) cT(a) such that % >  ^
(one of which is ^  ). In fact
h-a .+1W . = <  e 
J
U_ = <  e
w(1 ),**,ew(j-1)»tr 3 ew(j)
h-a,
and
'r - “w(1)*",Qw(j-1)»‘ir” 1°w(j+1> (r€H).
Now u.r.s *w(j+î)*w(j) ((S-r)t.V1) € Bo (r,s € R) and
sends ew( j) to ew(j) + ( ^ V aj 1®w(d+i)» but fixes e.w(i) if
constanti4j. So u .*3- = ^  for r,s £ R. So since f £ L  is
-I S  ^
on B -orbits we have fit.) = f&) for all r€R.
Si r
However, f also satisfies conditionk. so £_f <*J = 0, and
' 3 r£R r
hence f(*}) =0.
(ii) Next consider = vw*3 = v.*J , ^as in (i) and v € U (tR).a
Now v.*J. < v% = (J »since ^ . <*3 * and v.j. €lf(a, {j } *) ; so 
v.*3j is the unique such flag given by $3.16. Also, for each 
r € R v.*3r £T(a) and v.^r > v.3.j. But the flags v.’^ rCR) 
are all distinct (since v.*3 = v.3 implies v-1 v.3 =i 5 i "
i.e.*3-r =*33) 30 they are precisely the q flags of type a
which are >*3.., and one of them is ^ .
Hence £_f, M. \ _ qrCR117'^' u’
But u £ U and v € U-(ttR) s o  by ^ 1.34 we have
Ur,sv *^r = v^ur,s*'^ r =^v *^'sj^wlience f(§) = f(v/3r) for all r€R 
and so f <9> = o.
(iii) Finally consider^-= v.*3a = (0 c ^  c ••• c Un-1 C
/*•
where v £ U" (irR).
Let 1$j<n-1 and lot ft. e'Yia,{jj') be the unique flag of its*J
type which is <"ft , and let = (0 C u1 C .. C ur  C ---C V)
(r £ R) be the q flags of type a which are >  ^iy
Since f € £ we have E_f(^ i ) =0. __S r€R r
Assume that with respect to the basis v is the matrix (a j^) 
. .. (0 i f i < j
13 ll i f i = j
Lemma 3.27
Assume that for j+1iisn- 1» i,e* ai+1,k “ 0 for
1 sk*i, j+1^i<n-1; but suppose 4 v-j» i«®« a j+1 , ^  ^
Then (i) if n,ad"~14a-j+i j 'fchen fCW = 0
(ii) if ira;f1 laj+ifj then f#<) = d-q )_1 >
where U _ = V.. -m d
Proof:
h'ad,ur = < vei*‘**ved-i’ir J(od+aj+i,dt5j+i) + ^ _1ed+i >  (r€5)>
(i) Write a. t . = mT 
h-a. 3+T/3. h-!
"J —•where m £ R ; then 1 <  a .-1, soJa .+1 a ..-1-1
d+1»d+rTf^ -1 = t T   ^ , whore t = m+rir 3 £ R
Then for r,s € R,
r.s
Jd
V
0 \t t-1 \s r £
0 Vl-dJ
ar*
'ada
d+1 ,d+^ h"1)Gd+1 to
h-a. h 1(v ^a. . j+str1- )e. . ; it also fixes ve. if i4d+1 since 3+i»j J+i
it commutes with v (v acts trivially on e_.+1 , the only basis
vector where t is non-trivial). r,s
Thus t_ „.U. = U. if i4d and t _U_ = U (r,s € R), i.e. x f o i x r p 3 r 3
tT ..Ur - * s. Hence f("it) = fC#^ ,) for all r€R and f£#() = 0. 
a.-1 h-a.
(ii) ”**■ J Iaj+1 j and 'xr a^j+1 imPli0S that
h-a.
"d+1id where m £ R .
Assume that r,s € R with r^-m, s+-m. Then
€ B and fixes e. if j+1 * a i
) + ? t^ - 1 e ,+1 to
h-a .+,| ; it also fixes ve.^  if i=4j+1
since it commutes with v.
Now U_fi = V . so M. = iir for some r 4= -m, whence
f("k) = for any r G R with r 4 -n. Thus we have
fCKMq-O + ff#(_r n) = 0 , and the lemma is proved. •
It follows from the lemma, by decreasing induction on j, 
that if K  4 then either f(R) = 0  or else there exist 
k G X  with k=4o such that f(K) = k_ 'f(*3^ ).
We now prove a vanishing theorem for the character of R(g) 
on certain 'regular enough' semisimple elements.
Theorem 3.28
Suppose a = (a. ,.. ,an_.j) is an admissible sequence and 
write m = min|a^ : 1<i<n-lJ. Let t be an unramified 
semisimple element of G.
(i) if t is split and k^t) < m-2 for all G then R(a)(t)=0.
(ii) if t is regular then R(a)(t) = 0.
Together with (i) and (ii) this completes the proof of ^3.25
(note that a admissible implies m >  2)
Proof:
First note that by§3.23(i)
R(a)(t) = E (-1)lJ'I.|{flags of type (a,J) Fixed by t}[. 
JCS
(i) If '■Je^ajJ) then it may be written uniquely in the form
c.^a where c = uw € (§3-10); but tc may be
written uniquely in the form tc = c'.b' with c' € ®/ j)
and b» € B, 80 t.^ = ^  iff c1 = c.
We have tc = tuw = t.TT (r^ ,) .w fsay
oc<o
= TT (t.x -(r^i.t-1).w.w-1tw 
e t < 0
= FT(x ((w*)(t).r )).w.w“1tw , since 
<*<0
T normalises each U . This may be written asWot
( TT x, (ij) ).w. ( TT x.(s ).w-1tw), where rj = (w«0(t).£if 
ot<o 'cL -«ez.
and if -«* = oi± i+1 c l  then (w-t) (t).r= rj^  + s^ with 
r* C ( \  if i€J and su G (^ 1r if i€J *
(Rai-1 if i^J jv*1 1R if i<£j
(note that if irlr^  then trirj ).
Thus c' = TT x (r') .w G (J>, T\ , b' = TT x ^ s j  .w“1 tw G 
d <0 Woi -OCG‘2.
B : and so c' = c iff ri = r for all <* G $> .a OC OC *
r* k *Row if oc = -« i+1 and (wsc)(t) = 1 + mir with m G R ,
then r^ = r^ iff mv^ r,, = s^ and the number of solutions
of this equation depends on whether or not i G J iff 
k > a^-1 • On the other hand, if ~oi then the number of
solutions to r^  = r^ = (wa) (t) .r^ , is clearly independent
of J. The point now is that the hypothesis k^Ct) < m-2 
implies that k^it) < a.j-1 for <*■ 6 $,w G V/ and all i C S, 
so the number of flags of type (a,J) fixed by t is indepen­
dent of J; in fact the number would be the same replacing 
(a,J) by any b >  (a,©).
Hence R(a)(t) = 0, by the binomial theorem.
‘11
(ii) First note that t regular implies t regular (§1.58) and 
also k^t) = 0 for all ot £ $ ($1.59).
We may assume t is not split, since part (i) covers that 
case. Then t is not split, for if it were then there would 
exist distinct eigenvalues t^=^ ,t..= of t, for which 
■«T1 (ti) = (t^) whence v | (t^tj), contrary to k^t) = 0.
Hence no conjugate oft lies in^Bja . j ) ,  and so no 
conjugate of t can lie in B^a j^. Thus I(a,J)(t) = 0 for 
all J C S, and so R(a)(t) =0. ■
Remark
We have been able to improve $3.28(i) in the cases n=2,3 
with a = (h ), weakening the hypothesis to k^t) < m-1 
for all°*G$ ; but in this case the number of flags of type 
(a,J) fixed by t is not independent of J. Further details 
will be given in Chapter 5.
5.3 Characters of U
The commutator subgroup U' of TJ is TT U, , (f 1 .35 ).Ki<j-Hn-1 13A*It follows that the set U of 1-dimensional characters of U
-#>(homomorphisms /X:U -(C ) may be identified with the character 
n-1
group of IT10 = riU. . . =? U/U'. Thus if u = TT x (r.) € D i=1 1»1+1 ot>0
then '‘K(u) = /^ ‘(TTixi>i+i(,ri,i+i)) for U.
Fix a non-ainsular additive character ^ o f  R, i.e.
R 4 1. For 1<k<n-1 define € U by 
n-1
'XkC n  Xi,i+ 1 (s±)) = 'i'isij)» and for G R define
n-1 n-1 . n-1
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Proposition 3.31
We have an isomorphism 9 :Uab 
n-1 n-1
13*1,1+1 {ri> Z r/X ,. i= t 1 1
/\U given by
Proof:
The isomorphisms (1<i<n-1) provide an isomorphism
of Uat with Rn_1 (the direct product of n-1 copies of R+),
and we shall henceforth identify Uat = Rn_1 and abuse
n-T
notation by writing fT (r±) = (rt»• • »rn-1 ^ *
Then 9 is clearly homomorphic. 6  is injective since if
n-1 n-1
0 (r1 ,..,rn_1) =0(r|,..,r^_1) then "H E riBi) =
for all (¡V***3^ )  € and hence ^ ( r ^  = (1*Un-t),
whence r. = r! (Uiin-1 ) since ^  is non-singular. Finally, 9 
is surjective since Ua'3 is abelian and so |Ua |^ = ju3 | = |u |.
Definition
n-1 A
.bet OC = £ r/X., £ U. We say that * is  non-singular or in
i=1 1 1 * .general position iff r^ £ R (1^i^n-1).
Now T acts on each (•<€$) by conjugation, and so T 
acts on If* = Rn—1 by conjugation : in fact, since
= f 3 j tX i , l +T( r i ) t " T)= ^ Xi , i + 1(0Ci , i + 1( t ) -r i )
we see T acts on Ua'5 = Rn-  ^ by
t(r1,. ,,rn_1) = (o<12('t).ri»..#0<n_i »n^^^n-l^*
Proposition 5.32
T acts on U and the set of non-singularX £ U form one 
complete orbit under the T-action.
Proof: — -A 1
As usual, T acts on U by (t!VC)(u) s'Xitut”1) (u£U).
n-1
Writing u = (U ,..,u 1 ), 'X = £ r ^  we have
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( t . “X )(u )  ='X(0‘12('t )u 1»*»-*0<n_1 , n t^ )U n-1^
n-1
“ ^^i^i.i+l (t)*'5(i)(u1»***un_i)
«V n_1 »Vi.e. t/X = Vi-
So if X  is non-singular, i.e. r^ € R* (1«i<n-l) then
i+1(t) e R* (Ki<n-1) so ty. is non-singular.
Moreover, T is transitive on the set of U which are
non-singular, since given r^r^ G R (1<i<n-l) define t^=1,
t. = t. .rJrT1 (1<i«M) and define t G G by t(e.) = t.e. (Kisn); 
1 1 + 1 1 1  n-1 n-1 1 1
to E ri^L* ■then t G T and sends E rrX.,i=1 1 1 i=1
Now with respect to the basis q of V, G consists of all 
non-singular nxn matrices, and U = lia^) G G : a^j = 0 if 
i >  j, and = 1 (1«i^n)j. Define the following subgroups 
of G for 1 <r«n :
Gr =
Hr " 1
(M 0 \ : M a non-singular rxr matrix},
0 *n-r)
[11 0 \ G G_ s M = [A M  with A a non-singular
V° In-r) W
(r-l)x(r-1) matrix and v a column vector G IP*1}.
We have Gr_.j C Hj. C Gr (1«r«;n), where we write GQ = 1, and 
also U C H = Hn.
Theorem 5.33
Let X b e  a non-singular character of U. Then the induced 
representation X ^  is irreducible.
Proof:
By Probenius reciprocity < X y  »OC® >H = /X >y ,
so as usual ~i = End^ (Xj) 3 (f:H — C such that flux) = f(xu) 
= X(u)f(x) for all, u G U, x € H}, and we are to prove that 
this algebra is one-dimensional.
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Now if f e i  and x G H then f(x)40 iff f(y)40 for all the 
elements y = u^xu2 of the U-U double coset of H containing x, 
since f(y) = 'X (ujU2)f (x). An arbitrary element h € H may be
written in the form h = ^ A = ^n-1 ^
by $1.46 | A 0] € G .= G1 . (R) may be written in the form
V o 1 1 11-1 n_1
u1t1iwt2u2 where u.| ,u2 € U, t1»t2 € Tn-1 = ^ aiJ* € G : aid=<
if i4d» a^l}, w € W, and z € U"(nE). So the values of f are
determined on elements of the form t^wztg.
( v  rife ?)- e  ; H :  M v 1";)’
s° * ( Y ’ Ti fo  Ti -  t  ° H r  lT )  ■
i.e. (X^n-I A 1^ ”T) “ 1),Ì (o = 0 ----l*)
lemma '5.34
let
c  : )  ■  
4 , .- 1_
tTïwt2 is above and suppose that the (n-1)'th
coordinate (A“'v-v)  ^ of the column vector (A“^v—v) is zero
V) 1for all column vectors v € R , 
Proof:
Equivalently, we nay prove :
Then (: :) G G.n-2*
(**) : If f t  ° y
71—1then there exists v € R such that
(A“7v-v)n_140.
Now A“1 has the form t21w 1r~1t^1 ; we note w 1 € W» t^
and tô1 G T ,, z“1 € IT(ttR) . So the l'th entry of A“1v has 
d n_1 j m
the form (A^vJ^ = E a^TT i;>vi , where v± = (v)±, 1 = w“1(j), 
ai  ^G R*, Km^^h (i<j) and = 0 (and Ul<n-1 ).
Case 1 : w-1(n-1) 4 n-1.
Then (*ô' so I* :)
V1 " ... = vn_2 = 0 and vn-1^ 0 •
Case 2 : w-1 (n-î) = n-1. There are
,-1.
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(i) if there exists k such that 1 ^ ksn-2 and _i4h then
Returning to the proof of the theorem, (*) shows that if
then A = I .. Hence f takes non-zoro values only on theXx“ I
3.4 The affine Steinberg representation
An affine module of type a. in V is a coset x + W where 
x € V and W is a submodule of V of type a* Affine modules 
A, A' (in V) are parallel iff there exists y € V such that 
either A + y C A '  or A + y
An affine module A = x + W is in general position if there
choose vi = 0 (1<i<n~1, i4k), vk £ R .
(ii) if mk n-1 = h (Kk<n-2) and an_i>n_i 4 1 then choose
vn-1 € R** 111011 U ^ v - v ) ^  = (an-1,n-l"l)vn-1 * °* 
(iii) if mjj. n_^  = h (^k<n-2) and an_i>n_i = 1 then
The lemma is now proved
f 0 then » so since 'X is non­
singular (A~ v-v )n_i = 0 , and so by the lemma
But now the 3ame proof as before (but with n-1 instead of n)
elements of the U-U double coset of H containing 1, and is
one-dimensional. Theorem 3.33 is proved.
Remark: it follows from ^ 3.32, since T C H, that 0(R is
A
independent of the particiilar non-singular U we choose.
”X
exists x € A such that if W. We note that this condition
is then fulfilled by any y € A (A=y+W for any y€A, and y=x+w 
for some w€W; then if t *1-1 y€W we have x=TTh~1 y-W1 1w € W,
contrary to assumption). Further note that if A is in general 
position then any y€A is a primitive vector (i. e. vr^^y^O).
Now let us fix an affine hyperplane A=x+W in V, i.e. an
affine module of type (hn~^). For each subset J C S = {1 ,..,n-1
we define affine flags of type J in A as follows :
(we assume h >  2 for this section)
(1) In case 1€J an affine flag of type J in A will be a flag 
= (A^C .. C Aq_2C A) of affine modules Ai in V, subject to
the conditions :
(i) Aq has type 0, i.e. A0={vQ} for some Vq£A.
(ii) A^ has type ((h1) if i+1 € J 1 (1^i^n-2).
/(hi_1,h-1) if i+1 f J J
(iii) for l£isn-2 there exists Bi of type (h*) such that
A^ C C Ai+1 (where An_j = A).
(2) In case 1$J then by slight abuse of language an affine
flag of type J will be an equivalence class of affine flags 
of type JU{1}; A =  (AQC .. C An_2C A), A  = .. C A¿_2C A)
of type JUJ1I are equivalent iff Ai = Aj^  (1<i<n-2) and
ttAq = ■IrA¿ »(i.e. -nv0=w^). There sire precisely q flags of type 
JU(1} in each equivalence class.
The set of affine flags of type J will be denoted R(J).
We also have the following alternative descriptions.
(1) In case 1€J we may regard »A € H(J) as a pair (Vq ,^ ) where 
(0 C V.C .. C Vn_2C W) is a flag in W given by = Vq+V^ ^
Thus *3 is the (unique) flag through the origin parallel 
toiA, in the sense that (1sisn-1) (and ^  is the flag
through vQ parallel to *3 ).
(2) In case 1$J we nay regard efl(j) as an equivalence 
class of pairs (.v0,*3) of type JU11}; (Vq .'S) and (v^, are 
equivalent iff ttvq = u v^ and vQ + *3 = v^ + 3* in the obvious 
notation (note this implies *3 =*3 ). Thus we may also regard 
as a pair (Xq ,^ ) where xQ is an equivalence class of points 
in A; v,v' € A are equivalent iff v-v' € V1 andirv = irv1.
We may partially order the affine flags in A as follows.
Let A  = (vQ,*3) €FUJ),^’= (v ,^*3) €R(J'); then «A >*4* iff 
^  (as in §3.1) and either vQ = v^ or Vq € v^ (as appro­
priate). Wote that i f  A  > A' then J' C J.
lemma 3.41
(i) Suppose A e  FU J) with J4 0. Then for each i£J there exists
a unique flag Fl(J-iil) withiA
(ii) Suppose i£JCS and R( J-(i}). Then there exist
precisely q flags A  G R(J) such that A  > .
Proof:
(i) In case i41 this follows from § 3.15(i). In case i=1 then
if A  = (^,*3) and GR(J-|1 j) with^4 > ^ 1 then
^3=*31 by^3.15(i)» and either vQ = x or v0 € x; in fact 
Vq € x since has type J-{1 }, so is uniquely deter­
mined : x is the equivalence class of Vq .
(ii) In case i^ 1 this follows from §3.15(ii). In case i=1
then, in the notation of (i), we again see *3 =*3^ and Vq € x; 
this time x is given and there are precisely q elements Vq € A 
which also lie in x. •
i Ti n-î ih i(h-1 ) 
R ( J ) |  =  q | J | - T T  * -<1------- _
Corollary 5.42 
Let J C K C S.
(i) For each A € FI(K) there exists a unique A e  R(J) with 
<A>A'; and for eachyVeRlJ) there exist precisely q ^  
flags AeR(K) withA>^'.
U D I » l\" / I — M »11 -i=1 q-1
Proof:
(i) is immediate from §3 .4 1.
(ii) | R(J)| = q |J|“ |S|.|R(S)| by (i)
_ q |J|-(n-1 )# |A |# | {flags of type (h11-2) in Wj |
= q UI-U-1)>q(n-1)h #qn-2# Q
i=1 q-1
= |J| (n^Jh+th-D^ îpj1 g3h~h_q3(h-1 )-h
j=2
(using §3.16(ii)) 
q-1
n-1 jh j(h-1 )
= qUI. T T 1 Z H
j=1 q-1
We now construct a simplicial complex X(A) as follows.
(i) For (Xr*n-2 the r-simplices of X(a ) are affine flags of
type J in A with |J| = r+1.
(ii) For 0»»r*s«;n-2 the r-simplex i is a face of the s-simplex 
A  iff A < M U n  the sense of partial order on flags as above)
Then using § 3.42(i) and proceeding exactly as in §3.21 we 
find that this construction makes sense and moreover we have 
Proposition 3.43
X(A) is the disjoint union U Xr(A) of | R  (0) | copies 
X (a ) of the join of n-1 copies of a discrete set of q points
Proceeding further as in §3.2 we have an exact sequence
0 - kerUn_2) - Cn_2(X(A)) - - C0(X(A)) - C ^ U U ) )  -* 0,
arising in the same way as W i n  §3.2.
let H be the group of affine isomorphisms A = A (the sub­
group of G which stabilises A); we may identify H with-the 
group of §3.3 by taking A = en + < ei»*»»en_i > * For ®ach 
J C S we write l(J) for the (integral) permutation represen­
tation of H on the set R(J). Then C.(X(A)) = ©  l(J)
1 |j|=i+1
(-1<i<n-2) and each of these modules admits a natural H-action. 
These actions are compatible with the boundary maps..
The representation ker(dn_2) of H will also be denoted Stg 
and called the 'affine Steinberg representation'.
We have the following result analogous to §3.23.
Corollary 3.4-4
U )  stH s  e  ( - i ; I j , I i ( j )
a JCS
(.ii) StH = tf: I(S) -» lL satisfying ^  for 1<ihn-1}
where is the i'th cycle condition :
for each R( 1 i | ') we have E f («4) = 0, the sum 
1
being taken over the q flags € R(S) with
■
Corollary 3.45
Stu has rank, as free 2-module, TT (q^-q1 *^1-1 ^ ).
H i=1
Proof:
rank(Stjj) = £ (-1)|J,|raric(l(J)) by§3.44U)
JCS
= E (-1)1J,||RU)|JCS n-1 _ih. i(h-1JI Tt I I T l n_1= E (-1) lJ l.q lJ | . VI q
JCS i=1 q—1
by i3.42(ii)
We now propose to relate StH to Stg by showing that St^ 
is contained in the restriction of StG to H (§3.48). We shall 
do thi3 by obtaining a suitable alternative description of 
StH (§3.47). We begin with :
Definition
Let J C S and suppose *3" = (0 C ... C Vn_^C V) is a flag
of type (a.,..,a ,) in V with a. = ib V. Call this
1 n_1 1 (h-1 i f  i«fd J
'type d' for brevity,in this section.
u, . ■> _ m . . . __ ( A O V, 4 © (1€d)lWe shall sav j meets A iff ) 1 ^ >•
n v1 4 0  did)}
Lemma 3.46
Suppose *3 meets A. Then
(i) 5 A n V1 l consists of a single point v.
(jta n V1 (1fJ) J
(ii) If 1$d then there exists v1 e A such that Ttv1 = v;
and if v2 is another such point then v^-v2 £ .
So write v„ = iv lf 1€J"l.
0 jv., if 1^jJ
(iii) A n Vi+1 = vQ + (Vi+1n W) and has type (h1) if i+1€d 
or i=n-1 ,and has type (hi_1 ,h-1) if i+1^J.
Proof:
(i) Since *3r meets A there exists at least one point v in
) A n 1^ I and since A is in general position we have
(«A O V1 (1<fd) J
(vh-1v40 (1€J)1 
t - f f  " 2v 4 0  ( 1 f J ) j
, so = <  v >. Also, if x€A then A=x+W
and there exists w€W such that v = ( x+w (1€J) I [ttx+w (KfJ) )
Now if v' is another such point then there exists r€R, w'€W 
C x+w' = v' = rv = r(x+w) (1CJ)1 
(trx+w' = v' = rv = r(wx+w) (1$J) 
l-r)x = rw-w' (1 € J) 1 
-r/irx = rw-w* (1^ J)
C (1-r) = 0 (1€J)
l(1-r)V = 0 H^J)
such that
( (1-r): 
\(1-r)r
. Hence
€ W; but x€A so $ W, and so
and hence v = rv = v ' in either case.
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(ii) Since 1$J V^ r-lh-l); choose (h) with C W1 C V2
(such exists from the definition of flags of type J).
Let w1 G W1 he such that trw1 = v (possible since -wW^  = V1) 
and let a € A be such that va = v. Then ir 'w^  = a 4 w* 
so W. O W = 0 and hence V = Wj ©  W. Hence meets the coset
A of W, and so also 0  4 n (W. <' A) C rrW1 n ttA = V1 n ir A = (v|,
whence tr(W1 n A) = (v}. Hence there exists v1 G Wj n A with 
•t» v1 = v; since W^  C V2 the first part is proved.
For the rest we note that if = w 2 then |(v^-v2)
and so v1~v2 € ifh"1W1 CnW, = V1 .
(iii) If 1GJ write W1 = V1; then in any case W1 = < vQ >
and V = W © W1. Now W1 C V±+1 if 1<i<n-1, so considering 
the projection p:W ©  -* W, which has kernel , we see
Vi+1 n W = PlVi+i) = T3ie assertion about the type
of Vi+1 n W now follows from the facts that W^(hJ and *3 
has type J. Finally, if i > 1 and w G W then vQ + w G V\+  ^
iff w G Vi+1 n W (since vQ G v2 C V±+1), so because
a  = vQ + W we have a n V^+.j = vQ + (V^+1 n W). ■
Notation : if *3- meets a then we define ^ H a as follows.
If 1GJ then put *^nA = (AQ C A1 C ... C An_2 C A), where 
A± = A n Vi+1 (1<Un-1) and AQ = (v0).
If 1$J then we note by^3.46(iij that the q flags *3fVA 
(^•'GR(JJ|1 n,*}'>>*) form an equivalence class; we denote 
this class by *3nA.
Also define ^(J) = (flags of type J in V which meet Aj (dCS) . 
We shall say that a function f: N\(8) — 1L satisfies the i'th 
cycle condition c£ iff for each ’J-jCMlliJ') we have
£ f(3} = 0, the s\am being-taken over the q flags *3 GM(S)
such that ^  .
Proposition 3.47
(.1) There is an H-equivariant bijection 0:t“l(J) -* 
given by 9*- 9-HA.
(ii) There is an H-isomorphism
©  : tf: M(S) -*7L which satisfy c£ (1 $«i<;n-1)} -» StH
given by ©(f)(*3-) = f(9-OA).
corollary 3.48
0~^ provides an injection Stjj — StG lH of H-modules.
Proof of 15.47
(i) Let €R(J). Suppose © =  (AQ C A1 C ... C AQ_2 C A)
equals^ if 1€J and belongs to the class A  if 1^ J- Let
{O C W1 C ... C Wn 2 C W) be the flag through the origin
parallel to &  , so = vQ + (1*i«i-2) where aq = tvQ}.
For 1 «sisn-2 define V±+1 = < vQ,W± >  = < vQ >  ©  W±, and
define v. = )< v 0 > if 1€J 1 (this is independent of the 
( < IT Vq > if 1$J J
choice of Aq in case 1$J). Then 9  = (0 C V^C ... C Vn-1C V) 
has type J, meets A, and, since by § 3.46 (iii) A O  V i + 1 = 
v0 + <  V0,v^ i >  O W = Vq + = Ai, satisfies *3-f\A .
So 0 is surjective.
Now suppose given 1 =  (0 C V^C ... C vn_^C V) and 9*=
(0 C Vj C ... C V^_1C V) €M(J) with 0(9) = ©('j'). Then the
single points ( A O , A H Vj (1€J) 1 (see $ 3.46(i)) are 
1-itA n V1, 1TA n Vj (14J)J 3
the same, and since this point actually generates (and Vj)
we see V1 = Vj. Also A O Vl+1 = A O (1<i«n-2) so, in
the notation of $3.46, we may choose vQ (for^) and v^ (for9)
with Vq = v^ (since V2 O A = O A); and we have, by f 3.46,
Vi+1 n w = Vi+1 ° w H<i«-2). Thus Vi+1 = < Vq >  ©  V±+1 O W
= < v£ >  9  V£+1 O W = V|+1. So 9 =9’ , and 0 is injective.
Now H acts on MIJ) by restriction of the u—action : to 
see that H stabilises MlJ) note that if*} meets a then there 
exists a unique v € i A n V1 l and v generates V1 , so
[itA n v1 (1$J) J
s l " h,l ;,CJ>
l h(TTA O = h.TTA O hv., =irA n hV1 (1$J) ) 
so in fact hV1 = <. hv >, and h*J meets a .
These facts, together with h ( A  n V^+1) = hA n hv^+.| =
A O hV.^ (1<i<n-2) show that h.0^) = 0(h.<f) (h£H, *} £ l"\( J) ) 
and so 6 is H-equivariant.
(ii) Using part(i) it remains only to check that for 1siin-1 
a function f:M(S) - X  satisfies c£ iff ©(f) satisfies 
(using £3.44(ii) ) . for this we must show that if l^\( |i(')
then the q flags A  such that ^  > 8 (9^) are precisely 0 (^f) 
as *9 rims through the q flags £ W(S) with *}■ >  *3^ .
bo suppose = (OCV^ C ... C Vn_^  C V). If i^ 1 then 
the result is clear when we regard 9(3, ) as a pair (v,<f^ ) 
where = (0 C V^C . .C Wn_2C Vi) with W± = Vi+1H W (l=si«.n-2).
If i=1 then the q flags are (0 C C V2 C ... C Vn_^  C V), 
where runs through the q modules of type (h) with V^C W^C v2. 
But 0(9) = (lv0} C A1 C ... C An_2 C A) with A± = vQ+Vi O W, 
and Vq the unique element of A O , which in fact generates 
W1; but V1 = W. = < ttVq > and A O = JwvQ}, so the flags 
0(9) are precisely the q flags in the class 0(9^)» i.e. 
they are just the flags A . B
for the remainder of this chapter we shall consider only 
complex representations, and for convenience we shall write 
Sty instead of Sty ® * c , etc.
We can now give the principal results of this section.
Theorem 3.49
let "X be a non-singular character of U. Then 
(i) * 2  = StH ; in particular, StH is irreducible.
{iiJ ^  St^ » =  ^•
Uii) <*XJ , atG ><> = 1.
Proof;
(i) Let ^  = 10 C U, C ... C Un-1 C V) where for 1sj«i-1, 
U. = < en' n-j+1 >. Then A n U1 = tenl» 30 *Jq
Por each g € G le t  f „ :T (h n-1) -"2L denote the character-
i k T i histic function of g.'lk : f-l'J) = i 1 i f  ^  e ’w°l0 S l 0 if * =* g.J0 J
Then for any h € G ana *3 € /J'\hn’"^ ) we have (h.fg) ti> -
,  S 1 lf K S  * «-M8 l 0 if h 15 4 g.£0 J so h.fg = fhg.
Now U C H so U stabilises PA (b), so if u £ U then fu is
zero outside P'Us). Por any’X  £ U define P = 2. "Xi’a 1 )f.* u€U
this vanishes outside so regard it as a function
p : - C  . It has the following properties.*X
u
Lemma 3.410
(i) If u £ U then u.F^ = ‘Xlujii^ 
(ii; P^ satisfies c^ O^i^n-1) iff "X is non-singular.
Proof:
U) u.P^ = E 0Uv‘1)u.f_ v€U v
- e 'X.Uuvj-1 ;.X(u;f. v€U uv
= “Xluj E 0(.(w' w€U
= X(,u ;p„ .
-1 Jfw since the group u eqtial3
j w=uv : v€U} also
liij Let i€t3, suppose given *3-i£ Ml {i} *) and consider the 
flags £ K\(S) with we shall assume that at least
one of these, say ^  , has the form *3^  = u^. 'S’q for Borne 
u. £ U, since otherwise Et P.^) is trivially zero.
1 *3
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Now the unique ’Jq .C MUi)1) with ^0i is
(0 C u1 C
1 "J-Uix ^0~ "Oi 
C W±+1 C ... c. Un_1 C V) where W±+1 =
' h £ % ±  are (0 C U1 C .. C wr c .. C Un-1 C V)
< en» • • »en_i+i »T ®n-i >  » and the G- flaSs *}r€M(S) with
(,r€K), where
^ ' • • ' “ n - i + l ^ n - i ^ ’ ^ n - i - l  > ;  30  =  Xo<(irh 1 r ) * ^ 0
where «4 = «* . . .. Then the argument in part (ii) of then—i“" I f n—i
proof of $3 . 2 5 shows that *3^  = u ^ q ^^ and the q flags *3" are 
n ^ . %  (u e Uttlnh”1.K) = C., say). Hence
M * ForCJX =  ^ 7jfr.U%) uec± * 1 0
= £ 'X(u-1)'XluT1).F (£0)
u€C. 1 *
= 'X(u71) .  T. ' X ( n )
1 ueci
which i s  zero i f f  <X|Ci  4 1 (regarding'X as a character of 
the abelian group Uab).
Thus F, satisfies all the cycle conditions c! (1<i^a-1)y. i
i f f  'X.lCi  4 1 (1iisn-1) i f f  y. is  non-singular. ®
Using the description of stH given by $3.47(ii)> the lemma 
shows that if X is non-singular then is an eigenvector in 
Stjj with eigenvalue given by "X , i.o. <  StH lD ^  >u >  I-
So by Frobenius reciprocity < St^ >h — 1* -- (*)•
Now |G:H| =‘ |{affine hyperplanes in A in general position) |
= I l(H>v) : H a hyperplane in V, v a primitive 
vector on a line Ljj with H © Ljj = V j |
(to each H we associate a complement Ljj; then v measures the
distance of A from the origin, along Ljj) .
So dim('Xjj) = |H:U| = |G|/|U|. |G:H|
= TT (qlh-qi(h-1)) = dim(StH),i=1 11
using $1.4» $3.12, and $3.45.
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Thus *Xy is irreducible (§3.33)» is contained in by (*)i 
and has the same dimension as St^; hence 'Xy ~ St^.
(ii) Put P(q) = T~\ (.q1—1 Jq1 *^1-1 Then dim(StG ) = P(q).q^-1
i=1 n-1by §3.24; and by $3.45 dim(StH ) = P(q).qJ 
Hence dim(BtG)/dim(StH ) = (qn-1)/(q-1)qn~1
q-1
= (qn-1+qn"2+ 
-1 -2= 1 +C[ +C[ + «
+q+1)/q 
-(n-1)
n-1
+q
oo
Z q- 
r=0
-r
= 1/U-q"1)
= 1 + 1/(q—1)
<  2 for all q >  2, n >  1.
Hut StH is irreducible by (i) and < St^ » Stgj^ ^  > 1 by 
43.48, so in fact < Stg , StG lH >jj = 1.
(iii) Hy (i) and (ii) » atG |M >ff =1, so by Probenius
reciprocity < "X ® , StG >G = 1. ®
Remarks
(i) The construction of Steinberg representations Ht^, StQ 
in case R is a field (h=1) is given in Dfl» where there is 
also a direct proof of the irreducibility of 8t^, using eyele 
conditions; such a proof may also exist in our case (h ^  2), 
(cf.§3 .2 5 ), but is likely to be more difficult than the method 
of establishing an isomorphism St^ = for any non-singular 
character *X of U. The latter result also holds if h=1.
(ii) It is also true for all h >  1 that dimiSt^) equals the 
dimension of an unramified discrete series representation D 
of G. Considering the results of in case h^1 we may ask 
whether d |h  = St^ for any such D. This would be the case if 
the following results hold (as they do in case h=1) :
(1) an. irreducible representation B of G is in the 
unramified discrete series of G iff the only linear 
characters of U contained in the restriction of 3 to 
U are the non-singular ones.
(2) if “X  is a non-singular character of Ü then is 
multiplicity-free.
In case n=2 these results do hold : note that the restriction 
to U of a ramified discrete series representation of G con­
tains both singular and non-singular charahters of U (tlii3 
follows from the character tables in
We shall show that (2) also hold3 in ca3e n=3 (see §3.5).
(iii) It is true in case hs=1 that if "X is a non—singular
character of U then St^
f1 Pcomponent of 'X '” end 1
is the unique common 
Using §3.49(iii) we
irreducible 
can show that
tiiis is also true for general h > 1 if (2) holds (3ee^3.6);
incidentally, §3.49(iii) provides a proof of the irreducibility 
of 3tG which is independent of that of § 3 .25/6.
The foregoing remarks provide some justification for 
regarding our representations St-r, 3t(i as analogues for h >  2 
of the usual Steinberg representations of the case la=1.
3.5 The 'Gelfand-Graev renrosentation1
The purpose of this section is to discuss the analogues,
for h > 2, of the results of Gelfand and Graev (Cn3) concer-
f1ning the representations "X1. i’irst, we point out that their 
method of proof may be carried through to show that, given 
an irreducible representation E of G, there exists a character 
'X of U for which X  ^  contains E. Ilore difficult to carry 
through is their second result, which we have only been able 
to prove in special cases :
Theorem 3.51
Let Xb e  a non-singular character of U; assume n=2 or 3. 
Then is multiplicity-free.
Proof;
As usual, using Frobenius reciprocity, we may identify 
Bndgl'Xy) with E = {f:G-C such that flux) riOlluJflx) = 
flxu) for x£G,u€U}. We must show that £  is commutative.
Let 9 :G -• G be the antiautomorphism which reflects the 
matrix g€G in its secondary diagonal; so 6 consists of trans­
posing the matrix g and conjugating it by wQ lin either order),
r«Since 'Xjj is independent of the particular choice of non­
singular %  we may assume that ”X is given by 'X tTT x .(r .)) =
<*>0
Nf( ü r. ) for some fixed non-singular character «V of ±t.
<*el.
Then 9(U) = U and 'Xo 9 = OC on U ------- (,-)
We shall produce a set A of U-U double coset representatives 
in G such that if x€X and fG^ t. then
either fix) = 0 or 8lx) = x ---- (**).
Asstiming this done we may prove the theorem as follows.
The antiautomorphism 8 acts ont by I0.f)lg) = fl0lg)) 
lg£G,f£^) but is also the identity, since the values of feE 
are determined by its values on (tlx : u€u,x£X) and on here 
we have I0.f)lux) = flGlux)) = f(8lx)8lu)) = f(x.8lu)) = 
f lx) OUSlu)) = flx)Xlu) = flux). Hence for f1,f2GE we have 
f 0^ f2 = 0lf^»f2) = 0lf2)*8lf^) = f2°f1 , so 1c is commutative.
It remains to prove (**).
Lemma 3.52
The set X1 = |vwt ; t€T, w€W, v € U~lvK) n WU_lvK) j forms a 
complete set of representatives for distinct U—U cosets in G.
Proof;
By §1.46 and the fact that B = T.U (§1.27) the set
juvwt : t€T, w€W, uOnwU", v€U_(^R)nwU_(trR)} forms a complete
set of representatives for distinct left cosets of G by U.
So certainly contains representatives for all U-U cosets 
in G. It remains to show that if £ UTiwU , Ug £ U, *x2^1 
and u^XjUg = x2 then x1 = x2.
So suppose x^  = v.jW.|t^ , x2 = v2w2t2. 'l'hen u.jX^ u2 = 
lies in the B-B coset of G given by w 1 (§1.47) and "x^  lies in 
that given by »2> So = w2 = w, say. Hence
v2 ui vi = wt2u2 1t;1w- 1
= W ^ 2t“ 1 Jw“1 ,w(t1U^ 1 tj1 )w" 1 
£ WT.WU = T.WU,
SO U1V1 e Wu_ n T*W|J = 1*
Thus w(t0t“1 )w“ 1 = 1 = w(t1u^1t^1 )w~1, whence t^  = t2 and 
u2 = 1; and u1 = v2v~ 1 € (inwU~) O (U“hwU“) = 1, so v( = v ? 
and u 1 = 1. Hence x^  = x2. ®
lemma 3.53
Let x = vwt £ X1, f f and suppose f(x) 4 °» Then there 
exists J C S such that w = WqWj .
Proof:
Let u = x^(r) with rjlw11“^, for some €$ . Then xux“ 1 = 
vw. tx^^r) t~ 1 .w_1v~ 1 = v.wx^°t^t).r)w“ 1 .v“ 1 = vxw-(ot(t).r)v“ 1 
= x (o<(t).r), using § 1 .5 6,§1.36, and §1.34.
Now l^X(u)f(x) = flxu) = f(xux .x) = 'Xl.^ ux )f(x), so if 
f(x) 4 0(we have OC (u) ='X(xux~ ). But if £^-then since 'X 
is non-singular, (uj =*4^ (r) 4 1 , so 'Xlxux“1) 4 1* and 80 
wot € since ot(t) .rlj-ir1“  ^.
It now follows from Lemma 89 (p.2 5 7) of 0*1 that w = wQWj
for some J C S
Lemma 3.54
(i) If t £ T then 0(t) = w0twQ.
(ii) If w € W then 0(w) = w0w“1w0
= *w in case w = WqWj for some J C a .
(iii) Suppose that t and J are as in §3.53. Then 
twjij = Wj^t for all i € J, and hence tWj = Wjt.
Proof:
(i) The transpose matrix of t is t so (i) is immediate.
(ii) w is a permutation matrix : an entry 1 in the (ifj) place 
(i'th roWfj'th column) means that w(J) = i. Transposing w 
brings the (ifj) entry to the (j,i) place. So the transpose
of w is w-1.
(iii) If d et and wot e Z  then, as in § 3 .5 3 f  w = wQWj and so 
oL = oi . for some i € J{ moreover °^ lt) = 1, since r'V’(r) =X f X*r I
«|r(<*(t).r). Thus t± = t±+1 for i € J ( <X(t) = tjt“^  as in
$1.5). Hence t . = t„ ... for all j, and i £ J, and so J " | i}»J >
t = w {ijtwj|j for all i £ J. ®
Corollary 3.55
Suppose x = vwt £ X1,  f e £  t and f(x) 4 0*
Assume that 6 (v) = t~1w~1vwt.
Then 6(x) = x.
Proof:
0(x) = 0(t)8(w)8(v) = w0tw0.w.B(v) by $3.53,$3.54(i)/(ii)
= wotwj0(v)
= w0wjt. t“1w“1vwt by $3.54(111)
= wt.t-1 w~1 .vwt
= x. ■
Unfortunately, the assumption of §3.55 does not always hold;
■and since 9 (x) = x iff the assumption holds, we must replace 
v by an element v* G U“ttrR) for which the assumption does 
hold, and for which there exist u^,U2 G U such that x' = v'wt 
= ^vwtUg. Then f(x) 4 0 iff f(x') 4 0, so §3.55 shows 
that 9(x') = x', and thus (**) will be proved and hence 
also Theorem 3.51.
We proceed to consider the cases n=2,3 showing explicitly 
that for each x = vwt € for which f(x) 4 0 either 9 (x)-x 
or else there exists v' G U~(vR) such that, putting x'=v'wt, 
we have 0(x') = x' and x' = ^xuj for some u^  G U.
By §3.53 we need only consider w of the form wQWj (JCS).
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Case n=2
(i) w = wow0 =
c •
X = vwt = I' 1 °\(ro A f aI10 1 JI 1 O) (O
a,b G R*. Hence 0 w = 2
(Ü) W = WQWj1 j = 1•
X = vwt = (' 0N\ia\r 1 J lo b J
fly §3.54Uii), if fix) 4 0 then
li
'S"0 i° 1\lr a °\ -\a 0) l’ °)( 0 B )
so a = b; hence X = ( a ° \ar a )
Case n=3
U) w = w0wÄ =
0 0
V*_ 0 1
1 0v Then
V 1 0 0 I
:) ■ (: s)
for some
and so 0 (x) = x.
x = vwt =
w^ ~ n = <Z> . Hence
/ 1  0 0\ / 0 0 l\ /a 0 o\ _ ( 0 0 c\
[ O l  Ol i o 1 01 0 b 0 -  Ob 0 ’
\ 0  0 1 / \ 1 0 0 j \ 0  0 c/ \a O O )  
some a,b,c G R*. Ho 9lx) = x.
(ii) W ts WqW ji j = = f?S J\ .
\ 1 0 o M  0 0 1 / \o 1 0 I
Then w (| n $  = | 01 ^ 2i so v for some rCwR.- f1 0 °\~ 0 1 0
\0 r 1/
But by §3.54(iii), if fix) + 0 then
(0 b 0\ /0 1 0\ /a 0 0\ _ /a 0 o\ /0 1 0\
la 0 0 I - I 1 0 0 ] ( 0 b 0 1 ( 0 b 0 J I 1 0 0
\0 0 o / \ 0 O l / \ 0 0 c /  \0 0 c l \ 0  0ll
/ 1 0 0\/0 0 l \ fa0 0 
0 1 0 ) 1  0 0 J I 0 a 0 
\0 r 1 / VO 1 0 / VO 0 c
so a = b; hence x =
and so 0 (x) = x. 
(iii) w =
/ 0 a 0 \
t o o  Vo 0 c /
0 c \ 
0 0\ 
a 0 /
0
a
ar
Then w f - n $ " =
„ __ _ (0 0 1\ /10 0\. 0 1 0\ 
W0W {2} - 01 0 0 0 1  ' 0 0 1  • 
Vi 0 0/ Vo 1 0 / \1 0 0 /
■21» 80 -= ( i ? o \Vo 0 1 /
But by §3.54(iii)» if fix) 4 0 then
/a 0 0\ _ /1 0 0\ /a 0 0\ /a 0 0 W 1  0 0\ 0 0 c  r  0 0 1  O t O  r  O b O  0 0 1
Vo b 0 / \o 1 olio O cl Vo O cl lo 1 ol
for 3ome r€i»R.
so b = c; hence x = M  0 0\ | 0  1 0\ / a 0 r 1 0 0 0 1 0 bVo 0 1 / \ i  o o l \ o o
0 °\0 b \
c 0 1
b 0
br b
0 0
and so 0 (x) = x. 
Uv) w = w0w J1>2j = 1 .
soBy §3.54(iii)» if fix) 4 0 then tw^j = w^jt for i=1 ,2
by the calculations in lii) and (iii) above, with ^ = / q b 0 \ *
\0 0 c /
we have a = b = c, and hence x = / ^  ? S\ f°r some k,l,m€irR./ a 0 0\ I k a 0 I 
\ 1 m a /
If hs=1 then k=l=m=0 and 0 lx) = x, so assume h > 2. also if 
k=m then 0 (x) = x; so suppose k4m.
Suppose also l^w^ and (,k-m)\\u (then^< h).
Case 1 .
Put u y = Ima- 1 , and z = mua- 1 ; then lu = 0 but y 4 2 .
now / 1  r "\ I r  ~ x\ = / r  r r  \ = / r « \ i a t « \ is an( 1 0 u \ / a 0 0 \ _ / a  um au\ _ / a 0 01 / 1 z u\0 1 y l | k a 0 1 - |k a+my ay I _ k a 0 1 0 1 0)
0 0 1 I V1 m a / V1 m a I \ l m a | V 0 0 1 /
identity of the form u.|X = xu2 1u1 ,u2 € U), so if f(x) 4 0
then we have "Xl^ ; ='X^u2), i.e.^Cy) = rjf(z), and so since 
o)r is non—singular we have y = z, a contradiction, bo f (x; =0 
for all f €t.
Case 2 :\>>'\and l-}-k or 1-j-m (or both;.
Then since v> >\ , kJmUv^, say, with h < "X .
Write A = al-km and suppose A|| ; then <r >f* .
We remark here that, given r,s £ R then either r|s or s|r
ii *(or both, in which case r\\s;; in fact if r = rtf* , s = Sq51 
lr0.s0 € R*; jthen r|s iff p ><*, and we shall conventionally
— 1 —1 &.o(write r s to mean rQ SqV
Then Ik-1,1m-1, Ak-1, Am-1 all make sense.
(a) First consider the case when 'V+«‘> ° + f x.
u = rm Then u 4 0 and A ulk~^ = 0 = A ulm ^. •<Put 
Then /1 -ulk-1 u ' / a 0 °\
0
1 -ua~1Am~^ r a °i\0 0 1 j 11 m a /
-uAk-1 au 
a-ua“1A  -uAm“1
n
1 -ua~1Ak-1 u
1
0
-ulm'
1
-1
is an identity of the form u.|X = xu^ (u1 ,u2 6 U), so if 
fix; 4 0 then we have 'Xlu.j) = “XlUgJ; so since *4r is non-singular 
we have (-ulk-1 -ua- 1A m-1) = l-ua-lAk-1 -ulm-1 ). Hence
uk“1 la“k -1) = urn-1 (a-1A-i;, i.e. -ua_1m = -ua-1 k, and so 
lk-m)iTh+,‘-^ “*’= 0. bo h+p-l-v > h-v . But this contradicts 
+ + bo fix; = 0 for all f e c^ .
lb; Now consider the case when \ +«■ < -t-.
We may write k = f+rw and m = f+s/ with f Hit** and lr-s;£R . 
Put x = alm-f;A_1 , w = a(k-f Ja-1 , y = lf-k; 1“1, v = lf-m)l“1, 
and z = a(k-m;fA-11_1; note that these make sense since 
<r < >> + , and *> >\. Then
/1 X z\ /a 0 0\ /1 v 0\ _ 1a+kx+lz ax+mz az\ / 1 v 0\
0 1 y ] k a 01 0 1 w 1 “ 1 k+ly a+my ay 1 0 l w\0 0 1/ l i m a i lo 0 1 I \ 1 m a 1l o o i  !
= x', say, and the entries x^ .. of x' satisfy the following :
(1) x ^ - x ^  = (a+kx+lz) - (a+nrw^
= ka(m-f)A~1 + la(k-m)fA-11~1 - ma(k-f)A ^
= 0.
(2) x ^2“x23 = v(a+kx+lz) + ax + mz - w(a+my) - ay
= aif-m)l~1 + k(f-m)l-1a(m-f + ;ilf-m)l“1 a(k-m)fA 11 1 
+ a2^m-f)A~1 + malk-m)fA-  ^1~1 - a2(k-f)A ^
- ma(k—f )A-1(f-k)l-1 - a(f-k)l~1 
= a&-1l-1 £ lal-km)(k-m) + a(m-kjl - k(f-m)2
+ f(f-m)(k-m) + fa(k-m) + m(k-f)2J
= 0.
(3) x2 1-x 32 = (k+ly) - (lT+m)
= k + l(f-k)l“1 - l(f-m)l~1 - m
= 0.
So 9(x') = x' and x' = u1xu2 with u1»u2 € U.
Case 3 : l|k and l|m.
Then
Is
(s
Then
m = dl and write y = a(d-c)a-cdl
=<4 1 o f a 0 O'\ / 1 -d 0\
1 -0 1 k a 0 1 o ’\0 1 J 11 m a 1 \o 0 1 -1
ay-mcy -acy\ 1 i -d o\ _ (a -ac -acy'a-mc -ac | 0 1 0 0 a-mc —acm a /l 0 0 1 1 \1 0  a ,
) = X*, and x1 _ u^xu2 with u. ,u2 € U.
= x' say.
Theorem 3.51 is now proved.
For any non-singular character ”X  of U let i be the number 
of irreducible components of 'X^ j, and let r = qnil-1(q-l), 
which is the number of regular conjugacy classes of G (§1.57). 
It is known 263) that if h=1 then i=r.
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Proposition 3.56 
If n = 2 then i = r.
If n s  3 then i >  r, with equality iff h = 1 .
Proof:
i = € X 1 : f(x) 4 0 for some f € £ } |. To show that,
given x € X1, fix) 4 0 for some f € £  we must snow tnat any 
relation u ^  = xu2 lu1 ,U2 € U) implies 'Xlu.j) = X(u2).
Case n=2
/na bV / 0  b\ 
v a 0 1 \ a av J
,i.e.
then ua = av = 0, so u = v = 0 , and so X 1 = x( 1 "I*VO 1 1 Vi0 1 /
(Ü) If f1 Tii: :h ; ^ ( 1 V \ , i.e.. (
a+ru ua\ _
\ 0 Vo 1 J V r a )
(a a v \ , then ua = av, so u = v and xi 1 , = x (’ Tl\ r a+rv 1 Vo 1 1 Vo 1 1
So the set { (° V ( a 1
*a,D € R , r t H) is a basis\a 0 1 \r a 1
for , and has q2 (h_1 ;(q— l)2 + qn“!qh"1 (q--1 ) = q2h~ 1 (q-1 )
elements, bo the aimension i 01 t equals r. 
Case n=3 
(i) li
x = y =  z = u = v = w = 0.
( 1 u v\ / 0 0 c\ _ / 0 u c\ / 1 x y\U 1 w u b 0 0 b 0 I I u 1 z j
U O l J v a O O )  \ a u u l \ U 0 l /
/va ub c\ _ / 0  0 c\
Iwa b O \ ~ 0 b bz\ »
\ a 0 0 / \ a ax ay /
-y / 1 u v\ _ ~./l x y\
^ 0 1 w " A 0 1 z *
\0 0 1| \0 0 1 /
/ 1 u v\ / 0 0 c\ / 0 0 c\ / 1 x y\
IO 1 w\( a 0 0) = a 0 0 0 1 z | »
\0 0 1/ \ r a 0 /  I r a O l l o  0 t|
I ua+vr va c V _ / 0 0 c\
l a+wr wa 0 I la ax ay \
\ r a 0 I \ r rx+a ry+azl
then
av = ay = 0 (so v = y = 0)
ua+vr = 0 = ry+az (so u = 0 = z) and wa = ax, so w = x. 
Hence x / ^  " Z\ =t(w) = * U )  = ^  .
n s
(iii) If
av b+ur bu 
aw r 
a 0
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thenI t u v\ / 0 b 0\ _ / 0 b 0\ /1 x y\0 1 w 0 r b 0 r b| O 1 z
Vo 0 1 J \a 0 0 | \a 0 O H O  0 1 I
f W S  r rz+b\ , so av= ay = 0 = aw = ax and
0 ) V a ax ay /
-*<■ > - * / o f i )  *
\o o 1 / Vo o 1 /
“ (o?i\(S2o\-(i SoVoi
\ 0  0 1 / Vl m  a I \l m  a / Vo 0 1 /
bu = bz, so u = z and “X /
then
uk+vl = 0 = ly+mz , va = ay, wl = lx = 0, 
wm = kxr au+vm = ax, wa = ky+az.
x = u+mva-1, w = z+kva-1,
-1
U O 0 c\ /O 0 c\ /0 b 0\ /a 0 0\O b O  ’ a O O  ’ O r b  ’ k a O  1 
a 0 0/ \r a O' Va 0 0 / Vlkal
v = y,
lw = 0 = lx, ku = -lv = mz.
So l u+w) - lx+z) = (u-x) + (w-z) = (Hi-Bjva'
Thus if k = m then u+w = x+z and "X.io i v| = ^(o ^ z]
Vo 0 1 / Vo 0 1 /
So the following ia a subset of a basis of E :
a,b,c€H and 
r,k,iewR.
and this set has qh_1 (q-1 ^(q-1 )2+2(q-1 )+l"] =
q^h”1(q_i) _ r elements.
In case lt=1 there are no other x £ with f(x) 4 0 for
some f € E (since "rr&=0), so i=r in this case. But if h >  2
then ^ contains more elements in a basis; for example, in
case (iv), if k^m and l|k,l|m (say k=cl, m=dl as before) then
writing A = al—km we have A || 1 and A ua  ^= lu+lmva~^ = lx
—1 —1=0, whence lu = 0. Similarly A za = lz+lkva = lw = 0,
whence lz = 0. Hence u+w = (u-cdlua~^) + (z+clva~^) =
(u+dlva~1) + (z-cdlza-1) = x+z* 80 X (o ¥ w) = *( 0 * z) *
VO 0 1 / VO 0 1 / So*
So the elements / ^  a 0 1 may a^ ao te included in a basis
V ldla )
of E, , and so i >  r. ®
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3.6 Stg as a 'principal aeries1 representation
Let "X be a character of T = GL(W1) x ... x <iL(Wn) ($1.24). 
Then X = (X.j,.. ,Xn) where X^ is a character of Gl(W^) = R . 
For 1si,js«n (i=fj) define (X) to be the smallest integer 
k such that (X^-V) |R(k) is trivial. Write k-y(X) = k—(“X) 
when =«“ €$ (cf.$1.5). We shall say that "X is in general 
position if k^iX) = h for all^G?..
The following is essentially contained in 0«J • First, we
may re-order the X (by the action of W) so that the sequence
-&y= (k12(X)»..»kn_i n(X)) determines k^CX) for all €? ; in
fact if 1*i<j<n then k..(X) = max (k .(X)). Then, in the
J Kr<J • , cpartially ordered set of subgroups of G (see y 2.1)
is  the unique maximal one to which we can extend X tr iv ia lly .
wote that if X  is in general position then H. = B.
Proposition 3.61
X £  is irreduc ible.
H-*>
This is proved by showing < X^ j , X ^  ^  = 1 (see 0°3 ,Thm. 1).
Bote that if X = 1 then X  ® = 1 ^  and X ® = 1.
Wow X^ contains an interesting irreducible representation 
at the 'opposite end' of its spectrum (at least if n=2 or 3)t 
which is just St& in case X  = 1 :
Proposition 3.62
Let OC be a non-singular character of U and assume that 
“X ^ is multiplicity-free. Then <X!^ >Q = 1 .
Proof:
If X  , f* are characters of T then X^|u = 1 = ® ju , so
c X ®  ,Xj} >G = <  1 »OOy = <  fJ* >0 by Frobenius
reciprocity. Hence < X ®  ,X ^ >G is independent of the 
choice of X  .
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B u t <  1^ > X y  > (! >  <  s 'b(i » X y  >0. -  T i 
and if X  is in general position then Xp 13
§3.61, and so 1 > » ^ u > &  since ”*u
free. Hence 1 = ,*X. u >g fon all X .
by §3.49(iii);
irreducible, by
i3  m u ltip lic ity -  
01
Chapter 4
A geometric interpretation of Sg and St^
In this chapter we express Sg and St^ as alternating sums 
of permutation representations of G on suitable collections 
of sub complexes of a certain finite complex X(V). We construct 
X(V) in $4.1 as a subcomplex of an (affine) Bruhat-Tits build­
ing, With these geometric descriptions we are able to use 
the combinatorial results of §1.44 to show that is a sub­
representation of and contains St^ (except, perhaps, if q.=2). 
In $4.4 we consider as examples the cases n=2 and 3, and 
in particular we use the geometry to describe the connection 
between St& for h > 2 and the visual Steinberg representation 
for the case h=1 . Finally, inf4.5 we show how such geometric 
definitions of SG and St^ , may be made for more general groups.
4.1 The Bruhat-Tits building (for GL^).
As in $ 1 ,0 let K be a non-archimedean local field, G its 
maximal compact subring and 1 a generator of the maximal 
ideal "|> of 0 . let V  be a vector space of dimension n over K.
A lattice i n V  is a free 6 -module of rank n, contained i n ^  .
lemma 4.11
let 1,1* be lattices in V . Then there exists a unique
m e l  such that i(i) ^“l' C 1
|(ii) 1(1/5“!') < n-1 .
Proof;
We can choose a basis {e^,..,enj forV which also serves
as a basis for 1 as a free 6 -module. Then any x € 1' has the 
n
form x = 2 a.e. where a.€K (1<i<n). But given a € K there
i=1 1 1 k  Aexists k € ~k- such that Y a  € 0, so there exists m £ a. such
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In the same way, given such m there exists m' €^L(m' >  0 
in fact) such that ^ m *L C V V ;  so V “'(L/5ml’) = 0 and hence 
L/5mL' is a module over <9/-^ h for any h >  m'. Suppose I/5mL' 
has type (aj,..,an) where h >  a1 > ... >  a^ >  0.
let p:L - L/%mLt be the natural projection. Then 
L/5nI* = < p(e1),..,p(en) >  and p(e±) has order %ai (after 
suitable re-ordering of the e^). Moreover, the module 
M = < ^ 1 &np(e1),..., ,% n_1 np(en_1),p(en) >  has type 
(an»..»an) and 1 "  = p”1 (M) = < ’5 a1"an.e1 ,..,*an-1-an.en_1 ,en >  
is a lattice inV contained in L.
But ker(p) = W  C L "  so L/L'' r* (aj“an». • »an_1~aIl) and 
1(L/L") <  n-1. Also ^ nL" C 5ml' C l "  so the exact 
sequence 0 - - I"/**»!" - l"/*“!' - 0
(in which the third and fourth terms both have type (a^ , ..,an))
_ a
shows that W  =5 “l "  .
m-a
Hence % nI' = L" C 1 and 1(L/L") <  n-1. So replacing 
m by HH-an we see properties (i) and (ii) hold.
To prove uniqueness suppose m.,m2 both satisfy (i) and (ii).
m. m2
Assume m.im2 so that 5 ’l1 C 1* L' and consider the exact
T m, m. m. m2
sequence 0 - * ^L'/* 7I» - L/% - L/% - 0.
The second term has type la,..,a) (length n if a^O) where
a = m^-m^., but it also injects into the module l/f 1* of
length < n-1 . So a=0, i.e. m^=m2. ■
Definition
Lattices L,L' i n V  are equivalent iff there exists a € K 
such that L = aL* (iff there exists m € ~lL such that L = V 33!') .
(Clearly this is an equivalence relation).
We make this definition because of the following :
,4
Lemma 4.12
The isomorphism type of the module L/S™!»' of $4.11 depends 
only on the equivalence classes of L and L'.
Proof:
Consider the lattices §rL,?r L' where r,r' By §4.11
there exists a unique m 1 € 2. such that (i)': +r L' C ^ rL
and (ii)': li5ri/5m,+r'L') < n-1.
But (i)' holds iff C L  and (ii) • holds iff
l(L/%m,+r'"rl') <  n-1, since 5rL/5m'+^,l, = L/^m '+:r,“rL'. So 
by f4.11 m'+r'-r = m; hence L/*“!* S . •
Wow recall that the height h = ht(M) of a finite © -module 
M is the positive or zero integer defined by ^ ■1=0, %k-1M4o.
Definition
Let be equivalence classes of lattices in V . Then the 
distance = ht(L/$mL') where L L' £ and m is
as in §4.11. (This is well-defined by §4.12).
Wote that if r £ ~i- with ?rL* C L and if L/frL'^ (a1,. .»a^ ) 
with a^  >  ... >  an then diX,-*.) = a^ -a-n (and an = r-m).
Lemma 4.13
Let ,-i!' be equivalence classes of lattices i n ^  .
(i) d(*-,-£.') = dCi',*) 
lii) d(l,-t') = 0 iff
(iii) d(*,t') + d >  d(£,**)
(iv) d(i-,i) = d >  2 implies there exists ~L 'such that
d(l,i") = 1, d (¿'it') = d-1.
Proof:
(i) Let L € ~i- . By §4.11 there exists a""unique L’ € "i. such
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that L' C L and 1(1/1*) <  n-1; and "then there exists a unique 
m € such that %mL C 1* and l(l'/sml) < n-1. Thus we have an 
exact sequence 0 — l'/5mL — l/fml -» 1/1' -• 0.
Suppose L'/S™!«/w(a1,.. ,an_1) with a1 >  ... >  an_.j. Then 
since (length n ir m+O) we see m >  a1 and
L/I'/-(m-a1,.. ,m-an_1 ,m); cut 1(1/1') < n-1 so m-a^ = 0.
So = ht(l/l') = m = a1 = ht(L'/%mI<) = d(*',i).
(ii) d(£¿C) = O iff l / W  = 0, in the notation of $4.11» 
iff L = 5 mL' iff
(iii) Oiven L € "£- there exist unique 1';€*£/, 1*' eH/such that 
L' 'CL'CL and both 1/1', l'/L" have length < n-1. The exact 
sequence 0 -• Ij'/L** — l/i" — l/i* -» 0 snows that ht(L/l")
<  ht(l*/l") + ht(l/l') = d(i',i") + d(f,-l').
Hut there exists a unique m € ~Z- such that %ml'' C L and 
1(1/S“!'*) < n-1, i.e. KV^/L'') <  n-1. flow if i >  0 then 
1i“rnl/L' '¡^l/l' so 1(1/1") < n-1 and the uniqueness or m
is contradicted. So m < 0 and 1/1* 0  5”ml/l'1. Hence
d(X,l) = ht(ij—ral/l' *) < ht(l/l") < d(~t'¿L-') + &("£,"*■').
(iv) Given 1 € ~L there exists a unique 1' £ ~C such that I'Cl, 
and 1(1/1’) <  n-1. Now there exists a bijection
(lattices !'• : 1'C1"C1J - (submodules of 1/1'J .
So choose 1" to correspond to ^(1/1*).
Then 1/1" 4 O' but %(l/l") = 0, so ht(l/l") = 1. Moreover 
1(1 /l") < 1(1/1') <  n-1, so if "¿^denotes the equivalence
lclass of 1" we see d(f,l) =1. Hut the exact sequence
0 - L"/l* - 1/1' - 1/1" - 0 shows that 1(1"/1')
<  1(1/1') < n-1, and ^d_1 (1*•/!') = 0. finally, by part (iii)
ht(l"/l') >  ht(1/1') - ht(l/L") = d-1, so ht(L"/l*) = d-1, 
l.e. drfVi') - d-1. •
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We now define a simplicial complex X(V) as follows. The 
vertices are equivalence classes of lattices i n V  , and for 
O < k <  n-1 the k+1 distinct vertices ^q »*^  »... » ^  iorm a 
k-s implex iff d(i±,^) = 1 (0<i<j<k).
Proposition 4.14
Let lKk<n-1. Then the k+1 distinct vertices •• form 
a k-simplex iff given hQ ^ there exist unique Li € 
(1<i<k) such that for some permutation <r of {1,2,..,k} we 
have 5l0 1 ^ £ Lr\Z) 5- * * ‘ * £ L<rlk) %  L0 *
Proof;
suppose do form a k-simplex; let LQ € "^-q .
If Kisk then there exists a unique such that C Lq
and 1(L0/L±) < n-1. But d ^ , ^ )  = 1 so h t ^ / L ^  = 1; thus 
^(Lq/I^) = 0, but Lq/I^ 4 0 and so %LQ ^  I± LQ.
Now suppose 1<j<k, Then there exists a unique Lj €
such that %Lq  ^  ^ LQ, and there exists a unique m € l
such that V'Lj C L. and l(Li/*mL;)) <  n-1; also htiL^f11!^)
= d(ti,'t-j) = 1. Hence $ L± £
So ^ +1Lq ^ Li ^  ^ m_lLj ^ ^ m“1;Lo» 3X1/1 30 or 11»
i.e. either »*■
This proves the implication by a suitable induction.
Conversely, given lattices Lq ,...,!^ i n ^  such that 
■%L0 ^ L1 ^ ... ^  Lk ^  L0 then for 1<i<k and 1<i<j<k or j=0 
Lj/lf is a proper non-trivial subquotient of Lq/^Lq  ^ (1n); 
so ldj/Lj.) < n-1 and htd^/L^ = 1. Hence dO^,*^) = t 
where l-^ Cresp.i-^ J is the equivalence class of L^resp.L^. 
This proves the implication 4s . *
Remark s since 1(Lq/£Lq ) = n it only makes sense to discuss 
k-simplices for 0<k<n-1.
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Proposition 4.15
For each vertex of X(V) linkCi.) = T(V), the spherical 
Tits building associated to an £/-f> -vector space V of 
dimension n.
(Here link(rf-) is the subcomplex of X(V) consisting of all 
simplexes whose vertices ~l! all satisfy = 1.)
Thus the (k-1 )-simplices of link(i.) are precisely the 
(k-1)-faces opposite to of the k-simplices of X(V) which 
contain ~L (1 <k<n—1 ).
Proof:
Fix L . Then d(1,1*) = 1 iff there exists a unique
L' eTL* such that ^1 ^  L' 1, so the vertices of linkCi-)
correspond bijectively to the proper non-zero subspaces L*/5L
of the 0/i^-vector space h/%L of dimension n. Also if 1<k*n-1 :
the distinct vertices of link(i-) form a
lk-1)-simplex
iff "i. ,... form a k-simplex of X(V)
iff there exist unique 1^ 6 1^s;i<ik) such that (after
suitable re-ordering) £ L.j % ^ 2 
iff 0 ^  1^/SL C 12/?L C ...$\/fl C L/5 1 , which is a flag 
of distinct non-zero subspaces of 1 / 5 1  
iff Lj/51, l2/3rJj»*»** Ifc/*1, form a(k-1 )-Bimplex of V(L/$L) . M,
Remark
is precisely the affine building associated by JtJruhat 
and Tits (til) to the group ixi(V) = GLn(K). In case n=2 X(V) 
is an infinite tree in which each vertex is contained in 
precisely q+t 1-simplexes (cf. $4.15)
From now on fix a lattice 1 inV- and an integer h >  t. 
Write V = 1/5^1 and las in $1.0) R = 0/%hO. Let ~i- denote the
I ii ik ik k
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equivalence class of 1, and denote by X(V) the subcomplex of 
X(V) spanned by those vertices ^  such that d < h.
Thus a vertex "l1 of X(V) lies in X(V) iff the unique 
L* € 1! such that $hi C 1' and l(L,/fhl) < n-1 also satisfies 
htiL'/l^) < h, i.e. ^  C L* C L. Now since the isomorphism 
type of L i s  uniquely determined we see :
Corollary 4.1 6
The vertices of X(V) correspond bijectively to the sub- 
modules M of the free rank n R-module V, of length < n-1. ■
In case h=1 X(V) is a spherical Tits building T(V) together 
with an extra vertex ( corresponding to the zero submodule of 
V) which is joined to every other vertex (cf.|4.15). The 
simplices of T(V) correspond to flags of submodules of V.
4.2 Geometric description of Stg
Fix a flag = (0 C V1 C ... C C V) of type (hn_1).
By $3.14» given 0£i«.m£h and O^r^n-2 there exists a unique 
module D<~(mr,i) such that Tr1-inVr C U C 'nll""mvr+i • So *3" 
determines a subcomplex C(^ -) of X(V) which is spanned by the 
vertices U : there is precisely one for each isomorphism type 
of R-modules of length < n-1.
For each sequenced = ^k^,..,kn_^) of integers with (Kkr<h 
for each r, let COi^ 'V) denote the subcomplex of C(9) spanned 
by those vertices of C CJ) at distarfCe > h-kr from Vr (for 
each r). G acts transitively on "C. = |C(tJ-) : ^ e'J'Ch11“1)}» 
by |t. 11, and also on ^(V) = iCCJyfO : 9 G'J'ih11“1)} since 
each C € C contains a unique subcomplex T-j^ C)
Definition
We write Rj for the permutation representation of O on f-Cfe).
Thus R.^  = (functions -* C  }
S If: C -  C such that f(C) = f(C') whenever
-n^(C) = v^(C') } ,
identifying as a subrepresentation of R^ n_i ^ .
Proposition 4.21
StG -  « - 1>|V|b1,
Proof:
f the stun being taken over those "V such 
that ((h—1)n_1) < \  <  (hn_1).
If ((h—1)n“1) <  V = (k1,..,kn_1) <  (hn“1) then * * - { » % }
for some J C S. In view of $3.23 (and the fact that |"fej = |J' U
we must show that R.^  = I(hn-1,J). Rut I(^) = 1^ (by $3.17)*
1 §» and if a = (hn~ ,J) then Ba = . Thus we must show that
R_k= 1^ . This is a special case of §4.31 (i)» and so we refer
to the proof given there. ®
Proposition 4.22
Write Rp = E_ . (-U^'R j, .
G ) *
Then Rg is a subrepresentation of 1^ and contains St^ ,.
Proof:
If it, ■? are sequences then 0(3/fe) O Ci (*?,"() is the subcomplex
of C(S) spanned by those vertices U of G (*3-) which satisfy
both d(U,Vr) > h-kr and d(D,Vr) > h-lr, i.e. d(U,Vr) >
h-min(kr»lr), for each r, so it3 precisely C(^ ,"fei»-tj. Hence
TMC) OTtj(C) = T. (c) for each 0 e~C.* A or or ^dtV\
how if also C> e t  and n^C) = tt^ (o •)¿-*^ (0) = v^(t;')/then
) b T^IC*)j and conversely given the latter equation
then there exists C'* e'C with "n’-^ (CJ = 0 f\ 0*' ='n'^(U,'J
and -n^C»») = C" O O' = ■'f^ (C'), whence
tf:^ C-» C : f(C; = f(u'; whenever = ^(^'J
or = v<(c'))
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= lf:G-»C ; f(u) = f(u'; whenever ^^(o)
l.e. R ^ O  - R^a4.
ao applying %1,44(i) R,, = OR
or R = XQ 
(h11”1; " B *
lhn"1 ;
is a subrepresentation
n-l
Furthermore, using §4.21, R& = StG + Ï Sm --- 1*1»
i-C-1 10=11where = E i-1 )1 r ,R. s here L is the set
-n-1_m,h-2 ,hm ; such thatK -  < (h*
r —>  h-1 ror n-m+1<r<n-1},
and satisfies axioms (-1) and (2) for §1.44, so Sm is a sub­
representation of R n_i_m(hxl-'Tm,h-2,hm-1) 
is ’positive' (lies in M in the notation of $1.44).
So by (*) StG is a subrepresentation of Rg. •
4.3 Geometric description of
For O^m^h write Kffi = {*V. = (R.J,.. » k ^  ) : m = max}kr: 1 *r«in-1 }}, 
if \  then let D(y,“k) be the subcomplex of 0(3,^) which
is spanned by those vertices at distance < m from 0, and let 
Q_k be the permutation representation of G on :
•3 € Qrih11-1 )}. Then we identify Q-^  as a subrepresentation of
R via Q = - C  such that f(C(9,t)) = f(G(»i1i))
whenever D(*i-,+) = DCf’i’fc)} .
For the following result assume *3 = is the standard 
flag, so = <  e^,..,e^ > for each i. with respect to the 
basis e, we have defined the matrix group (§2.1).
Proposition 4.31
(i) Stab(j(D(iJ,"V) ) =
(ii) 3n = . .*'n_1
and in particular S
( - 1  )
\  <(h )
Proof;
(i) For convenience we suppress reference to *3" in this proof. 
First suppose m = h; bo D(ii) = C("fc). Let 0<l*h and consider
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the vertices of COJ) at distance 1 from Vr : they are deter­
mined by the (n-1) vertices 
<  e,, ••»e„ . e.1 _1 M'**,cs-1» es’**' er > , 1%s«ir
■< . *er» h—1er+1 * * * >  * r+1 *s<n“1 •
This follows in the same way that *3- determines C (*3-) (and in 
particular the vertices of C(>3') at distance h from 0)» because 
of the homogeneous nature of the construction of X(V)•
Thus g € G fixes 0("fe) provided it fixes these n-1 vertices, 
with l=h-kr, for each r. Let g = l^j)» then g fixes these 
vertices iff ■w*1”3- Im^  ^for g 31213
form / * where A
\ A *)
(aij) is an (n-r)xr matrix such 
that TTh-1|aij .
Write X^ = {r€a : 1 = h-kr) and = Xq U X^  U .. U 2^.
Then g fixes C("fe) iff |mid for $ 7 • for eacl1 113
iff TTh-1|m, . for <*, A  for each 1
k 13 13 bh-l
iff "ir ^ 3 lmij for 1<j<i<n,
where ki+1  ^ = k.^ (since i € Xk_k ) and k^j - nax{kr: J«*r<i J •
This is because iff X 3 fj,j+1,...»i-1J, and so
lies outside i iff there exists r with and
13 bh-l
r 4 sh_i » i.e. 1 > h-kr, i.e. kp > h-1.
This proves that Stab^ bCfc) in case m=h.
In case m <  h we have StabgDCk) =Tr^  (Stab0 m^ jD("k)) = 
ir l lmi ^ G(m) : v for 1<d<i<nf» wnereid
l±+r>1 = m-k± , l±j = max{lr+1>r : d«<iJ» by the result 
already proved (with m instead of h). So Stab^DflO = ,
in any case; thus (i) is proved.
(ii) follows directly from (i) and $2.14-. ■
k fits £8tlilll*
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Theorem 4.32
Q.
(i) SQ ±3 a oubrepresentation of 1^ .
(ii) StG ia contained in SG provided that at least one of the 
following hypotheses holds : (a) q >  3; (b) lt=2; (c) n^2.
Proof:
The method of proof is to relate Bq. and 'then use
Proposition 4*22. Note that if 11=2 then SG = RG and the result 
is immediate. Part (ii) is probably true quite generally : 
the limitation of our proof lies in the dimension estimate 
of part (iii) of the lemma below.
?or Kn<h-1 and \  define P. = R^ - (this is a
Iwa s (-i)l^lpjsubrepresentation of R-h), and It ~ t ,2  
where i- ( . „ 1 0 - 0 ^ 1
^  ’
ionma 4. 33 
(i) R& =
h-1 , „
£ £h" %  m=1 m(ii) R is a subrepresentation of P . (hence of R « ) m * (m - ) 'h-1 (n )(iii) £ dim(R ) < dim(St,1) , provided q > 3 or h^2 (or both). 
m=1 “ u
Proof:
0 or h then R. = Q. . The result is now(i) Note that if m 
immediate from §4.31 (ii) and the definitions of RG and R^ .
(ii) Let G K^. Then Cft,^) n DC3,<) = D(9,i) O D(9><) = 
D(^ ,-H) n c(*,<) . so R^n = Q^n R ^ Q ^ Q ^  Qw » 
and so P^ O P^  = (R^ - Q^ ) O (R^  - Q^ )
= R. O R, - Q. O R . - R. n Q . + Q. O  Q 
— R ■ f ~ Q. . •*«(. b.\< n-1
Assuming u fixed, extend the definition of P^ to all'R< (m ) 
by requiring n P^ = P^ ^ (note that any such*k has the form 
\n^,for some+.^S • how P n_, = ^n- K  CP-h by §1 .44(ii)\ IB ) v B1 /
so if izz 1 then It + CP , . = CP „ . and if €.= -1 then
n ((m-1 )n_1) (m11"1)
R = CP _ . + CP „ . , so in either case R is a
^  ((m-1)n“1) (mn"1) ^
subrepresentation of P^  n_^  .
(iii) StabgC(mn_1) = < B  , U±+1 : 1«ii»in-1 >  = B(m),
r* ^
say, and |B(m) : B| = q with r > m(n-1 ).
h-1 h-1
Hence 2 dim(R ) <  2 dim(R 1 ) by part (ii)
m=1 111 “ m=1 (mn_1 )
mh-1 -r.= 2 | G:B |,q
111=1
<  |G:B| hZ1q“m n^-1  ^
m=1
-(n-1) - _-i<  |G:B|.q" 2 q 
i=0
= |G:B|.q“(n"1).q/(q-1).
But if q > 3  then (q-1)2-q = (q-3/2)2-5/4 >0. So we have
q/(q—1) <  q-1 <  (q-1)n_1 (n >  2), and hence 
ii 1
2 dimiRjjj) < |G:B| .q- 1^1“1 ^ . (q-1 )n_1 = dim(St ) (by §3.24). 
13=1 h-1
If hs=2 then 2 dim(Rta) <  dim(P a _ 1 ) by part (ii)
m=1 (1 )
c  d i m ( R ( i l w 1 ) )
= |G:B|.q“(n_l)
<  |G:B|,q“ln_1^(q-1)n"1 = d i m ( S t g ) .
Remark: by using the full strength of part (ii) one can 
prove part (iiij in case q=2 for 'small enough h', but a 
more accurate estimate of dim(RmJ would be required to prove 
it in general.
To deduce the theorem we consider two cases :
h-1
t = 1 (n odd): RQ = SG + 2 Rm * wllich i3 a sum of 'positive'm=1 q.
representations, so by §4.22 Sg is a suture presentation of 1g ;
and furthermore, R^ contains Stg. But Stg is irreducible of
dimension > dim( 2 R ) bo must be contained in Sg. 
m»1
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h-1 h-1
fc = -1 (n even) : SG C SG + E ^  = R& + 2 ^  »m=1 d— I
(h-m)even (h-m)odd
h-1
and this equals Rn + E (CP _ . + CP , ) * by ife®
G m=1 (m11- 1 )  ( (m -1  ) n_1 )
(h-m)odd
e - . . (1 h oddproof of $4.33(ii), i.e. Rn + 2 CP _ . where J = >^  m=J (m11"1) (O h even
V C CR, , for any "K . Hence S„ C Z CR *
11 "*■ m=;) (m )
2- 1 GRj. » which equals R _ . =
-K<(hn_1) *  (hn-1) *
 » fey
But R^ = CR n_^  by definition; and also = R_^ - P^» 30
CR-— CP, = CQ, which is 'positive1 by $1.44(i)» and so ' » ■ * ' »  h
CR, . . v k _ . and this is
contained in
?1.44(11). Thus SG C 1G.
Finally, St« is contained in Rn and hence in S„ + Z R , tr Vr vx jjj_i “
(h-m)even
but is also irreducible of dimension greater than
h-1 h-1
Z dimiR^), which is greater than dim( E^  Rm).
m=1
Bo StG must be contained in Sg.
m=1 
(h-m)even
4.4 Examples 
Case n^2
X(T) is a finite tree : we show the case when q=2,tu=3. 
The type of the module corresponding to each vertex is 
indicated.
fig. U)
Each vertex is contained in q+1 1-simplexes, except those 
of type (h), vfhich are contained in a unique 1-simplex.
i i ll .¡* • • .  . i t * m i n  v r
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I(i) is isomorphic to the permutation, representation
of & on the set of vertices of X(V) of type (i).
Prom f 4.2/3 we have :
3n S Z (-t)h-1I(i)
1=0
StG = 1(h) - I(h-t) ,
and this latter formula is equally valid for h=1 and for b>2. 
Case n=3
We show C(*J) in case h=3 > again labelling the vertices 
with the type of the corresponding module.
fig.(ii)
I(h,j) is isomorphic to the permutation representation
of G- on the set of subcomplexes of X(T) of type 3hown in
figure (iii)v which is just \  in case h=1 and j=0.o'
(this follows from $4.31). The complex corresponding to 
I(j,h) is the one laterally symmetric to this.
V  Vi,VI
V'
fig.(iv)
\
’V ”
The complex corresponding to I(h-1 ,h-1) is shown in fig- 
ure (iv) and is just . / in case h=2, and is just
We have S0 S I(h,h) + (-1 )h_i(i(h,i)+l(i,h)) + S Q ^t) »
StQ = I(h,h) - I(h,h-1) - I(h-1,h) + I(h-1,h-1), 
and this latter formula is equally valid for h=1 and for b>2.
ill
4.5 Constructions for more general ¿groupa
Let G be a connected semisimple linear algebraic group 
defined over K. Then G(K) has the structure of Tits system 
with, (affine) Weyl group W, say (Cu.3) and associated to this 
system there is a building “3 on which G(K) acts (LT1).
Every chamber of 1 contains at least one special point p; 
in case G is simply connected the maximal parahoric subgroups 
of G(K) are precisely the maximal, compact subgroups so the 
stabiliser of p is a special maximal compact subgroup P of 
G(K) , i.e. one of the form G(0), which may be defined as a 
Chevalley group using a suitable maximal split torus A of G 
and Chevalley system (x^ , :<*£$) of (G,A) (see t*Q,$4.1 ).
G(0) has subgroups GC^ *1) (h > 1 ) (C^ 3 ,^2.2.7) and G(0)
is the projective limit of the finite groups G^ = GODJ/Gi'j» ).
yi U
G^ acts on the subcomplex X^ of J stabilised by G("j> ) .
Now each apartment A of 3 is (isomorphic to) the Coxeter 
complex of W and may be constructed as a space of valuations 
of (x^ :<*£$) (Ctt ,$6.2.6,fS.5,$7.4); this description 
shows that O A is bounded by the wails of the affine roots 
k (</€<$) and X^ is just the subcomplex of 3 spanned by 
those vertices of~3 at ‘distance' <  h from p ('distance' in 
the sense of $4.1 along a path of 1-simplices).
More generally, the same results hold for G reductive 
with simply connected derived group (t<*)»f4.l).
So in case G^ = GL(V) we have X^ ftlXiV) and the subcomplex 
C of X^ n A bounded by the walls ^  ay  ^Q of the affine roots 
a (<* eX = {simple roots of§.}) plays the role of the com- 
plex Ci1!) of $4.2. For each^eX , O "iarf^ 0 contains a
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unique vertex at distance h from p and these 1 vertices play 
the role of the vertices of Cft) (1 = III)-
We can now proceed exactly as in §4.2/5 to construct stib— 
complexes C(-fe), D("k) of C for each sequence = (k^,.. ,k^ ) 
of integers with (Xk^h (1«-:rsl); and then we can make the 
definitions of St& and 3^ corresponding to $4.21 and §4.51.
Alternatively we may use the description of G^ as a Chev-
alley group to construct parabolic and Levi subgroups of G »
and then make a definition of 3~ analogous to §2.12; or we
h ,nay define a subgroup Hj of G. for each filtration^* =
(<Z>=S, .C ... C SA=X) of"Z. (cf. § 2.15/4) and define 3« as an h+1 o o,
alternating sura of representations of the fora 1jj as in 
§2.14, and Str = S (—1 ) lx 11 TTh waere
ZCl
-J
-i r -  $»cx«cXc..cI).
If h > 2 then H. = <  A(R),x.(R) («/G^+),x_^ (rrh 1R) ^€X) >,
and writing B = E. we have |H. :B| = ql"v' (by $1.54 and $1.56). 
0
In case Gh = Gln(R) we have = {(a^eGL^R) : ai;j=0 if"
■U 4 . X
i >  j and ~ot .(Jji; -nh—113' aij if '“i f * (cf. § 2 .1 5 ).
Bow if G is semisimple then A  (R) = R x..xR (l copies) and so 
|Gh:Hj _| = qlX' I-111. iGj^l/lul.iq-l)1 , where U = <  x^(R) >.
But byACi93,§9 and ^,§2.2.5/7, 10^| = |&1 |. Igty) :5(>h) I » 
q^T\ (q *■—1) .q^l+^i,^ ll~1 ^ where d., are the degrees of the Weyl
1=1group of $  and IT = |^|. So for h >  2 dim(3tg ) = | | / 1IJ [ q.Hi
Tih-l-II- h= a*“* ‘ Y\ (q — 1) ; note that I d. = 1+IT 30 the leading
3_rr"] 1~ 1 rru.
tera of the polynomial dim (St,, ) is q = din(S., ).
V/ith appropriate modification of notation the proof of ? 5.25 
goes through, showing that St^ is irreducible. It 1s notable 
that in case h=1 G1 does not appear to have any irreducible 
representations of dimension |G1 |/qk (k an integer) in contrast 
to the existence of StQ of dimension |Gh |/q("+^ lx vhen h >  2.
% i t  kkàià M M i t i & h m m m m
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Chapter 5
Complements on GL^ and GL-r
This final chapter consists of examples and counterexamples. 
We begin by considering two aspects of the structure of G 
which are significantly more complicated in general than in 
case R is a field (h=1). We show that if n=3 and h >  3 then 
both the number of orbits of B on (or -equivalently the 
double cosets of B in G) and the number of unipotent conjugacy 
classes of G are not bounded independently of q; moreover» 
there is no simple geometric characterisation of the B-orbits 
on'J^. The cases when n=2 and when n=3,h=2 are misleadingly 
simple.
rt
Next we decompose the representations 1^ and S& in the 
cases n=2 and n?=3»h=2; the number of distinct irreducible
/Icomponents of 1^ equals the number of unipotent conjugacy 
classes of G in these cases (as in case h=1).
In 15.4 we give an example, in case n=3,h=3, of an element 
of G at which the character of SG is neither 0 nor ± a power 
of q. Finally, in$5.5 we compute the character of StG at all 
split semisimple elements of G in the cases n?=2,3 leading 
to a conjecture for the cases n >  4.
3.1 B—B double oosets
let = (0 C V, C ... C Yn_1 C V) € again denote the 
standard flag of type S in V. 
lemma 5.11
A necessary condition for <r~ = ( 0 C D ( C ...C Un_1 C V) 
and <r* = (CfC Uj C ... C U^_1 C V) eTg to lie in the same 
B-orbit of 7^ is ui n ^ n 7. (Ki, j<nr-1).
i n u u i H H I j W m l n m i i l
i »
i
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Proof:
If there exists b € B such that b.<T = <r* then b.U^ = 
(1.<Knf-1 ) so for 1<i, j<n-1 we have U| n  V.. = bUi n = 
b i ^  rv V^) , since B stabilises and this is Isomorphic
to U, O V
y
How in case h=1 the condition U, H  IT. S U! n  V, (1<i»3<n-1)
i i
is also sufficient to ensure that lie in the same orbit
of B (§1.47). This condition is sufficient also in cases 
n=2,h >  2, as follows from the fact that
(0 1 
0 0
h 0y
U 1 1 ,
1<i<h
forms a complete set of representatives for d istinct B-B 
cosets in G (DQ,p£0 ) 5 the possible isomorphism types for 
Uj r» V1 are (i) for 0<i<h.
Pro-position 5.12
let nK5,h >  3. let r,r* € R 3uch that r-r',r-1 and r'-1
all lie outside ttr. Let g 1 0 O ’ S'
w2
1 0 0>
rc 1
and let g.£s = (OCU, C U£ C V), g'.^g = (0 C U' C C V), 
Then (i) U. n s U! n (Hi,j<n-1)
(ii) g.^3, g’.fs do not lie in the same B-orbit
(iii) the number of B-orbits on 'il is not bounded
independently of q.
Proof:
2(i) U 1 = <  g.e1 >  = <  e^veg+ir e^ >  = <  g'.e1 >  = U| 
so u, n  vj = u.} n v^ j (3=1 ,2).
U2 = <  e 1+we2+w2e^,re2+ve^ >  , U| = <  e^+ve2+«-2ej,r,e2 
so U2 O  V 1 = <  ir's1 >  = U£ a V1 (since w(2>.1 ) , < r '-1 ) 
Finally, U2 r» V2 = <  e1+ir(1-r)e2,v re2 >
£ <  e1+:n(l-r,)e2,'r’r ,e2 >  = U|
2, tr , r 'e +ire, >  ,
, 0 4 l2a).
n v~.
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(ii) If g,g* were in the same B-B coset in G we would have
an equation a b c W 1  0 O'
0 d e l U  r 0
„ 0 0 f J V*2 ▼ 1
so in particular fit2 = n2a’ , dr + eit = nb' + r'd* ,
2 2 irf = w b* + v d ' , dtr + et = a'v.
Hence r'd'^ - 1 = dr*h-1 = ra'-w*1”1 = rf n^1-1, since h-1 >  2, 
and this equals rd'w51'*1. So (r-r')w^ 1”1 = 0, since d' £ R , 
which contradicts the assumption r-r'
(iii) is a consequence of (ii). ■
5.2 Unipotent conjugacv classes
If zt=2 then G has h+1 unipotent conjugacy classes, with 
representatives M  11 ] (0<i«h) for example (Dt3»P«101).
VO 1 )
If nz=3 the situation is more complicated; there are two 
features of particulsir interest.
Proposition 5.21
(i) 1 a °\ and r b O'0 1 b l ° 1 a0 0 1 I V 0 0 1
are conjugate if and only
(ii) If h > 3 then the (q-1) elements 
lie in distinct conjugacy classes.
1 TT r
0 1 V
0 0 1
( r £ rT
Proof: 
First note k 0 0 1
\ 0 0 m
so assume that a = v * , b = ^  . We shall show in fact that 
t<h) lie in distinct conjugacy classes
(0<r<h) give h+1 further classes.and that
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implies
. “Write =
So let 0<r,t,l,m<h. Then the equation 
'b. b 
d e 
iS i
0 = ti* j = T^g = nmg = ir^-a 
ira = , ^ “k = -w*e
[rrd = Tmj , ir^ =
Case 1 : 1 <  h, m <  h. Then TT|g,d. If t=h then Tv|k,f so 
Tt|det(^), a contradiction. So t <  h. Hence tt| j, and so 
iv -J-a,e,k since tr4det(^ .). Hence l=r and m=t.
Case 2 : h=l >  m. Then w|g. If both r < h and t <  h then 
iv|g,j,b,a , whence tv |det(<j.), a contradiction. If r=h then 
tv | j so since Tt|g and tv4det(<j.) we have Tt-|dc. Hence t <  m < h, 
and so Tr|b. But also tv| j andtt4-det(<y) soTT-(-e. ThusTr4e,k 
and so m=t. If t=h instead then a similar argument shows 
that lifer.
Case 3 : h=l=m. Then
1 v 1
° \  If 1
0 0
0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 1l  0 0 1
which is
conjugate only to itself; so r=t=h.
So in any case we have either l=r,m=t or l=h=t,nfer or
nfeh=r,l=t. To complete the proof note that for any x £ R 
x 
1
(ii) The equation
implies dtr = jxv , g i r =  0 , dir + rg = 0 = jv + r* g
)
k-w = ev + r'd , av = ev + rj »
 ^5?'a +bvr = fk + f tv . Suppose r 4= r1 .
Thus (r-r')g = 0; so since v4(r-r') we see g = 0. Also,
-w|d,j so sinceTr|det(«y) we have ir4a,e,k. Bub--Js*&T1 = err*1-1 
= awh-1, and r'aV11-1 = rim*1“1. So (r-r* )wh-1 = 0, contradiction.»
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In case n*=3»h=2 the number of unipotent conjugacy 
classes of G is independent of q.
Proposition 5.22
The following 7 elements provide a complete set of 
representatives for distinct conjugacy classes of unipotent 
elements of G in the case ik=3*hs:2.
1 1 1 0\ /1 1 0\ /1 v- o\ /1 i r  0\ /1 1 0\ / I v  0\ / l  0 0\
0 1  1 M 0 1 « • 0 1 1 r(o 1 v-)'lo 1 0H 0 1 0 ]’ (0 1 0 ] *
\o 0 1 / Vo 0 1 / Vo 0 1 / \o 0 1 1 \o 0 1 1 Vo 0 1 / vo 0 1 /
Proof:
By the proof of $ 5.21(i) it is sufficient to consider
elements of the form 1 it R , <Xr,s,t<h).
If r-*ss then
If t<s then 1 -W5“* 0>
irr V a\
00
_ / w r  0
, 0 1 v r I 0 1 T
0 1 / k0 0 1 \ o  0 1
wr V s \ K
1
0 '1 -IT1* 0
’
I 0 1 0 0 1 TT^
0  1 / \ o  0 1 I , 0  0 1
If r+t > h+s then ir
TT\w°'
a I I yj 1 T-*
1
= 0 and so if also s < r and s <  t
8 u\ 1 1 U* * r—a ,
, 0
This covers all cases if hs=2 since if s < r and s < t then 
r >  1 and t-s > 1 so r+t-s >  2 = h. The result now follows 
from (the proof of) $ 5 .2 1 (i). ®
5.5 Decomposition of 1^ and Sc 
Proposition 5.51
0(0) = 1)Assume that n=2. Then I3 = (writing St(
SG S St0 ®  StQ(h 2) ©  ... 0  \ StG(2) ®  StG(0) (h eve“ 
G G G(h"2) lStG(3) ® St0(l) ih°dd)
Also 1B S SG ®  S(j(h-T)*
M i l t  s m m m  iH sn  i n
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In case n=3>h=2 the number of unipotent conjugacy 
classes of G is independent of q.
Proposition 5.22
The following 7 elements provide a complete set of 
representatives for distinct conjugacy classes of unipotent 
elements of G in the case n=3»h=2.
Proof:
By the proof of $ 5.21(i) it is sufficient to consider 
elements of the form / 1 " ^”+ \ (\€ R*, 0<r,3,t«ih).
If r<s then
If t<s then
1 0  0
0 1  V s
, 0 0  1
1 - W 5 - *  (
0 1  (
0 0  1
1 vT\«B
0 1 T*
0 0 1
IT r\w3
0 1 v*
lO 0 1
1 r-\ sTT ATT
0 1 t 1 TT
0 0 1
= 0 and
/  1 w
0 1
\0 <
y* i gIf r+t >  h+s then tr 0  so if also s < r and s < t
'1 nr^ S' "  3
0 1 w*
,0 0 1
This covers all cases if h^2 since if s <  r and s <  t then 
r >  1 and t-s >  1 so r+t-s >  2 = h. The result now follows 
from (the proof of) $5.21 (i). ®
1
0
,-^-8 1
5.3 Decomposition of 1^ and Sg 
Proposition 5.31 
Assume that rt=2. Then
and SG = StG StG(h—2)
r 111» s ® s tB i=0 
0  • • • 0
G(i) (biting StG(0)
StG(2) ©  StG(0) (h even) 
StG(3) ®  StG(l) (k odd)*
= 1 ),
Also 1B ~ SG ©  ®Q(h-1)*
l
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These resu lts are immediate from §4.4; the f i r s t  result is  
well-known ( C'**3 »Thm.3 . 3 ) .
For the rest of this section we shall consider the case 
when n=3. Recall from chapter 3 that we have defined rep­
resentations l(i,j) for (Ki,j<h, i+3 > h, and R(i,j) for 
2<i,j<h, i+3 >  h+1. We extend our notation by defining 
I(0,h-1), l(h—1,0) to be the permutation representations of 
G on the sets 3”(0,h-1 ), T"(h-1,0) of all submodules of V of 
types (h,h,1 ), (h-1 ) respectively ; and put 1 (0,0) = 1 .
We also define
R(1,h) = 1(1,h) - 1(0,h) - 1(1,h-1) + 1(0,h-1) ,
R(h,1) = I(h,1) - l(h,0) - I(h-1,1) + l(h-1,0) ,
R(0,h) = 1(0,h) - UO,h-1) , R(h,0) = l(h,0) - I(h-1,0).
Finally, put Z = 1(1,1) - 1G h^_1  ^ .
B(h-1 )
The following is well-known.
Proposition 5.32
Assume that h=1. Then
(i) StG = R(1,1) = I3 - 1(1,0) - 1(0,1) + 1(0,0) is
3irreducible of dimension q .
(ii) R(0,1) and R(1,0) are isomorphic, irreducible and of
dimension q(q+1 ).
(iii) 1^ = Stg + 2,R(1,0) + 1 is a decomposition into
distinct irreducible components (with multiplicities).
In case h > 2 we have the following result.
Proposition 5.33
(i) For 0<i«h-2 R(h-i,h) and K(h,h-i) are irreducible of
dimension (q2 - 1  ) (q^ -1 )q^h"’^ “i.
(ii) R(1,h) and R(h,l) are irreducible of dimension
(q2-l)(q3-l)q2h“4.
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(iii) R(0,h) and R(h,0) are isomorphic, irreducible and of 
dimension (q+1) (q^-1) .
It is likely that if 1ii<h-1 then K(h-i,h) and R(h,h-i) 
are not isomorphic; this statement is motivated by the fact
are not conjugate (§5.21),that r1 1 and '1 o\
0 1 0 1 1oo 1 ) 0 11
We shall show that this is true if h=2 and i=1.
Proposition 5.34
Let hi=2. Then R(1,2) and R(2,1) are not isomorphic,
Z = R(2,0) = R(0,2) (so Z is irreducible) and the following 
are decompositions into irreducible components.
1® = StQ+R(1,2)+R(2,1 )+3.R(2,0)+StG(l)+2.R(1,0)+1 
SG = StQ + R(2,0) + 1.
Remarks
h  .34 and $5.22 show that in case ite3»h=2 the number of
rtdistinct irreducible components of 1 ^  equals the number of 
unipotent conjugacy classes of G; there exists an apparently 
'natural' bijection in which StG corresponds to the regular
class
representative
representation
1 to the identity, as follows.
h  1 o\ /1 1 o\ h  it o \ 1 1 °\[° 1 1 0 1 *1 0 1 1 P  1 °Jlo o  1/ Vo o 1 / Vo o 1 / lo 0 1 /
StG R(2,1) R(1»2) R(2,0)
/1 °\ /1 w °\ (1 0 0\1° 1 V ° 1 ° 0 1 0]
\0 0 1 / (0 0 ll \0 0 1 /
StG(1) R(1,0) 1
class
representative
representation
In case h=1 such 'natural' bijections are well-known, since
p
unipotent conjugacy classes and components of 1-g can both be 
parametrised by partitions of n. In case n=2 and h >  2 there
<
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is also a bisection : Tr ^ — ^StG(i)
Proof of $5.53 
(i) see $3 .24/6.
For (ii) and (iii) we need first to observe that (in a nota­
tion to be explained below) by $3.1 we have
T d  * T(0,h-1)
T(h,1)CC , 1*°)
Each arrow above, for example *¥( 1 ,hj ^  q— — 3^(0,h) indicates 
a statement of the form : given ^ G ^ O j h )  there exist pre­
cisely q+1 flags 3"( 1 ,h) such that ^  >*3. Similarly,
9^lh.O)— — >y(h-1,0) asserts that given *3 = (0 C V'1 C V) in 
3U»o) ( so v'^Ch;) there exists a unique U C'J'Ch-IjO) such 
that U C  T|, All these statements follow from $3.12/3/4.
It follows that the representations R(1,h), R(h,l), R(0,h), 
and R(h,0) may each be constructed by the procedure of §3.2 
as the sum of the reduced homologies of |T"(0,h-1) | copies 
of a suitable complex X. In the latter two cases X is a
pdiscrete set of q points. In the former two cases X is of 
dimension 1 and is path-connected, since, for example, if 
U €T(h-1,0), V €T(h,0) with irV = U, and (U C W) e?(h-1,l) 
then either V C W, in which case the 1-simplex (V C W)€ifl[h#1)
connects V to (U C W),
or V <(: W, in which case we choose V'— ih) with
U C V» C W; then W  = <  V,V >  — (h, 1) and 
(V* C W), (V C V)» (VC V )  connect 
(U C W) to V via V» and (U C V).
■tllMlMilll
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So in all cases the corresponding augmented chain complex 
is exact. Moreover R(l,h) is the subrepresentation of l(1,h) 
defined by certain cycle conditions (compare §3 .2 3(ii)); and 
similarly for R(h,l), R(0,h) and R(h,0).
V/e can now compute the dimensions of these representations. 
dim(R(1,h)) =dim(R(h,1)) = |T(0,h-1)|.(q2(q+1)-q(q+1)-q2+1 )
= (q2+q+1)q2h“4(q2-D(q-D by§3 .1 2 .
= (q5-l)(q2-l)q2h_4.
dim(R(0,h)) = dim(R(h,0)) = |T(h-1,0)|.(q2-1)
= (q2+q+i)q2h_4(q2-i)
= (q+1)(q3-1)q2h"4.
To prove R(h,1) irreducible we shall prove that
<  I(h,1),R(h,1) >G = 1, using the cycle conditions, as in
$3.25* So let ^  = (0 C V1 C V2 C V) be the standard flag of
type (h,1J, i.e. V\| = <  e1 >  , V2 = < e.j ,wh“1 e2 >. Then
B(h,l) = StabG30 = i (o e f\ 5 a,e,KR*»$Jt)fceR| jevR}.
VO i k)
Row $ 3 .1 7 /8  hold for a = (h,1) so as in $3 .2 5  
X = Ivw : w € W, v € TT(ttR) n wU“(-rR)}
1 / 1 0 o\ /o 1 o\ h 0 o\/o 0 i\lo 1 o\|o 0 1\ . a h ^ TP>
“ * a 1 ONI 0 OJ* a 0 1 j»(l 0 oV 0 a 1V 0 1 01 ' a»b»c€<RJ\b c 1/ \o b 1/ lb 1 oJ \c 1 0/ \1 OOlll 0 01
forms a sufficient set of representatives for 1 )“B(h 1)
double cosets in &. We could proceed with the proof by the
method given in §3 .2 5, but we may alternatively proceed as
follows. Writing a = otif1“, b = $vs, c = with ec,y f* € R*
the equations 1 0 °\ =/? 0 °\ / 1 0 °\ / Q 0 0
a 1 0] I 0 0 jl w* 1 Olio p<*“1 0
b c 1/ \0 0 1/\vs -1? 1 / \ 0 (y-foT1)^ 1
____ 1° 1 °\ = / » 1 °, °\/° 1 °\/> 0 °’
^  1 0 0 I 0 V"1 0 1 0 0 0 ^ 0
\o b 1 / \ 0 0 1 /lx? Vs 1 l\ 0 0 1
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show that in fact the subset of X with a = ■n,r, b = ws, c = 
forms a sufficient set of representatives of ® (^,1)“®(h,1) 
cosets in G and it follows that the B ^  ^  -orbit type of a 
flag *3- = (0 C C U2 C V) €'3r(h,1J is determined by the 
isomorphism types (ai;.) of XL O Vj (Ki, j<2).
Now let f:'5"(h,1) - C  be constant on B ^  ^-orbits and 
satisfy the cycle conditions
C. : E f(9) = 0 for each 3= (W. C U~) eT(h-1,1)
1 3 > q
0o : E fC5) = 0 for each-f(= (U.) €T(h,0).
2 ^>K. 1
As in the proof of §3.25 we must show that either f(^) = 0
or there exists k €0*3uch that f(*}) = k.f(ijg).---- (*)
We first apply condition . So let ^ = (W^  C U2) €?(h-1,1)
and consider the q flags (U1 C U2) eT(h,1) with
U2 is the same for all these flags ^  and so XL, O has the 
same type for all (j=1,2).
Case 1 : .
r> is the unique submodule of of type (i) for 
some i; now if i=h then W1 C O , and if i=h-1
then W1 = U1 H V1 C Vt, so we must have i<h-2. So O is 
the unique submodule of of its type. Hence O =
W1 n for all q flags ><J.
u
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But also U.| O V2 C « 1 » since if this were not so then 
U.j C V2 whence n 7^  has type (h) or (h-1) (because 
| |/ iVi | = q), a contradiction. Hence n Vg = H V2
for all q flags *3’. Hence (a^) is the same for all the *3" 
and so by condition , f being constant on B ^ ^ 1 ^ -orbits, 
we have f('J) = 0 (xor any*J= (U1 C UgJ with vU, <f V^.
Case 2 : W|. C .
(a) Ug O V2'~(h:,1). Then U2 = V2 so O. V2 = : this has
the same type for all the 'i. One *3 has U1 O V1 = Vj (ui=^i) 
and the remaining (q-1 ) ^  have O .
Hence f ( £ h^  + (q-1) .* (Vh^l) = 0  — (1),
where we write only the orbit type (a^j) since f is 
constant on ■])-orbits.
(b) U2 O 72~(h),V1 C U2. Then U2 O V ^ h ) ,  so U2 n 7g ■ ▼1 . 
Att v.one 3" haveU^ O and so also O V2 C U2 O V2 = ,
whence O V2 = O .
Hence f (£ £) + (q-1 ).f (h"1- ^  = 0  -- (2).
(c) U2 O V2~(h), V1 i U2. Then V1 so U2 O V.,
= . Also n for all3"; one *■}• has O 72 =
(U^C V2) and the other (q-1 ) *3 have O V2 = .
Hence f ( ¡£j + (4-1 ) -t ( fc} = 0 ---(3).
(d) U2 O V2~(i), i<h-1 . Now W1 C U1 O V1 C U2 O V2 so i=h-1 , 
and = U-j O = Uj C\ V2 = U2 n = Ug O 7g, the same for 
all 'i j so f vanishes here.
(e) U2 O V2~(i,1), ivh-1. Now W1 C U1 O V1 C U2 n V2 so i=h-1, 
Then O = W1 = n  Vg, the same type for all '3 ; so f 
vanishes here too.
We now note that all orbit types have occured; we relate 
equations (1), (2) and (3) by applying condition Cg.
i i a i M i H f i i i i
So let "J(.= (1^ ) € T(h,0) and consider the q+1 flags 
^  C U2) GT(h,1 ) with *3 >-ft.
Case 1 : U1 = V1.
Then U1 O V2 = ^  , U2 n V1 = V1. One *3 has U2 = V2, so 
U2 rv V2'-'(h,1 ); the other q *3 have U2 O V2^  (h).
»«“• f U ¿ 1) + »-f (£ £) - 0 — ‘4)
Case 2 : Ut r\ V1 ~(h-1), C Vg.
Then one *3" has U2 Z> V1, so U2 O (h), and U2 n V2~(h, 1) 
(it can*t he type (h) since if it were then , which
contradicts n V1 ^  (h-1) ). The other q ^  have U2 n =
Ut O V1 >~(h—1 ) and U2 H V2 = U1 ~(h).
Hence f ( V h * )  + q.f (£J - 0 --- (5).
Equations (1) to (5) are now sufficient to prove (*) and 
hence the irreducibility of R(h,1).
It follows that R(1,h) is also irreducible since it is 
constructed in a manner symmetrical to the construction of 
R(h,1) from the geometry of X(V). (see £4 .4 —  in particular 
R(1»h)(g) = R(h,l)(9(g)) for g € G, where 9(g) is the reflec­
tion of the matrix g in the secondary diagonal, as in §3.5).
We employ the same method to prove that R(h,0) is irredu­
cible; in fact we show < l(h,0) ,R(h,0) >Q =1.
So fix a flag ^ 0= (V|)eT(h,0) and let P = StabG(7.j).
Then P D B ^  ^  so the P-orbit of a flag = (U) e'HkfO) is
determined by the isomorphism type of U O .
If f € R(h,0) then it satisfies the cycle condition
2C, s E f(U) = 0, for each W~(h-1) (sum over the q
•> U 3  W ^
flags *3- = (U) £i(h,0) with UDW.).
Assume that f is constant on P-orbits
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Case 1 : W C .
Then one of the q2 ^  has U = ; the other q2—1 have
U n V1 = W. Hence f(h) + (q2-1).f(h-1 ) = 0 --- (**).
(Again just writing the orbit types).
Case 2 : W (f V..1 o+ V-j
Then U n  V( i» the unique submodule (of type (i) for some i 
now if h=h then W C U = U n V,, = V1, and if jb=h-1 then W = 
F n T |  C V.| , so we must have i<h-2 and so U Cl is the 
unique submodule of its type C W. Hence U O is the same 
for all q2 % , and so all q2 ^lie in the same orbit.
Hence f vanishes here# and this together with (**) is 
sufficient to prove R(h,0) irreducible.
(Exactly this type of proof can be used to prove StQ is 
irreducible in case G = GL2(R).)
N(2,1)(g) 4 R(2,l)(h); since the latter equals R(1»2)(g) it 
follows that R(2,1) cannot be isomorphic to R(1,2).
Now I(1,1)(g) = I(1,D(^h_i(«)) = 1(1,1) /J ] q \ =
\0 0 1 /
id#1) ( i  = K1,DUO, and similarly I(1,0)(g) =
l 0 0 1 J
1 ( 1 , 0 ) (h). So R(2#1) (g) - R(2,l)(h) =  I(2,1)(g) - l(2,0)(g) 
- 1(2,1 )(h) + 1(2,0)(h). We shall compute this directly : 
note that, for example, l(2,0)(g) = |(flags of type (2,0)
1G U _ *' ~ i-v— = l(0,h-
Pjl{(h-1) Pj2j(h-1)
2 I
1) and so R(h,0) = R(0,h).
~ 1(0,h) and I(h-1,0) ~
The proof of §5.33 is complete.
Proof of § 5.54
and h = 9(g) = We shall show that
which are fixed by g} |
Now the flags of type (2,0) are
<  e-i+reg+se^ >  is fixed by g iff
<  e.j+re2+se3 >
<  le.j+e2+se^ >
<  le1+ffle2+e^ >
( H i n a -  - a
(r,s € R, 
l,m G •wR).
for
some k G R k=T+r, kr=r+TTs, ks=s 
2
iff
iff r^ws, rs=0 
iff ir|r, tt| s
<Le.j+e2+se3 >  is fixed by g iff
: there are q solutions
1' 
t
is
1 1 0 
0 1 IT 
0 0 1
l2 
= k for
some k G R kl=l+1 , k=1 +Trs, ks=s
" - there are no solutions.
for
iff
iff 1=lXTS, TT3^=0
<  le1+me2+e3 >  is fixed by g iff = k ^
some k G R iff kl=l+m, kmsnH-V, k=1
iff nt=0, 0= U" : there are no solutions. 
Hence 1(2,0)(g) = q2.
To compute 1(2,1)(g) we only need consider the flags 
*3- = (^ C U2) of type (2,1) with U1 = <  e1+re2+se5 >  (^|r,s)
and U2 = <  U1 ,xe2+le^ >  (ir|l) or <  U1 >.
<  U1,-we2+le5 > is fixed by g iff J ^
for some k,j G R iff 3=^, kn+jr=^+wl, kl+js=l
iff kTfcy, kl=l : qJ solutions.
<  Ut,we3 >  is fixed by g iff [ J 1 £\ [o\ " k (ol + i
l o o  i) \t J WI
for some k,j G R iff j=0, jr=w^, kr+js=U
2iff k-n=v : q solutions.
Hence 1(2,1)(g) = q3 + q2.
<  et+re2+se3 >  is fixed by h iff |  ^= k | ^  for
some k G R iff k=1+^r, kr=r+s, ks=s
2 2iff irr =s, Tvrs=0 : q solutions.
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<  le^+0 2+se^ >  is fixed by h iff jo T = k jl^
some k € R iff kl=l+w, k=1 -t-s, ks=s
2iff ls=w, s =0 
iff tt|s , 0=1s=tt : no solutions.
= k<  l01+me2+e3 >  is fixed by h iff j j  * j i  j = k jmj
some k € R iff kl=l+Vm, km=m+1 , k=1
iff 0=*m, 0=1 : no solutions.
Hence 1(2,0)(h) = q2.
for
for
To compute 1(2,1 )(h) we only need consider the flags 
‘'J = (U.j C U2) of type (2,1) with = <  e1+re2+Tr2e^ >  
and U2 = <  U.j ,ue2+lej >  or < >. (ir| 1) .
<  U1 ,Tre2+le3 >  is fixed by h iff jj * J j = k + 3
for some k, j € R iff j=w2, k*+3r=v+l, kl+jirr2=l
iff (k-1)w=l, (k-1)1=0
iff (k-1 )2-<r=0, i.e. v|(k-l) so 1=0 s
2there are q solutions,
<  U1 ,«e3 >  is fixed by h iff ^  jo j = k jo j + r^
for some k, j € R iff 3=0, 3r=T» kw+Jrr2= v
iff 0=v : no solutions.
Hence 1(2,1)(h) = q2.
Hence R(2,1)(g) - R(2,1)(h) = (q3+q2) - q2 - q2 + q2 4 0, 
SO R(2,1) 4 R(1,2).
To prove Z = R(2,0) we must show that
1(2,0) + 1®jjj S 1(1,1) + 1(1,0) --- (*).
So fix a submodule U of V of type (1); this corresponds to 
a certain vertex in X(V). Recall link(U) ~ T(V) (§4.15)
Now {vertices of type (2) in link(U) } U {vertices of type(1,1) in link(U)}
= {vertices in lirik(U) whose quotient by U has type (I)}
X  {lines in V }.
Also {' ertices of type (2,1) in lihk(U)} U {vertex (0)}
= {vertices in link(U) whose quotient bv U (or vice versa)
has type (1,1)}
X  {planes in V }.
The usual duality between lines and planes in V yields an . 
isomorphism of the two permutation representations of Stab^U 
on these sets; and then summing over all U of type (1) we 
obtain the isomorphism (*) of representations of G.
Finally, from the definitions we have
1® = StG+R(2,l)+R(2,0)+R(1,2)+R(0,2)+Z+StG 1^ j+R(1,0)+R(0,1)+1
£ StG+R(2,1)+R(1,2)+3.R(2,0)+St&(1)+2.R(1,0)+1 .
Also StG+R(2,0)+1 S StG+R(2,0)+R(0,2)-Z+1
= 1(2,2)—(1(2,1)—I(2,0))-(1(1,2)—1(0,2))
+(1G(1>-I(1,0)-I(0,1)+1)
B(1)
«= Sa by $4.4 and $5.32.
This completes the proof of $5.34.
5.4 A counterexample on the character of
In case hs=1 the character of SG is always 0 or + a power 
of q^ We show that this is not always the case if h4l . 
Proposition 5.41
Let n-3»b=*3.Let g = (G ] q \ € G. Then SG(g) = q3(q-1)2.
\0 0 1 /
Proof: h-1
We use the formula S,, = l(h,h) + E (-1 )Il""i(l(h,i)+l(i,h))
1=0 . q+ °G(hr*1).
The calculation is similar to that in §5.34. Observe that g
is conjugate to 9(g) = l q ° so I(h,i)(g) = l(i,h)(g).
\0 0 1/
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Gase 1=0
Hie flags of type (h,0) are '< e^+re2+se^ >  
;< 16.^+62+802 > 
l< le^+me2+ej >
(r,s € R, 
l,m € ttR).
<  e^+r62+8e^ >  is fixed by g iff
(° :  • ‘  0
for
= k for
for
some k € R iff k=1+r, kr=r, ks=s 
iff" r2=0 , rs=0.
<  le^  +62+8e^ >  is fixed by g iff j q ] 0 |(i
\0 0 1 I\s
some k 6 R iff kl=l+1 , k=1, ks=s
iff ls=l+1 t there are no solutions.
<  le^+me2+e3 >  is fixed by g iff |q 1 0^|mj = k ^
some k 6 R iff kl=l+m, km=m, k=1 
iff m=0 .
So the flags of type (h,0 ) fixed by g are
O
<  e^reg+se^ >  (r =0=rs), <  le^e^ >
If h^ =2 then ir|r; if-tr|r then -\t|s. So the number of these 
fixed flags is (q-1)q+q2+q = 2q2. (=I(2,0)(g) ).
If h=3 then w2 |r; if it2|r then x|s. So the number of these 
fixed flags is (q-1)q2+q^+q2 = 2q^. (=l(3»0)(g) ).
Case i >  0
The flags of type (h,i) to be considered are (V1 C V2) where 
either (a) = < e^+reg+se^ >  (r2=0=rs), V2 - <  Yj,^ ie2+le2 >
Ml),
(-trh_1 |l) or V2 = <  V1 ,wn-:Le3+*e2 >  (xh-i h-i+T |m ).
or (b) =s < te.j+ej >  M t ) ,  V2 = <  ,-«^1“ie^+le2 >
(*-h-1|l) or V2 = <  Vî,xJl_ie2+me1 >  (■xh“;L+1 |m). 
(a) (i) <  V1 ittix“ie2+le2 >  is fixed by g iff there are k, j € R
- ( s s î I l H - l i l - I M
i f f  , kr+jw ^ - i -^ - i , ks+Jl^l
i f f  xh - i (r+J-1 )=0, (3-1 )l=-'rh-*s.
■ i i iH i iM i i i i i t t M t v in i»
Æ
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(a) (ii) <  e^+me2 > is fixed by g iff there are k,J € R
iff k=m, kr+jm=m, ka+jx 1^-:i'=Tr1”i 
iff m(r+j- 1  )=0, (j- 1  )tr*1-:L=-ms.
iff kt+ jH*1”^Trh-1+1 , jl=l, k=0
iff (j-1 ) 1 =0 , (3 -1 K ^ i .
(b)(ii) < Vj,tPl“ie2+me1 >  is fixed by g iff there are k, j € R
^  (g i iilf’l  ’ H ? ) +
iff kt+jm=nH--nh-i, j'<rJa“i=-<rh-i, k=0
iff (j-Dn-x^1, (j- 1  )xh_i=0 .
Rote that in case (b)(ii) there are no solutions, since in 
the first equation | ( j—1 )m whereas (j-1 )m=ir-i 4° (i >  0).
Me compute the number N of solutions for each of the other 
cases.
h=2 : 1=1 :
(a) (i) : x(r+j-1 )=0 and -x|r so x(j-l)=0. So Tr|(j-1) and so 
-Trs=( j-1 ) 1=0. So x|s. Hence N = q? in this case.
(a) (ii) : m=0. So N = 2q2-q.
(b) (i) : -n-|l and ( j-1 )1=0. So if 1*^ 1 then x|(j-1) and so 
1=(j-1 )x=0, contradiction. So 1=0. Hence R = q.
Hence 1(2,1 )(g) = q3+2q2.
h=2 s 1=2 :
(a)(1) : j-1=—r so s=rl. Thus rs=r2l=0 for any 1. So N = q3.
(a) (il) : Tr|m so (j-1)m=0 and j-1=-ms. So N = (2q -q).q
(b) (i) : j-1=l so 12=0, i.e. ir|l. Hence N = q2.
Hence I(2,2)(g) = 3q3.
m à
}
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h=3 : i=l s
(a) (i) : -«r2(r+;J—1 )=0 and ir2 |r so TT2(j-1 )=0. Sotr|(j-l) and so 
-v2s=(j-1 )1=0. So tt|s , Hence N = q4.
(a) (i±) ; m=0. So N = 2q3-q2.
(b) (1) : tt2|1 and (j-1 )l=0. So if -w2VfL then ir|(j-l) and so
> 21=(J“1)"' '=0» contradiction. So 1=0. Hence N = q .
Hence ‘(3,1)(g) = q4+2q3. 
h=3 : i=2 :
(a)(1):: tt(im-j-1 )=0 and -w2|r so tr( j—1 )=0. So tt2 J(J-1) and so 
-ns=(J-1)1=0. So -tr |s. Hence N = q .
(a) (ii) : t«2 |m so (j-1)m=0 and (j-1 >  =^ -ms. Hence tt| (j-1) and
•z 2no other restrictions. So I = q.(2q -q ).
(b) (i) : tt|1 and (j-1)l=0. l=(j-1)v so (J-1) tt=0. So -«H (d—1)
2 *5and son- |l. Hence II = q .
Hence 1(3,2)(g) = 3q4.
h=3 : i=3 :
2 4(a) (i) s j-1 =-r so s=rl. Thus rs=r 1=0 for any 1. So 11 = q .
(a) (ii) : iv|m so (j-l)m=0. j—1 =—ms so m2s=0. If then w|s
2 2and rs=0 always. If tv |m then m s=0 always. Hence N =
(q2-<l).q2.q + <l.(2q5-q2) = q5+q4-q3.
(b) (i) : j-1=l so 12=0 and so iv2 |l. Hence N = q3.
Henoe 1(3,3) (g) = q5+2q4.
Now by §2.22 Sq ^  ^ (g) = 0. So by the above calculations 
S0(2)(g) = 1(2,2)(g) _ 2(1(2,1)(g)-I(2,0)(g)) + SQ(1)(g)
= 3q3 - 2(q3+2q2-2q2) + 0
= q5.
SQ(g) = 1(3,3)(g) - 2.(1(3,2)(g)—1(3,1 )(g)+l(3,0)(g)) + SG(2)(g) 
= q5+2q4 -2(3q4-q4-2q3+2q3) + q3
=q5-2q4+q3 = q3(q-l)2. «
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(i) Let rt=2 and write k = k^tt),
0
stG(t) — qh_2(q-1 ) 
qh"2(q2-l)
0 1 <  h-2 j
q ^ 5(q-1)2 k = h-1 = 1<^3h-5(q2_i) ( q _ i  ) k = h, 1 = h-1
q3h~5(q2—1)(q3-1 ) HIIilII
5.5 The character of St^ at split semisimple elements, 
Proposition 5.51
Let t € G be split semisimple and assume that h >  2.
Then
k <  h-2 
k = h—1 
k = h
(ii) Let n^3. Then there exists w 6 W such that
k = k12(wt) > k 23(wt) = k13(wt) = 1, say, and
StQ(t) =
These results lead us to make the following conjecture for 
the general case n >  2, h > 2.
(1) If there exists J with k^t) <  h-1 then StG(t) = 0
(compare §3.28).
(2) If k^t) >  h-1 for all <* € <£ then there exists a well-
defined 'isotropy subgroup' W(t) of the Weyl group W, and
St«(t) = qN(h»-l)-l( _i)l j, , where we have written
° w€W(t)
» -  i n  = n(n-1)/2, 1 = n-T, and l(w) as in $1.3.
Proof of * 5.51
(i) is given in (£"0,p.104).
(ii) The calculation is similar to those of §5.34 and §5.4. 
We shall use the formula of § 4.4 ’
StG = I(h,h) - I(h,h-1) - I(h-1,h) + I(h-1,h-1).
Suppose t has eigenvalues x,y, z € R* and suppose (x-y)(|v^ ,
(y-z)||'v1» (x-z )IItt111 with k >  1 >  m; then in fact 1 = m since
x-z = (x-y) + (y-z). By conjugating t by an element of G if
necessary we may assume that t = | n 2 oi *
\0 0 z)
I m P H R I H O I I I «
Note that I(h,h-1)(t) = l(h-1,h)(t) since t is conjugate to
•W " (o£o\-\ O O x l
The modules of type (h) in V are <  e.j+re2+se3 >
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<e^+re2+se^ >  is fixed by t iff
some h € R
<  ae^+e2+se^ > 
ae^+be2+e^ >
= h
(r,s£R, 
a»b£wR) .
for
iff h=xf hr=yr, hs=zs 
iff (x-y)r=0=(x-z)s 
iff irh_k|r, irh_1|s.
Similarly < ae.,+e2+se3 >  is fixed by t iff (x-y)a=0=(y-z)s 
iff ir^^la, -ir1-'L|s; and <  ae.,+be2+e3 >  is fixed by t iff
(x-z)a=0=(y-z)b iff rrh-11 h—1 |b.
Now let 1 <i<h; we need only consider the following flags 
(U., C U2) of type (h,i) :
(a) U1 = < e^reg+se^ >  (■h-k | 
h-i.
r, -ah-1 |s),U2=< U^- h-ie2+ce^ >
U il“i|c) or U2 = <  U1 ,it e,+de2 > (wh-i+1
(b) U1 = < ae.j+e2+se3 > (TTh-k|a,-n-h-1 |s) ,U2= <  U., ,wll“ld1+ce3 >  
|c) orU2 = < D t, ■irh“ie3+de1 >  (■trh“i+1 |d).
(c) = <  ae^+be2+e3 >  ( ^ “ ^ la ,^ 1“ 1 Jb) ,U2=  <  ,wh - ie^+ce2 >
| c) or U2 = <  U.J ,tt e2+de^ >  (Vh-i+1
Case (a)(1): <  ,Th_ie2+cej >  is fixed by t iff there are 
h,j € R such that || ° g||°h-ij =
f=0, j-n^ “^ =yrr1”i, jc=zc 
iff jc=yc (since 1c), (y-z)c=0
So the number of solutions for c is j ^
iff TTil“1 |o.
1 — 1 \ and the
1 <  i )if
number of flags of this case fixed by t is ( q.'k+l+ik+21
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u 4
Case (a) (±1) : A similar calculation shows that <  e^+de^
is fixed by -t iff |d; the number of flags of this case
fixed by t is ( qfc+l+i_1 if 1 >  i-1 ] .
( qk+21 if 1 <  i-1 j
Precisely similar calculations yield the following number
of fla^ fixed by t in the other cases.
Case (b)(i): q k + 1 + i if 1 >  il if k <  h-1
k+2l if 1 <  i J
qh-1+l+i if 1 > il if k = h.
h—1+21 if 1 <  i J
(ii): 'qk+l+i-1 if 1 >  i-11 if k <  h-1
,q k + 2 1 if 1 <  i-1 Jrh-1+l+i“1 if 1 >  i-1 1 if k = h
Lqh-1+21 if 1 <  i-1)
Case (c)(i): [q21+1 if k >  il if 1 iVI
lq21+k if k < i ]
q2h—2+i if 1 = h (so k = h) .
(ii): (q2l+i-1 if k >  i-11 if 1 <  h-1
lq21+k if k <  i-1 j
q2h—2+i—1 if ]_ _ h (so k = h).
A calculation similar to that with modules of type (h) 
shows that t fixes the following modules of type (h-1).
(a) <  •ae1+re2+se5 >  (w11“151 |r, tv11“1 |s , w|r, u|a)
(b) <  ae1+'rce2 + s e 3 >  (Trh-k|a> v2 |a, \r|s)
(o) < ae^+be2+'n0  ^>  (•«rk_'^ la# ir1 "^¡t» ^  la» i^|b).
We only need consider the flags 
above modules of type (h-1) and U.
(a) (i) <  e-j+r’eg+s'e^, ireg+cej >  
(ii) <  e^+r'62+s'e^ , wej+de2 >
(b) (i) <  a • e^  +e2+s5 e^, ire^ce^ >  
(ii) <  a ’e.j+eg+s'e^, tre^ +de^  >
(W1 C U2) with Wt one of the 
as follows.
(ir|c, trr'=r, its '=s)
A
(ir |d, irr'=r, t s '=s )
(vjc, ira'=a, trs'=s)
(v  | d , i ra 1 =a, i r s 1 = s )
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(c)(i): <  a ,e|+b'e2+e^, Tre.|+ce2 >  (irjc, Tra'=a, -nb'sb)
2(ii): <  a ,e^+b'e2+ej, ■ffe2+<ie1 >  (tt |d,-tra*=a, Trb'=b). 
Caae (a)(i): For U2 to be fixed by t we require first
(s ? = I j H ! )  for soms f,i e H’
i.e. f=0, jTt=yw, jc=zc, i.e. (y-z)c=0 (since tt|c), 
h—1 1i»0. -W
and also
(I s ' f( h ) + 1 ?
for some f,J £ R,
i.e. (y-x)r'=jir, (z-x)s'=;jc.
Note also that for distinct flags we may assume that r' is 
uniquely determined by r but s' may take q possible values 
for each s.
If 1 <  h-2 then t^ |c so since 0=r(y-x)=r'Tr(y-x)=.jv^ we 
see 0= jc=(z-x)s' and hence-rrll”l+1 |s.
If 1 = h-1 then vjc and so (y-x)r’ determines -tr s  1. 
If 1 = h there is no extra condition.
Hence the number of flags in this case fixed by t is
if 1 <  h-2, k <  h-1 
if 1 <  h-2, k = h
k 1-1 „ „1q «q .q.<i„h-1 1-1 „ „1q .q .q.q
qh“1 .qh"2.q.qh“1 i f  1 = h-1 (so k > h-1)
h.“ 1 h“ 1 _ ll"" 1 j j> 1 i r.q. #q .q..q ix 1 = k = h
Case (a)(ii): For U2 to be fixed by t we require ^ “^Id 
and (y-x)r'=;Jd, ( z - x ) s f o r  some j £ R. But -ir |d so 
0=s(z-x)=jTr2 implies 0=(y-x)r', i.e. Tr^^lr'. For distinct 
flags we may assume that s* is uniquely determined by s 
but r' may take q possible values for each r. The number of
fixed flags is if 1 < h-2 
if 1 > h-1
Proceeding with the other cases in the same way we find the 
following results.
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S a s a J b l U ) : » . ^ ^ ^ ^ ! ^  (X_y)a,=^  (z-y)s'=3o. The 
umber of fixed f U ^  W  Jft r ^ X  if x <  h_2, k <  h-2.
\ q ^ 2-*-2! if 1 <  h-2, k >  h—1
j q3*1'*4 if 1 Z h^1, (so k >  h—1) 
[q3^  if 1 = h = k
Case. (b)(ii); We r o q ^ Q j ^  (x_y)a'=jd, (z-y)s*=jir. The
number of fixed O f  &  j* (q^ l  if 1 <  h-2, k <  h-1
)q^ 1+2l ^  j. <  h-2, k = h
(q3*1"'4 if 1 >  h-1 (so k >  h-1) 
Caae_Lol(l): Wereqv» * » W * * | „ .  (aM)Vi. “f (y_z)b.=d~ The
number of fixed fl*#» 1, / qfc*l lf q <  h_2> k <  M
) qb'1+2l if x <  h_2> k = h
U 3*1''4 if 1 >  h-1 (so k >  h-1) 
Caae, (c)(il)= Ve ***m^*r* ^ h ,  («)|.Jd, (y-Z)k'=^. The 
number of fixed ifefl»^ i* (q*^l if 1 <  h-2, k <  h-2
) qb"^+21 if i <  h-2, k >  h-1 
{_<T ^  if 1 >  h-1 (so k >  h-1)
We are now abl, *• - oi -Co 5orBpute 
Case 1: 1 < k < lwr §
I(h,h)(t) =6qk+tl . . = *J(b.,h-1}(t) = I(h-1,h-1)(t) so
StQ(t) = 0 (see 3.2Q(i)).
Case 2: 1 < h-2, ^
StQ(t) = qh 2+2l(fc, „ 2( 5q+1) + 4q+2) _ Q
Case 3: 1 < h-2, ^  . » * a
StQ(t) = qh"2+2l(3, W>3q >2(245+3q+1) + q2+3q+2) = 0 
Case 4; 1 = h-1 « ^  ^
s ta(t) -  ,»-5(6,? % , « 2 (3 ,2 ^ ,) + ,2+4^1, = ,3h-5( i . n 2
CaseJi: 1 = h-1, k y>; % h
StQ(t) = q3 5(h\ —  2(q,^3q2+2q) + 2q2+3q+1)
= q3h"5(q2^ f> fH)(q^-i)
Case 6; 1 = h a
StG(t) = q3*“5^ ,  Jls ^(q2^ )  (see alflo £ 3#24) «
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